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Mechlins, etc., all pondent ol' the Daily Telegraph, an anwhich are much more fragile, it gives alytical chemist, writes to draw attention
to an
soft effect >f lace without
exceedingly dangerous use of arattracting senic. Iu
a box of kindergarten
toys were
much attention, so as to be recognized
some cardboard slips for making letters.
again. It is a very great mistake to <>ne side of these
slips was covered with
cp bices (particularly Valenciennes, bright green paper, which the corresponh is not at all injured by being wash- dent analyzed, and found that the green
pigment consists of emerald or sdieele’s
year* without washing. Many
green, which is well known to be a comf-n believe that ail lace is ruined
by pound of arsenic and copper. The color
<
an*. w ill keep some cherished
is, moreover, readily removed by moistace tor yeais and years,
turning ening with saliva, which is of the more
with age, and rotting with the
importance as young children are in the
lats accumulated, till it really
habit of putting such things to their
\
al.-ncienues does not
eh blain hisse tse to “do
th phrase is. Let the owner
la; ge bottle closely in w hite tlan';"a i
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loops that lbrm
me wr.ii a pm ; stand the bottle in
Wie n tin' lace is quite dry, so
a may i
sun of jt* entire cleana
il you desire to give it
appearance "1 old lace, take a
midiic!cbie; and nip it m a rup if
olw. ami s p llic lave with it as
sponge, trying to be so very evenlet ihe lave 'Iry. Sonic people
■
rinsi the lace in coffee Indore
i
upon the bottle, but I have
d me metLiod lies' i ibed above better,
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Market.
Wkdni-SDAV, l)ir.
Amount of stock at market
( attle, lfAo; sin
p
ami lambs, 525o; swine, 21,557; veals, 45; numbe
(»1 w> stein cattle, Ml ; northern ami ca-tern cattle.
220.
Prices of beef cattle <p loo !b live weight, extra
4 u: li t y, $, 12 13 «i 7 .*0: lir.-t, $♦> 1.
<j 7 0t ■; -o
ml, $5
•J wjii (in; third, $4 12!
12
poorest grade.- <•!
coarse oxen, l.iills. ete.r$;> (-0ri4 oo.
Brighten Hides, V1.. <i 1 »>e V*' It); Brighton fallow. S
V T lt>; <
titry Hides, light one-, Ode & if,;
lb; Country Tallow, 5c T tt*; T..'Y
T
heavy, -s
It..
l-.<r
>kii.s,
Sheep and Lamb "kins, 75ca$L25.
Working Ken— \ Jew pairs, each week i- all the
market requires.
We note sales of 1 pair, girth 7
ft
live, weight $300c tl., $1>:5: I pair, girth r. ft.,
n.
live weigl.: 24no It). $l(i(i. i pair, girth 0 ft., lo in.,
li’. e w eight 2100 lb. $l5o; 1 pair, girth (> ft.. s in., li\ «■
weiuht $2"Oij lb, $ln5; 1 pair, girth (5 l't., * in., gsoo

"tore « attle
Yearlings, $"5J4;2 years olds, 71.;
3 vcalls old. $23 «_«•!> c;,i'!i.
■j 2M;:' h Tows—Kxtra. $5i.u75: ordinary. $2<'«4>;
springers for $1>m',5 K head. We lmt-.’sale- ot
-priogc.'- at $32..”k 1 each 1 -prirg, r. $55; I do, $31
1 c..\\ and calf
l dm $53; 2 for $!7.5o cad:: 2
iws
r $4 5; ]
»; 2
h
:
5 aev. milch cow s at $•'• ?-a 11.
ca$'■"
springer-at
Sheep and Lambs—The -tipidy from the Wc-t
cost the same as tints. in last \v> ek
S!n ep cost I a
t'
Land*- 5<ii':to l* if>, live w« :gi;t. T!i *.-e ii.o
Maine taken l*\ butcher.- t *-hud 'er at d mark* t
at a c<»mmis-i..n.
Swine—Western fal hogs cost. lauded at til
slaughter bouses, tu*
tb. ii\, might.
On st ;
It. for live \\i edit;
pigs jirices are from *51*> loe
or $1 5o to $s ¥ head.
>
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I poll his de'k the sheriff rapped,—his heliest
was delied:
And tlie scene was -.1 discordant that the erier
almost cried.
It really seemed as tho’the court must go to
speedy wreck.
That Justice, in tlie general smash, would hardly save her ne. k.

lt>, $140.
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they

•Twas in tli>‘ court arona. a scared witness oil
tin- stand
V\ Iio eouldn't tell if .tones or Smith had signed
the Hole of haiid :
And tiio lawyi rs took to wrangling, with a
plentitulle of jaw.
While Hi- Honor seemed perplexed amid the
mazes 0f the Jaw.
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“Tin Stenographer, i: may be. can lind in liei
lie Hushed to the roots ot ins cripsy
report
Some taels to settle tlie.dispute and reassure
brown hair us he smiled at her.
curling
the court."
She noticed it. and wondered silently,
When thus adjured the lady read.- all calmness in her look
thinking, meanwhile, that he was not a
The testifying spider tracks from her mysteri- j had looking fellow, with his broad
brow,
oils book.
1 ou * 'St eyes and tirm lips.
l ike oil
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fell.
1

l

roulilod waters her calming accent'

ill eouiI and

j And

angling counsel confessed
soothing spell:
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w ard speeded
w 1

j \A iili usual velocity.
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cases come to eourt.
that eourt
j And when
with 110 appeal.
And the weight of the sail charges we shall
both s, e and feel.
Will any pitying being, with form of light and

wings.
k ou economy. Hut
Have mitigating words to say for all the record
he
brings';
,ade to-day l»y ladies
!
-w-.u-k resemble it very much
|
Tlie Stage Driver’s Wile.
>. mistaken for it at
-i t
all,
>
io
ban like any other lace.
Four Hay horses dashed in tine style
The prophet who think- everything wi'.l turn nut
a particular kind of
tape ac-’ordin^ to hi- expectations
should trv turning up to tlie door of the inn. pulling behind
i:.i o.ot
a a ]liece of black or I out molasses from a juir.
them the gorgeous rod stage which sway
or The amateur
usually makes
“Wheat Bitter-’’ nev« 1 <listurb the stomach, but
ed and reeled and rocked in a fashion
a trailing put
digestion
-table
and
nourishment.
promote
cloths,
p--so*,
that made the more nervous passengers
'an ry line
of
this iaee is
quality
Tin* Cincinnati «.a/ tt. ha.-a department headed
wince and shiver,
lfolliston threw his
.1 it" dress inuri ng. I have seen “W'liaf is l.oine On ic society.” Perhaps it is pain;
t sins to the stable hoy, and went into the
and
powder.
made to cover the front breadth
He was a bluff, big-listed fellow,
house.
rcss in;
it tl.c
mother-, weak children, nervous and fretp;ince**e fashion, fulInvalid
rath -r rough looking in his wolfskin overinfants arc benetitted by ii-in^ Brown's Iron
rg from the throat to the bottom
Bitters. Harmless but etlieacious.
coat and bfoad-visored cap.
Nobody
■ires*, and the effect was
really
ever doubted the kindness oi heart under
"Yeur lan.irua.ire is wholly uncalled for,*’as the
riiiful. flits lace can be made in publishers told the author whose w<uks failed to
that unpolished exterior, however.
>.
ii. ‘incuts that many women use
Now. as he tramped through the big
0
lii ling "i kiiitt .tig things of less
The ri' h phosphate, combined with the best vcireon his way
to the bar-room, he
hull,
laMe
letters, make in Wheat Putters the irrealesi
•; beauty.
brain and nerve food in existence.
pa; sed at the sight ot a female tigure in
the wold iaee .-ouilds like the blood,
one dim corner, with her lace dropped
Tiie mouthpiece "f the telephone
’.cin." of the wealthy woman : but
may be perfectinto hot'., hands, and her whole attitude
but there arc a frveat*man\ things
ly
respectable,
:: is not an article to be bought
said against it.
one ot i"nvw and despair,
file tigure
"t re economist who earns a limPearl » \> hite Cdycenue unliki li>" inferior,
was slender and young, clad in a wellcheap
1
it-t-. yet it may he her
very good jrhecrim, penatrates the -kin. leaving it smootli, worn gray suit, aud the hands on which
should site inherit any of it, far it -oit an i pi ha Me, and can M applied to the skin any
the brown head was lowed were white
time without caii-ina anv inconvenience, as it has
u cher
many a penny that she will not the sticky qualities *)i all other irlycerines.
and delicate.
i less
enduring fabrics. And one
I beg your pardon, ma’am.
Are you
So lontr as the school teaelier keeps his pupils in
ri a.
gi•<-il pieces of lace will be a his c’ nobody •an deny that lie has a perfect riirht 1 in trouble? Can I he of service to
j
you?''
to
lash
his
iiM-stment fur the economist, who,
pupils.
Then the girl looker, up, and Hollister
-mall capital to dress on. can
Popular Everywhere.
recognized the daughter of a man who
Burdam ." tiif Fivmh name i«»r Burdock, is aiy from time to time a good
had been at the inn for some weeks a
in
France
as
in
Vmerica.
Vs
an
anti-s
popular
-ling thin. 'Mrs.'ih W. 1 >ewiug,in
biitie, aperient and dimvtie it earned l»c too highly 1; man v. lioni the driver had no hesitation
ii
; ■•!'s Magazine.
extolled.
Bi kimm k llt.noii Bi I i:i;s r,undine “in
in eht-.-ungas an udventuier and a blaeka condensed Fuan" ail its good
properti*'. Fa ;
cutaneous
disorders and kidney troubles thev i leg.
-'nit,
Oood Butter or None.
are unecjualeii.
Price id.on, trial size in cent'. For
He had pitied the girl on that night
sale by K. H. Moody, Belfast.
wlien he had brought them out from the
u i
who knows what he is talking
Vn ox
i her* will lie no pronounced
city ; for she seemed a lady, with her
laitnei
wh< tit \ ote any at- loud stylo tiiis winter.” I>on’t you belicv it l"he
•••;•
oi
quiet ways aud her wistful eyes, and not
loud as ever.
style
snaring will !>-• ’.>t
j
•'
making bif.iei i ho— times must
j at all fitted for a life of Bohetnianism,
A
Vexed Clergyman.
w ,th the
be
j such as her father was leading her.
t"
F\I'll
.lo!
suetile
Ot
would bee- •!
e\:>ail>I
impiovemeuts
patience
She looked up, and meeting the ex pros
ed were in* a
and cn leavoriug- ?*» interest
•
•'...
I'! ic is no hianch of farming lii- audience preaeher
while they were keeping up an iueession of honest kindliness in Frank Hollissant coughing, making it impossible for' 1dm to be |
in
;cr progressiu improvements
tor's clear gray eyes, she struggled a mobeard.
Vet, how very ea-v ean all this be avoided
1
■:
Though flue creamery by 'imply using Dr. I\mg'> \eu Dimov.i for Con- ment for self-control,and then hurst into
sumption, (’oughs and Colds Trial Bottles uiven
•. made from the best butter cows.
j tears.
away at H II. Moody’s Drug "t re.
Frank squared his broad shoulders be!
'!< at'u
i: ts manufacture with the
Talmasays the ycing man win* carrier a pi'tol
lore in r in order to screen her from the
igi.t i>. be >panked. It the young man ;rric' the
'cr*
in! i.f at;ii".s and manipu- I t'tol m his hip | ooket, Tn image ..ad i.etter o"!. euiimis
gaze of any who might pass
out how l.e spanks him.
j!
i it i iiaiiu'c*;
tii the most approved
through the hall and waited in silence.
>ir daua
Paget, 1 hv.'bhiit Briti.'h Me iieal \~
Presently the girl raised her head once
i.t -.
s that Tu.ooii deaths are
itio;
"}
i
d'*cng s■ well, inferannual!> caii-i d I
at him with tear-stained
non ous iii'ea>e' in Fngland, and that t here is u<» !! ueoc, looked
’■y
"U .cl lilt)tie ill the old
*: ..iiiiii.s
tuojv powerful and cflWtunl nervous b \ i
than ! e.vi
and said, v ith quh< ring lips: ■■!
< oca Beef Tonic, is ev ideneed
Co.'.'
hi‘‘b*ig
tin
1
a' '1
by
am 'l trouble, sir.
j1"1 r. cc!!;:i: in <,| inferior st"ek. mu pn.;t: ter-1 inn my of i be most eminent
Wturs are the first
phy r-: ian'. j
.rug n. the market at less t.iun one- Bi \va v of imitation' under imitative nauic'. l a- ;! iiiemlh won is I have beard to-day.
malaria, debility, sick headache, d> 'pep^ia, month’■ •' ’he
jjj1 My lather" here a ••riiuson (lush dyed
A few years ago much
ly uttering and biliousness, it is. iiivmiparabic.
pri
iier fair brow
••my father has left me;
Hi •' i'Uttei weald hat e been accepted
When Dr. Ffllrolh r boasted that be had never l«»*1
1 am
ij where he has gene I do not know.
a iin.lient, everybody
was surprised til' it wa
a>'
.11 1".
11<: !i>r 1:x* t:• i. This shows
certaine 1 that he had iicvit ha*! ot.e
a '-ohite'y alone here among strangers,
lo-e.
the pu'tjj taste,
change
and our bill here is not paid.
Facts Worth Remembering.
dol its wen lost to dealers
For one instant Frank looked at her
There is no danger of -lying from heart di-case
j
*iii>
c
on ..'.'in the
pro- w illeuit know ing it for months, and generally years. | doubtfully, and then, with a sudden rush
beforehand.
The
!
ofi'en
ai
"i ini'-rior
re- j
ml ter. !:' the farmer j
mpbens
plain and
peated. There wi;. be no danger at all it Dr. ; of elf--I ante and chivalry, his hand went
or sell his milk, i Braves' Heart
1 roast
into IF
Regulator i- taken in time and acpocket and drew thereis
better feed it to the hogs than I cording to directions. It will n*»ver fail to cure a!! *
i'n in a lug leather pocket book.
forms «»f heart disease.
ale it into poor butter.
The girl made a little indignant gestv
it e- no wonder Kngli-hmen grow so stout. They
is great change in the public
and looked at him with wide opened
ure,
have icen known, in individual oases, to gain over
j
i: has la
n : : ought about by an
thirty pounds in one \voek—-betting on hoi-'c raees
haughty eyes.
1
'client in the breed of our cows,
•■Sir' 1 scarcely expected ail insult."
“Messrs. F. W. kinsman A (’<».; bents-! ka\e
at iv1 impi to einent in dairysold
oui Adamson's Stwianii- rough Balsam « v cr
Whereupon Frank began a hurried and
|
:c; bncents. in the care and handling
nine years; a d I mti-t say, that | indignant repudiation of her insinuation
my counter
itiik a.- it comes from the milker
He who had the
during an experience .4 twenty-six years in the re- i lie instil a woman!
slnal results in the form of the gold- tail
drug business,] have nevei -old any thing for ! dearest mother and the sweetest little
*
•
ii t
ball.
The old methods are
sister in the would, away i'll'there in the
coughs, c.»ld>, etc., that has given such universal
•::i:u
•! the past, and it is only by inod't: u a-your Adamson's Botanic Balsam.
sat
1 j eastern states praying for him !
‘!'>1 improv *d methods that we can rec.mineim it abo\a
all others. Yours truly,
"P’raps 1 ain’t so dainty in my choice
cd m making butter that will suit
>. ( JIIC’HM i:u,
of words as I might he, lady.
I am a
popular taste.
i~ Myrtle Ave.. Brooklyn, N Y."
fellow at best : but P n qreadiul
rough
i •-■li lain
will pay more attention ;
soft hearted where a woman is concerned.
* •»« fi
It wa.- v, r.’
u
for nervousness i- :*
and tbe dairy, amt make butter ( char,, tcrisiic «d celery
hut the intelligent <*«»niIl you choose to In k on me as a friend
v.
:; oiing a .-mile to the face of the po-ilor rendered it, “i .ood-for-iiothing-ness is a
and straight man one that never goes
charaet eristic of the clergy.”
■baser, is •■ ei! as on the face of the
hack mi bis word, you shan't he disapSKINNY MHlN.
la; no-:
dan
receives the purchase
Now then how can 1 serve
pointed.
“Wells’ Health Renewer” restore-, heaitii and
money, then wtll da r\ing pay better than
you ?
vigor, cures Dyspepsia, Impotence, Sexual Debili
■■
ei.-e
a;
the farm.
Die cow’s ty. $1.
thing
The big pocket hook had disappeared,
lyrlT
k. properly handled, is a sure crop.
and the girl's ace softened at his rough
dohn Quincy Adams made it a ride to he on time
\s
it i- the early bird that catches the to a minute, and in this way he lost hundreds of
gallantly. Sli ; extended one little hand
valuable hours waiting for other people.
A man
,-o it is the one who watches the
am.
who has been waited fur is always in re welcome.
frankly.
of the times and seizes hold ol every
“Forgive me, sir: 1 know that you are
“BUCHUPAIBA.”
a "i.ei n
improvement to enhance his proall that you seem
I cannot accept any
Quick, complete cure, all annoying Kidi.- v, Biad
ie
r lessen lbs hi nor, that wins the
der and Primary Diseases. $1. Druggists
peetmiaiy aid from you or anyone. The
.nieii price of success
landlord lias ottered me a position as a
One of tin* wiuiien <d the New York show of
beauties was adjudged f<» have “the mo.-t ne rituri
1 shall accept it. and in that
table girl.
-i mce oi Mtxn
Professor Wilder "U> eyes,” but she didn’t secure the prize. This was
can pay our indebtedness.
Thanks
way
one of the eases where the
-ias ’lo se short rules lor action in case
eyes didn’t have it.
i shall not forget it.''
for your kindness,
1 I a.
id. nt
For dust in the eyes, avoid
“HOUGH ON HATS.”
With a little fitting smile she slipped
i ah
Clears out rats, mice, roaches, flies, ants, bed
ng : dash water into them. Remove
him and went swiftly up the dark
past
skunks,
lac.
bugs,
chipmunks, gophers,
cinders, etc., with tiie round point of a
Druggists
stairway, while the driver proceeded to
h ad i eneil. Remove insects from the ear
Fannie
You are right. It i- better to return a
tne bar-room, where the men were talkkiss for a blow. And a great deal sweeter.
"
tepid water: never put a hard instruing, laughing, smoking and drinking.
Du. K link's Great Nerve Restorer is tin* marvel
ment into the e;ti. If an artery is cut,
Here Hollister listened to a detailed
<d the ag. for all Nerve Diseases. All tits stopped
compress above the wound : it’ a vein is free, send to Util Arrh Street, I’liila. Pa. Owl*
account of the disappearance of Colonel
cut, compress below
If choked, get upPu ssy interspersed with various comAn old member of the Legislature, when he saw
n all '"ins and
cough. For light burns, the fashionable waltzing at the inaugural ball, made ments concerning him and his
daughter
tin*
sensible
the
remark
I
don’t
know
in
“Well.
cold water: if the skin is
following
dip
part
Cora.
v\ hat they call such as that now ; but in
my raising
ocst i >y ed. cover w ith varnish. Smother a
such wrestling as that was called hugging!
I’ressy was stigmatized as a cheat, ;t
lire with carpets, etc. ; water will often
villain, and a sponge -anything and
Why Welcome.
spread burning oil and increase tbe danW hat makes Kloreston Cologne weleonn* on
cvi n thing they called him hut an honvery
ger. I'.ctore passing through smoke, take
lady’s toilet table is its lasting fragrance and rich, est man.
There were some expressions
a lull wreath, and then
odor.
stoop low ; but it flowery
of sympathy lor the girl, hut it was very
urban is suspected, walk erect. Suck
W hen the Brooklyn girl took forty different
parato see she was not liked.
.Miss
1 ■"; hi wounds, unless your mouth is sore; 8<ds to Saratoga, she hadn’t the slightest intention easy
of keeping herself in the shone. The idea was to
I’ressy had held herself too far aloof from
dma the wound, or, better, cut out the
keep other women in the shade.
every one in the house to win the apjail without delay. Hold the wounded
Good Advice
proval of this free and easy western comj ar a.- mug as can be borne to a hot coal,
Y >u will prevent and cure he greater
part <4 the
munity.
end oi a cigar. In case of
poisoning, ilis that alfli' t mankind in this nr any section. U you
One loutish-looking fellow, leaning
excite vomiting by tickling the throat
your stomach, liver and kidi eys in perfect
by keep
working order. There is no medicine known that aga.rst the liar mil, remarked, with a
water or mustard. For acid
poisons, give does this as surely a- Parker’s Ginger Tonic. It will
That gal's a mighty
alkalies: in case of opium poison, give keep your blood rich and pure, and give you good sneering grin:
critter- reckon she won’t
little
health
at little cost. See other column.
stuck-up
strong coffee, and keep moving. If in
put on any more airs with me!” and he
An Oswego young lady made Ton words of the
waiei, float on the back, with the nose
sent a stream of tobacco-juice In a very
letters contained in
while her mothand mouth projecting.
For apoplexy, er w rest led with the“conservatory,”
\\ eek’s washing unaided, eduskillful manner straight into the mouth
raise the head and body ; for
fainting, lay cation is a great thing for those who seek it.
of a spittoon which occupied the centre of
the person flat.
the room.
One of the Brightest Charms
Of a fair face is a tine set of teeth. The ladies beHollister, who had been a silent listenS(
I in Kii;in Wav to Bkish Velvet. ing fully alive to this fact, patronize >ZOD< >NT in er until now, crossed leisurely to this exto
other
since
know
any
dentifrice,
they
preference
I lit* art of removing lint, dust and
light l>y experience that it preserves like no other the traordinary marksman, and striking him
matter adhering to velvet consists iu the pristine whiteness and cleanliness of the teeth, and
a light blow upon the shoulder, said,
makes a naturally sweet breath additionally fraproper mode of managing the brush, grant. It is one of the privileges of the beaux sea- evenly and distinctly :—“Look here, Jerl ake a hat brush —not too soft, but hav- to look lovely and that proportion of it which uses ry, you don’t want to talk any more like
has learned that the article contribthat about Miss I’ressy.”
ing the bristles elastic, and returning at SOZODONT,
utes in no small degree to the end in view. All
once to their
Im49
“(Join' to marry her, Frank ?"
original state after being druggists sell it.
“I expect to,” replied Frank, coolly,
passed aside —hold firmly under the palm
The saying that beauty is but skin deep needs to
be modified. Is there anything particularly striking
ot the hand in the direction of the arm,
as he turned to select a cigar from his
and with the bristles downward, and about a chime of bells till they are pealed
case.
Messrs. Ely. Bros., Druggists, Owego, S. V.;
There wore no more insinuations
pressing them first into tlie substance
Cents—1
have
I
commenced
improved greatly since
of the velvet, then twist round the arm,
Cora I’ressy in his hearing.
The
using Cream Balm for Catarrh. 1 feed like a new against
hand and brush all together, as on an man. Ely’s Cream Balm is a blessing to suffering daughter of an unknown adventurer, no
John 1). Fauweu., Hartford, Conn.
matter how thorough a lady site might
axis, without moving them forward or humanity.
Kly’s ( ream Balm €!©., Owego, N. V : C‘‘nts—I
backward. The foreign matters will thus have never found anything like Ely’s Cream Balm seem, and the sweetheart of the keen
be drawn up and flirted out of the tiock for the cure of Catarrh. \V. 1\ Bates, lJo Hanover eyed, strong-armed stage driver, were
St., Boston, Mass.
without injury to the substance of the
two different persons, and when the loneI have been a sufferer for years with Catarrh,
under a physician’s treatment for over a year,
velvet; and the brush must be lifted up and
ly girl entered upon her new duties the
have tried a number of “sure cure” remedies ami
and plaeed in a similar manner over every obtained no
next day, she was surprised at the kindrelief. 1 was advised to try Ely’s Cream
part required to be brushed. By this Balm. It gave me immediate relief. I believe 1 am ness and consideration of all about her.
now
cured. <». 8. Davis, First National
means velvet will be
Frank did not try to weaken the imimproved instead of Bank,entirely
Elizabeth, N. J., Aug. 14, 1879.
deteriorated, and will last for years.
Price 50 cents.
2w50
pression which Itis words had made, lie
hi

:

Tin
ami

main cause of nervousness is indi-n .-ii n,
it is cans* d In weakness of the -toma-hi. No
<mi' can ha\
sound nerves and ^""u health without
H I* Bitters to-tremrthen the-t >mach, purify
blood and keep the liver and kidnev- active to
carry "ft' all the poisonous and waste matter of tin*
system. See other column.
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knew tliat it would be her surest protection ; that he left an intense desire to
protect and help her -she was so delicate and sorrowful, so absolutely alone,
now that her unnatural parent had deserted her.
Two or three uneventful days went by,
Cora tilling her new situation with satisfactory promptness. There was a bond
of sympathy growing between them,
which she had no desire to break.
One day. twenty miles down bis route,
Frank beard a hit of news which worked
him into a fever of impatience. Never
had the whip curled so sharply over the
Hank of his sturdy horses, never had he
made better time than on that day. when
it seemed to him but a snail's pace.
At last, however, the stage drew up
before the inn, whose roof sheltered the
girl who, in a few short days, had grown
inexpressibly dear to the. driver.
lb1 held a hurried consultation with
the hostler, which resulted in the latter
agreeing to drive the stage on to its destination for a certain strin o! money.
Then 1-', nk went into the long diningroom. and seating himself at one of the
small tables in a secluded corner, lie
waited for Cora IVessev.

Mail.]

Memorial.

[The readiness, in a social or genial way, of
the late Mr. Simpson, of the Belfast doiirnal,
to answer the demand of the occasion, is found
in the verses below. He had listened to the
trial of an important forgert case, in one of our
state courts, in which Mrs. Crosby, of AVaterville, was acting as stenographic reporter: and
at a point where the lawyers wrangled in the
interpretation of testimony, the judge interfered by calling for the reading of the reporter’s
“spider tracks." Tin- reconciliation was so
complete as to call marked notice. Afterwards
being asked to write in the reporter's album,
Air. Simpson made it an occasion for his lia>ty

■

pares.

the Watcrv ille
A

■

i

that it is the sea that feeds them rather than
the land. At St. Margaret's Bay we saw for the

Republican Journal.1

K"i' this department brief suggestions, facts
iud \pt rit nees are solicited from housekeepfarmer* and gardeners. Address Agri-

|

I

i

“M iss Cora." he said, rather awkwardly:
"1 would like to have you ride with me
this evening, if you will.
I have some
thing of importance to tell you," he added. hurriedly, growing redder than ever
with embarrassment
Cora looked at him wistfully.
Was it
something about her father? But she
dared not put the thought into wordsthere were too many about. So she mere
ly bowed her head in acceptance of his
invitation, and went away
Half an hour later she was tucked into a trim little cutter beside him, dashing along over the moonlit road, and
waiting anxiously for hint to reveal the
matter of importance at which he had
hinted.
lint rrauu was curiously silent lor a
long while, it seemed to Cora that he
would never speak ; at last witu a sudden effort he sttid :
■Miss Cora, you've known me oniy a
iew days, hut you've seen enough of me
to know that I ant a blunt spoken fellow,
so
you won't be upset by what I tint going to say. I’nt not much of a gentleman, hut 1 haven't any had habits and
make a fair living and- well, I want a
wife, little gal. and 1 love you. If you'll
have me I’ll do my prettiest to make you
the happiest woman in the country."
Cora smiled up at him through tearfilled eyes, and this gav e him courage to
slip one arm over the hack of the cutter
and draw her closer to his side.
she murmured something about being
almost a stranger to him: but Frank had
grown wonderfully bold, pressed with
bis lips the lids over the girl's dark eyes
and queried :
I>o you love any other man?"
‘■No," she answered honestly enough:
I believe you are the best man I over
knew."
M hereupon Frank kissed iter again,
upoll the lips this time, and made a second proposition, to which at first she
would no listen. But the will and energy
of her earnest-hearted wooer carried the
day and the result was a call upon the
Justice of the Peace : and when they tventeied the inn that night the girl was
Cora Prcssey no longer hut Cora liolliter, and Frank's face was radiant and

Generalities.
Two American

Manila.

at

captains

Congress

starts off as though it meant to attend to business this session.
lien Butler ate some of the Presidential turkey. Dee. 5th, at Washington.
For three years in succession it has snowed
the night preceding Thanksgiving day.

on

The thermometer in Nebraska
zero to gil below all over the State

ranged from
Thursday

Investigation

beer is

one

in Kngland shows that lager
of the most brutalizingof all liquors,

Herr \ n Flotow. a well known composer
of operas, has become blind from cataract ofthe
eyes.
■

It is estimated that there are over dig),not) tons
of ice housed on the Hudson from last year's
crop.
t he peanut crop is worth over s:i,000,000 a
year to ilit South. The demand for it is constant-

ly increasing.

Gen. Terry
endorsing tin
.John l’orter

lias writteu a letter to (leu. Grant
latter's conclusion in the Kit/

ease.

Municipal elections occurred in Massachusetts
cities last week.
V majority elected Itcpublican
or citizens’ mayors.
Tile

bankruptcy bill and the proposed investigation f the emigres-ional committees,
up
in tin Senate. Friday.
Tin movement to lia\. a li-t of pensioners
S.
published was again defeated ill the t
were

Senate,

oil

the titli inst.

A second a-ses-ment of sino per share lias
n made on stockholders oi the defunct l’a"itie
national hank of Itostou.

I ii-i

\ t urifl* bill wbieh embodies the 'aritl'commissiou report has been ottered by Mr. Morrill in
the senate and referred.
I'hi' Governor of Louisiana lias given a
tificate to Kellogg in accordance with the
turns from the third distr et.

cerre-

popular

<

tsgood

ration

It is not so

\ Co.

as

joyment,

so

and not

costly as to keep it beyond
the means of the ordinary presentation book
buyer. And yet it is chastely and elegantly
bound, and appeals at once and strongly to the

eye of the lover of beautiful books. Had the
publishers searched the fields of English litera-

thoroughly than they did in
fitting subject for holiday illustration tin y could have hit upon nothing which
would have better suited the popular taste, or
which would have offered more delightful opportunities for illustration. Every foot of the
Scottish Highlands is full of romance: every
crag and lake and mountain lias its own particular tale of blood or chivalry or love to give it
ture

more

even

choice of

a

interest, and that interest lias been ten times
iuteusilied by the magic pen of Scott in his nov-

lish literature.

poem which for certain
has not its equal in Eng-

Characters,

Its

of 24 years married

of
young
^4 in Indiana on Thanksgiving eve. It is said,
apparently in explanation, that the bride i< rich.
a

woman

The report of the Tarilf ( ommissioh as to the
duties proposed oil iron and steel is regarded.Tit
Pittsburg. as antagonistic to tin' latter interests.
Several Ma**aehusetis cities voted “no license”
on tlie .*»th. hut a larger number voted “free
rum.” The country tow ns are generally for prohibition.
At Makanda, Illinois, during an a mat* ur play,
Peri shot his brother dead on the stage,
.lam*
having forgotten to draw the bullet. A coroner's jury acquitted him.
s

Tobia* Forbes of Clyde, New York, whose
father was a cousin of Morgan, says the latter
was not murdered but went to Australia and
published a paper there.
A sensation was caused in Philadelphia, by
lie arrest of an organized gang of grave robbers that has for nearly twenty years been despoiling Lebanon Cemetery.
t

The Cnited State* District Attorney at Richmond. \ a., has caused tin* arrest of several
Democratie official* on charges of forgery, conspiracy and election frauds.
Tin* system of assorting mails on the trains
between Boston and New York lias been reestablished. enabling them to be distributed
earlier in the New York office.
The boot and shot* factories in Montreal are
n* arl> all idle.
The manufacturer* are about to
introduce machinery and employ girls in place
of the strikers, to do tin* lasting.
Tin* extensive emigration from the mountain
dish ict* of Hungary to America lias caused the
Hungarian government to request Austria to
*top emigrants not provided with passport*.

though

evolved

pleasant
exile.

happy
really history in an
be read by us in the

and it will

interest that

we

never

the very gateway to
the garden of Nova

Some particular

path

lias

been marked otit to travel, but the force of cirI
cumstances has obliged iis to tak> an entire!'
different course. We
believe

are

sometimes

tempted

to

in/i.

and to accept in Us brna lest
sense the sentiment. "There is a divinity that
ends, rough-la u them how w<
I poll reflection, however, we are led lo
believe that our destiny, to a great extent, de-

shapes

our

upon how

we

adapt

other purpose than to visit the seem s described
in the story, and who would as soon think of
existence of the crags themselves
were once haunted by Roderick
or

pressed by the light
fairy isle. The one

feet
hun-

dred and twenty illustrations of the volume
represent the finest work yet achieved in the
art of

engraving

visited tile

in America.

Anthony

Air.

Highlands for the specific purpose

of

making drawings for the work, and every
landscape in its pages was sketched by him upon the spot.
Among the artists who have contributed drawings are A. B. Frost. Harry
Fciin. F. H. Garrett, F. T. Merrill. Mary Hailed; Foote, J. D. Woodward,!.. «. Ipsen. F.
1!. Schell, Granville l’erkins. F. H. Hayden,
and -I. Appleton Brown. We can call to mind
no other holiday work with whose preparation

ourselves to existing
to trouble

ourselves about "tvhat tn.gltl hate been
So,
tbougli sorely disappointo I. wv turn upon out

viecs of the

evangelist,

(

t.ubbuek. from the

began at half-past three in the afterAcademy of Music, and long before
that time a solid mass of people tvas gathered
in the street w ailing for the doors to be opened.
The hall will seat over .»'••• rt.Mm.-i people, and
many were obliged to content themselves w ith
standing room only. The services began w ith
singing “The Sweet by-and-by." le t. Mr.
Whitehead, of Kngiund, then sang "What arc
services

noon at

the

and then

preached

front the text:

herence to moral

principle

was

the

types of American manhood, ami

Grandmother Normandy.
of "Silt nt Tom."

popular
told.

the author

This is the third issue of Un-

Y. I. F. Series.

It deals

By

A Co.,

more

The story is cleverly
with some of tin-

directly

vital points of Christianity than either of its
predecessors, and shows how the bitter tilingill every one's experience may be turned to good
and lasting account. It teaches that life lived
selfishly is a curse; but'that giving sympathy,
love, help, and hope to others makes one grow
grandly strong, and tits one for great things in
the hereafter.

earnestly

and

It shows that to

conscientiously,

one

life is

who works
a

vast,

un-

discovered country. full of marvels, attainments,
golden opportunities and industries, rich with
mines of

unexplored thought,

usefulness.

The

and

character of

bright

with

Grandmother

Normandy, stern, relentless, and unforgiving,
almost to tin- last, is s!rough drawn, and tin
author has shown her skill

ill

the

means

she has

devised for softening the old lady's heart ami
melting the pride which hn- wrought so much

unhappiness in her family.
publishers. Boston.

1).

Fothrop

A Co.,

In 111i»

••It,

tion

w as

In the course of hi-

leading

called to (lartiehi and Lincoln
\\r

hops

philanthropic statesmanship. Kvcry party
political World must declar.
and maintain fealty to farming. The more the
aims and objects, the principles and platform of
the (.range is examined or understood, liemore there is found in it to commend it to all

idea

right

rue

minded persons.
truly thankful that our ord.

We urn

noticed

wisely devised. That
full membership and to

that the sentiment was well received
dience. in fact with a murmur of a)
I'lie exercises were of the

farmers ivsts the

of the future in the

atten-

as

tjrunge.

organization of

of

-at.A

sermon

the

of all true friends of good government, of I;
publican Institutions, of 1 lemoeratieprinciples,

others, himself lie cannot save." "The great
event of life." tvas his theme, and steadfast ad-

book-buying public.
publishers. Boston.

Osgood

in

you going to do. brother?" After the prayer
Mr. < 'hubbuek sang "Watching and waiting."

advanced.

James K.

i

States, whose meetings in lb ston hate ho u described by your corresponded in that city. The

many noted names in art have been identified, or one which appeals more strongly to the
so

Vi‘

circumstances, and that :t is useless

wv pass through the crowded streets, and at
last tiud ourselves in comfur able quarters. Thu
next day tvas Sunday and we attended the »er-

the mount-

lumber. The

or

hold of the horns and pulls them the way h<
wishes them to go. They are decidedly nd:,
teamsters.but we must sav the eattle.'as a rule,
look nice and slick. Th»*y are evidently well
taken care of. Wo see now a pair covered with
blankets. as we blanket our horse*. Tie work
is mostly done with oxen.
This i* a D.uteh settlement here at Malone
Bay, and w< find Dutch names, Dutch dialect,
and Dutch customs. They ‘hink just a* their
fathers did. and it will be a long time before
they think any differently. Argument is of no
avail with a man who differs from you in opinion here. Some five or six small craft are 0:1
the stocks in the shipyard here. They are mo*tly for fishing purposes and the coasting trade.
Chester wo found to he an old Fnglish towi
that was settled l>\ refugees from the State*
during the It wolutionan War. It was laid out
in squares and intended'for :* city.
It ha* the
ner\
appearance of a Maim village.* The
h*• r*■ i* very tine, and the hotel* are w II kept'.
The\ have many siunmcv hoarders. \\« had
th- unexpected pleastm of meeting hoi e ill old
school-mate. Ch i*. Jinx ford, formerh v»f Waldo count}. He has three factories engaged in
canning lobster*. and gives < mph»\ meiit to *ome
three hundred men. Some fifteen thousand dollar* i* paid out during the business season. H
has spent *'*ver:i! M ars on the Pacific roast and
has been engaged in thi*, business for some
time. For several month* his wife wa* the
only white woman for miles around in British
America, and ;!e- Indians would come and stare
into the cabin u indow to see tier. The\ tim!
of that wild country ami have settled down in
a cozy home hen- in Cluster.
Well. Clias. has
an agreeable wife, a beautiful child, a
pleasant
home, and we wi*h him the success that perseverance will gi’.r
We shall remember with
pleasure tie lours passed at his home. With
him is hi* father. Lucius Huxford, who u*< d
to drive the stag.* from Brook* to Belfast, and
who is well known by the older people of tho e
places._But ><p k.

an

Scotia, but presume we shall not be permitted
precincts. This has, however, often
lot in life.

long

which side the driver i* on, and when lie
wishes to turn them about he usually take*

to enter its
been our

a

ence

have had lr fore in its

perusal. \Ve stopped at
this valley, rightly called

with

usually ahead of them, the oxen following after
a dog might do.
It seems to make no differ-

attractive form
future with

whip

a

as

homes and driven into

14 is

The teamsters all use

drivers do not walk beside their teams, but

the unjust and tyrannical oppression of a quiet
and peaceful people who were torn from their
and

nourgcounty has had a
by a strap. Why it i* done we do
know, but it stems to be the universal cus-

the last hour loaded with wood

of

history

little freedom

have yet seen m
small b»dl Listened

we

ox

lash, instead of a goad, as with us. From our
window we have seen a dozen teams pass w itliin

to

true

a

gives them

Even

his neck

tom.
w

pilgrims every year pour through
ains and glens of Scotland, who go

there for no

to

as the scene of the principal incidents narrated in Longfellow’s poem.

really

It however

-Lum

planned
Annapolis Valley, which

which is

quick.

with the head.

not

course and in tile mtst and rain of ti dr- ait IVceuiber evening, we pass noon tie iren read into the city of Halifax. Horn e-irk and lonesome,

I Mill and ilis band,

they haul heavy loads in this way. Parties
who have tried both ways say that a team will
pull u heavier load by the head than by the
shoulder, and that they do not get sore and lame

has been made famous

"Kvangeline,"

a

and ail ".long the

that

of the Journal.

from the fertile brain of the poet, have yet a
stronger reality than most of those whose di eds
are written in actual
history. Thousands of

of tile maiden of the

man

make the tour of the

Bay,

small, light yoke, made very short, is fastened
the head, just back of the horns, by a broad
leather strap across the forehead. We notice

so

into this Province we have

cart and driven with

;;

on

Way.

Halifax, N. S., Dee. 4. lssj. liver since
came

pends

is "The

a

It is understood that a r duet ion of force and
salaries in the eivil sen ii e is contemplated by
the House committee on civil service.

Miss Bertha von Hillern of Boston, the pedestrian, now an artist, is at Washington, and
has two pictures on exhibition at tlu* capitol.

Correspondence

tinge of romance in
Laly ot tlie Lake,"
fascinating qualities

composition,

the

by

fastened to

Here at Mahone

route, in fact, the oxen draw the lead by the
head instead of by the shoulder, as with us. A

SCENE OK
VALLEY. THE
"EVANGELINE.” HALIFAX. CHUBBl't k, I'HE
EVANGELIST.
A
VISIT
TO
DARTMOUTH.
CONSUL GENERAL FRYE.

will."

his

load.

ANNAPOLIS

els and poems. Best ot aii these, and dear to
the heart of every reader with the slightest

doubting the
as that they

John O'Crady. a Philadelphia lawyer, was
arrested in that city on a charge of conspiring
with others to cheat the Legion of Honor.

large

to be cum-

as

overloaded with gilt and decoto frighten tin- possessor from its en-

brous: not

THE

reach has been achieved this or

in any past season so exquisite in form and
character as the new holiday edition of Scott's
‘•Lady of the Lake," just brought out by ,1. 1!.

The supreme Court of the I'nitcd States has
affirmed the judgment w deli restores the Arlington estate to the Lee family

A

Notes

The Lady ok the Lake.
New Holiday
In all the
edition, Il’O pictures, l'rice $0.
making of holiday books nothing coming within the

—a steer

NUMBER 51.

Literature.

have died of cholera

first time what we have several times seen since

so

by t e auprobation.
Moody and'-ankey

and benefits.
cheer

There was
very simple and unaffected.
strained attempt at oratory, hut tie speaker
appears to he an horn -t. earue-t man. and this

stylo,

us

strength

no

woman

has hi. n

all lights,

privileges

hat her presence is among us to
onward and upward. That on our
and integrity devolves her safety from

harm and

1

hope of

the future.

tenderness, and delicacy is

gives him

r

is admitted to

to

That her purity,
he shed about us.

a great influence witli the poop!--, lie
stout, finely built person, some thirty-live
years of age, we should judge, and his app< ar-

upon Us. and elevate us until the word patron
shall mean, intelligence, sociability. refinement

anoe upon the stage, though easy and unaffected, i- decidedly prepossessing, while lie sings

that shall cheer

is

a

and honor, and all our dibi ts

simple songs in a way that touches the
hearts of many. Hi- face is cleanly shaven, his
complexion dark, hi- hair quite long and wavy.
a

was

neatly dressed in

blue ribbon

on

a

or

II

■

has

manic r.

ticed that on the street he wore

nothing
We

one

no-

grey overcoat
and a light colored -oft f, It hat. and hi.-general
appearance was that of a bu-ine— man out on
a

holiday.

At the close of tic

ne

a

more

than ten.

No

one

tenth of any possibility.
>iletit patrons make a silent (irange aud soon
the nave of silence will wash out its last foot-

.-ting he called

prints

those who wished for prayer.- to stand up.
and quite a number did so.
He lien tailed to

feelingly

talent, none have

then but can do

on

them

bear fruit

tiu-y hum. The greater construction of effort
tilt' greater the results obtained. Bear in mind
we all have a work to do.
No one lias less than

-nit of Mack, with

bis breast.

ministerial in either look

to

ey. and gladden the heart.
'T'ruit of the active, thinking mind
Tho best of fruit we ever find."
The more words art eondens* d ilit1 d* \ r

his

He

are

tfie

on

one

the sands of time.

Wc quote from our W
ter, 1 >. 11. rhing :

and sang

:i"'

•

■

an-

>iab

Past Mas-

;m
win. Ii
Ilie (.range
Ir is at home and thrives
room an excited
from t lie si art.
A petition is tiled, a (i range
! crowd was gathered.
grutukition* of llit* Poets. Arranged by K:itliorganized, the otlieers installed, and tie- work
goes right on with stead)' regularity and intelFrank endeavored to hurry ids wife
i
erine Lee Bates. 'I'liis i^ an < xqui.site little \<m
ligent purpose. M-etbigs are well attended;
Wi.ll* singing tli lii st pier.- ;it 131.• beginning
past the doorway, but her quick glance
linn*. with beveled covers of lavender and gold,
tie master lets the g-r I fall ai tiie hour: Th**
\ Washington special -ays that the House
of rlu- meeting the collection was taU« 11. and to otlieers an*
had caught a glimpse of a familiar tigcream-tinted paper and gilt edges. Tln*r :nv
promptly in their places; the openeonnuitt' e on foreign atlairs have agreed to reure.
all appearance* .1 large sum was received. In
ing and closing are in due form : t lie programme
twelve original illustrations, one for each month,
on the Hill guaranteeing 77>,()00.port
favorably
is carried out in detail; ipiarterly
In*' are
■•Father!" she cried and stepped into hoo three
lie evening he preached at the North Baptist
percent, bonds to aid tin* const ruction in which Cupid figures, poetical selection* for
promptly paid: social inti reourse w itli due reof Nicaragua canal.
church, which was densely crowded. Kleven
; the room.
each day in the year, opposite which are space>
for
fraternal
gard
obligations resuit> in such an
> es.
tiiere Me was, haggard and discandidates wa re baptized, lit has been here
l! ifor inscribing the marriage* of friend* and relaid that many cornfields in Kansas have
aei|itaintauee as beget- confidence in eaeli oth r;
heveled, with hlnod-shot eves and un- yielded from bo to loo bushels per acre. Farm- tives. The design is similar to that of tin nu- some four weeks, ami is meeting with good co-operation in social eipoyinent. intelheiua!
and educational ad\aiieriuent and material inshaven lace,
lie might have been line ers are paying otV mortgages and making imsuccess, iii fact is \«tv popular. Monday mornmerous birthday books, but this is the tlr-t
t'TfMs. results in gn at profit in all tin >«• direcpro\enients that indicate an unusually prosperlooking otiee: there was just the ghost of ous
wedding-day hook we have seen, anti it would ing we took the time to go across to 1 >art mouth tions because mem >• rs tills! each other, and
1 a
year with them.
debonair air about him still despite his
thus the (irange seems toalmost run alone.
on the ferry boat which pa—s between the two
be difficult to excel, or even to equal it. 1>.
A -fit ntilie writer asserts that the long curwretchedness: an officer guarded him
>ueh a <»range is in e :-is in tie- iournev of
we
hour.
From
here
had
a
line
places every
rent belief that tin concentric ring-of a tree are
Lothrop »V (Jo., publishers, Boston.
life: a city set on a hill, whose light cannot be
on cither ride.
a record of
it- age, each ring representing a
\iew of the cit\, which is built upon the side of !iid.
We have such
Tin: lvmtNAi ioNai. Rkyh.w. This publirganizaiioii> scattered
"M bat had he donecried ( ora with
here and there all over o.ur country. Tie ) nr*
year’s growth, is a mistake. A series of experi- cation is now under new
management and i- a hill, 'i'he public buildings are many of them real
pallid lips.
ments h: \
shown its falsit\.
blessings; not only to the-* connected \vi !i
in full sight and were pointed out to us by a
edited by lion. Robert P. Porter. The InternaSeme one in the crowd answered bin
t hem, but to the cut ire community around tliem.
|
Tlv l tali commission report that the law for
on the
boat, but to describ tin m
tional Review addresses itself to thoughtful
These (iraiigt s bid not come t nothing: did
taliV enough :
companion
the suppression of polygamy has thus far work“Killeit a brother gambler twenty miles ed su vc-muII\. They counsel extraordinary men. and has engaged a class of contributor.* would be a useless task. Halifax i- a \ery not spring up by chance: do not run all so
smoothly with ic» care or ctlort. Tii* -*. brothback : they're taking him through to the measures if the legislative assembly fails to re- for the year J8N1, who are especially qualified strongly fortified town, t »n tin- left is (.eorg* s ers
and sisters have e ulid* n.
in eaeli othei
to the will of the nation.
spond
Island,
which
with
its
batteries
commands
tin
for
the
love for each other.
discussion of the topics on which the;,
city."
Hr > Ululate *-ae!i otla i's*
tM
v
irttii
and
sluit
their
ach
others' tan'
Then the poor little bride went into a
eyes
The returns i-sued by tin- Board of Trade write, and whose contributions will In* of perBay. «)n the right is located the long line of
so far as possible.
Have hoie-stly accepted 1b
dead taint in her husband’s arms and lie show that during the month just passed British manent value as
soldiers’
and
tinmiv\
barracks
of
the
of
the
times.
government
part
history
grand principles of our >:•!< r. and actuah *1 b\
carrhul her up stairs with bis brown imports increased- LTitt2.00U ,is compared with Both sides of all
II t!: e will tend ’•*
great questions in political, yard, while crowning the top of the bill tie in. are aboriug-un n in
that month last vear, while ;h«*cxports decreascheek against her white one.
in< rcHse tle ir bappme-s or their usefulness.
is the citadel with its immense fortifications
economic and social science will be presented
ed LfJ'kooo during the same period.
reaii/f
tin
Mi night he watched beside lier while
importane and magnitude o!
that bid defiance to the world,
in the after- They
flerk McPherson has computed that then I by those best titled by their opportunities and
Hie work, ami also their own pel's uial respon1 she went from one
swoon
into
deathly
noon we climbed the hill and wen
shown
will.be P»1 Democrats, 121 Republicans.<» Read- ; studies to discuss them, and to present all view*
sibility as well as tin* him bug nature of t lie bI another. At last in the gray morning juster 2 huh pendent Democrats and 2 hide- t of the subject in a manner that will not lower through the works
1 igat ions which the;
ha \ • taken upon tlicniby an obliging ••Ilieer. The selves.
she smiled sadly into her husband’s ey es pendent Republicans in the next House. Tin !
men in tin-ranks wen* mostly \oung fellows,
the dignity and tone of the review. While
will
have
a
of
7>b
over
all.
Democrats
\\ i’li them the (;range im ails something r* a!.
majority
l and whispered:
from twenty to thirty years old. They were
these features will awaken a new interest in
•T>o not be troubled: i will go awav."
| valuable, practical, ami b\ thus co-op* rating t*»iiie Denver f ire Insurance Company has
be r tli ) expect t*- el'evat
and make pmneai
dressed
that
and
eh-anl\
shu\»*n.
the
International
get
|
I)
except
among thinking business
“Not if lean help it,” answered Frank, been wound up. P had a uonrnai capital of
titabl. and honorable tie biMm s> of auric:*
each wore a moustache or an attempt at one.
mi n and those specially interested in the maoiv■ million and reported that over one-fourth
wit! a grim set of bis under lip.
v:iting ’ll*- agriculturist.
| tui'e by first
of that -uni had be n paid in. It transpires that
tt rial progress of our country, the old-fashioned I From the citadel we had a tin*- view of the
t hev realizi that the (irange was intend
Then all at once he put his face down
the company n« \ei had a d liar in ;hc treasury.
e
into
in
W
for
1
Indin-etion.
farmer
ami
!;is family, and bn- them \
every
dropped
on the pillow beside her and
scholarly excellence will not he neglected, and country
began to cry
In the Star route jury bribery
a-c
Bowen
pecui at**?-,
tiie court-house when* a prosy c:e-ow:i*» being ciusively: ilia’ the middleman, th*
a well-adjusted combination of
like, a two-year-old baby
hisand
literary
the monopolist, the lawyer or lie- merchant
testified that lie .lever ottered Dickson £27),out)
W nli her slender hands she stroked
tried,
ami
then
tliat
w«*
torical
as well as
and scientific miner*
remembering
Jia»l have n > place with its.
for his volt as ; lleged by the latter. He was
the man’s big curly head and talked to not authorized 1 y tlie department of justice to will be strictly maintained. Subscription price friends in the city, started in quest of tin 111.
They e\p i l \ t}i- iutlueiice of tie- (iranuhim in a sweet, weary way that went make any proposition t> Dickson, and had made $5.00 per year; single copies, f>0 cents. The In- Dpon all tin* public buildings w< saw as the to purify tie- political atmosphere, to put *l<»w n
none.
briber) intimidation ami hull-dozing at <
straight to bis warm heart.
dustrial Review Publishing Co., No. sun Wal- principal emblem, "tin- lion and tin* unicorn tioiis: to put
worth) ami honest men in p;.i >
Violent storms have occurred in China since
"Dear friend," she said, “I know how
ifar influence
nut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
lighting for tin* crown.** but all at once \vr of trust and pow< r: t
of
the
20th
October,
the
doing
greatest damage
unselfish you are, out I will not allow
fion as to remove unjust burdens from labor ami
came upon the **Fagle,” proud bird of freedom,
Tin: ii.VLl.Al> nr ini-: cost Haul.
on the island of Luzon.
Several villages wore
By
afford the same protection to agriculture as i>
you to make such a sacrifice. You shall destroyed, and Manila mil its suburbs are in Margaret Sidney. 'I'liis is one of the most atperched abo\e 1 lit* doorway in a massive build- afforded to manufactures, corporations and monot share my shame.”
tractive juveniles of the .season, and is not witliruin-. From twelve to twenty large ships are
ing. \W recognized it as tin- emblem of the nopolies.
out its charms for oilier people.
The richly il‘•Look here, little woman, I knew all aground.
I IK'm' are some ot tin principal objects «>| Unluminated covers, the full page colored illustraStates, and placed ourself at tin top of tinabout this alfair yesterday morning;—
Patron. A proper attention to tIn
The quest ion of abolishing school recesses and
tions, representing the adventures of tlie hare stairs at double quick. Hen- w< -aw the sign intelligent
matters leaves no time for idh nc'-s. lukewarm
that s why I was in a msh to get mar- giving a longer interval of rest at noon b now and its encounters with various domestie anilies'*, quarreling or jealousy.
\ml so the work
S. Consul (ieiuTid,” and upon being ad•*l
ried.
1 knew they would bring Col. actively discussed 'n many cities. The experi- mals, tlie letter press in bronze ink. and tin
No wonder tin Hrange i**
goes steadily on.
mitted found Mr. Frye quietly seated at his
ment is to be tried tor four months in the i uldie
merry rhymes, appeal alike to the eye and tinPressey through here and I knew it I did schools
• tl*■« t.
li
is
eau>e
and
(ioo.j
only
of Troy, and for two wet ks in these of
understanding. On is lead to wonder where writing, looking ju>t as be used to at his old prosperous.
not make sure of you then that 1 never
Patrons make good (• ranges. Honest work
the art of making books will stop.
Rochester.
It does not
desk in Belfast,and as sun- as you’re born there gives good results. Charity ln-gets eharity : low
should get you.
seem possible to devise anything more pleasi ng
My little darling wife,”
A New York man has £100,000invested in the
begets love : confidence begets confidence. Iln
he went on, kissing her hair and
eyes gathering of stale bread from the hotels ol' that than the juvenile publieations of to-day, but stood "Kobie” by the window looking fresh seeds of unselfish eliarit) scattered around
eaeh season shows an advancement over the
and lips, ••thank (Jod nothing can
We
a
and
as a dune morning.
bad
smiling
it
into
alwa\s
food
for
and
sepa- city, grinding
spring up in our own heart, and tin
pigs
poultry. preceding one. In this class of books the firm
rate us, nothing hut death."
He employs nine teams in the business, lie pays
pleasant chat, ami Mr. Fry** very cordially as- measure we meet is measured to us again, press-of 1>. Lothrop & Co.. Boston, admittedly take
the Astor House, for instance, £N00 a year for
And looking into her husband’s
sured us of his friendship and kindly offered us ed down, shaken together and running over.
the lead. The book here noticed is but one of
eyes
The causes which contribute to make a suc( ora knew that here was her safe home its st de bread.
their many publications for the holiday season.
any assistance that lay in his power, from the
cessful (irange will suggest the cure for a cold,
President Arthur sent a cheek for £.‘100. to be
and shelter forevermore.
NOTES.
half dead one clothed in the garment
dormant,
to
protection of the l'nited States government
Mv reader would set me down as an distributed amongtlie crew of the l nited States
of selti'.hne'.s.
I lie November number of the Boston ,tourthe hospitality of his fireside. For once in our
steamer Tallapoosa on Thanksgiving Day. The
mil of ( hemistry opens with an article on “The
W« commend his words to all patrons. Tin \
unsatisfactory story-teller were 1 to omit President was promoted to this action by court- (Beat
life, however, we were without a want, and
Comet" by l’rof. C. a. Young, ami this
the sequel.
esies conferred by tin* crew during bis trip down
are true and chosen.
Tin*) contain lessons
is followed by “Lessons from a Lamp Flame,”
them good-bye w e were soon again on
bidding
Fob Pressey committed suicide a month Fast the past summer.
in which an ordinary coal oil lamp is made to
worth ponderingand thoughts worth heeding.
j
the Dartmouth side, where business demanded
later in his prison cell.
afford a good deal of scientific information.
The executive committee of the Massachusetts
•I. \V. Lanh, Prooks.
But sqri:.
Frank took his little w ife away to his Civil Service Reform League has sent a letter The agricultural department is. as usual, full of our attention.
interest
and
all
the
are well susto
all
the
departments
Massachusetts
eastern home, where she lives a contentCongressmen asking
Fish am> FUsIIINH. din- Sagadahoc Assotained.
It is altogether an admirable publicatheir direct and active
to the immediate
ON THE UOA1) AO A IN.
AI.ONO THE COAST.
ed little matron, proud and
tion. One dollar a year in advance. Journal
happy in passage of such laws support
ciation for the Protect ion of Fish and < Lime held
as shall
about a
YOKINO U\F„N BY THE IlFAl).
A
I>1 H U
bring
her husband’s love and the possession of
of chemistry Co., publishers, Boston.
thorough reform of the government service.
their annual meeting in Path on the nth and
SETTLEMENT. ( IIESTEB. A W ALIXM'Ol N1A
a cooing, bright-faced
“Hydraulic Mining in California," an ilMAN.
baby.
elected officers for the ensuing year.
A resolu\\> have received from the Nontuek Silk Co.,
lustrated article by Taliesin Lvans, in the
Florence, Mass., a neat little book of (10 pages, forthcoming January Century, is said to be an
Mahone Bay, l/cc. s. in the grey dawn of tion was unanimously adopted, expressing as
hew
can
he
made of excellent popular description of the methods of
many pretty things
Ship Bku.s. Two vessels were tilled #®>o telling
morning we took a seat in one of Blair's stage the sentiment of tin association, that suitable
the Florence Knitting Silk and how to make
I each, it: the
mining by water, -a form of extracting ore
Bangor district the past season, them. It also tells
laws should be enacted prohibiting the exportaand soon left the smoky, rusty old city
coaches,
all about the >iIk worm and
w hi V
which,
lias
wonderfully effective,
destroyffl* sailing without liells. In the summer of its method of
spinning its cocoon. The hook ed a large percentage of the fanning lands in of Halifax far in the distance. We find this to tion of game from the State, and requesting our
1H80 there was a great stir in this port in rewill be sent for two tliree-eent stamps.
the river valleys of California.' The efforts
Senators and Kepiesentatives to use their inflube one of the best coach lines we have ever been
to siiip hulls, and the authorities
began to
! gard
now making by the sufferers from this
industry on. Kvorv attention is
enforce the law rigidly.
A Herald de-patch says (Jov. Dingley thinks
It
Inspectors nosed
paid to the comfort of ence to procure the passage of such a law
to put a legal end to it will give added interest
around among the fleet iii port to find out who that the free
1
ships proposition will he defeated, to this paper on the Pacific slope.
was stated at the meeting that Sewali's pond in
The horses are very good inthe passengers.
had hells and who had not. The brass found- and that the committee will
simply recommend
James IS. Osgood A Co.. Boston, will pubArrowsie, Xequasset pond, Woolwich, and
ers did
deed, for stagers. As we leave the city we pass
good business for a time, and their that American shipbuilders will be permitted lish Ibis month.
"An Index to Periodical Litersigns ottering hells at this price and that were for live years to import, free of duty in bond, ature,"
tin' Reform School, the Military Prison, and Campbell's pond. West Path, have been stocked
third
(Poole’s
Index)
edition,
brought
Stuck up everywhere along the shore in Ban- material to be used in the construction of vessels
with black luiss during the year,
the associaother objects of interest.
A few miles out we
down to Jan. 1882.
it gives iu a condensed
gor amt elsewhere. They even employed, or intended to he employed in the foreign carrying
the contents of 240
alphabetical
arrangement
the
come
to
settlement.
There
is
its life with
tion
enters
the
fourth
of
at least endeavored to employ,
negro
quite
m)on
to
year
agents’
go trade.
different periodicals, numbering <>,’20o volumes,
around to vessels which were not provided
a population of them here.
They squat down a membership of one hundred or more.Damwith
much
other
information
of
value
to
the
with hells and acquaint the captain with the
oil a little spot of land and build rude shanties
student and man of affairs. Supplements to
ariscotta does a big business in the salt water
Clippings.
fact that lie would lie compelled l>y the marithe work are to be issued in the same style and
to live in.
In one district we passed there was eel line. They are tished through the ice, and
time law to invest in tile sounding brass, at
Tlic abolition of our policy of protection must at stated periods.
the same time offering to provide him with one
but one white mail settled. Many of these dar- retail at 12 cents
have one of two results, the" reduction of wages
per pound.The Itrimswiek
Peterson’s Magazine for January was pubat a low rate.' The excitement died out, howor the destruction of a
number
of
induslished
last
and
the
number
is
week,
large
evidently kies obtain employment in tlie city, while their Herald mentions the fact that salmon have been
ever. in a short time, and nothing much lias
tries. [Boston Journal.
the most costly, as it is the most attractive ever
families remain in the country. It is forty-five
been heard of it since; so it is to he presumed
taken from the Androscoggin at Lisbon Falls
issued. There are two tine steel engravings;
that all the vessels carry liells. 'The fine for
milts from Halifax to Chester, and a miserable .The East port Sentinel says some excellent
If the Democratic party wishes the aid of the
the first. "Cherry ltipe," ail exquisite copy of
to
have
one
is
neglect
£200. [Commercial.
better part of the men of Maine, its papers must Millais'
celebrated picture; the other, “Psyche
rocky, barren, desolate stretch it is. We are fat mackerel have recently been caught at
take a different stand on the temperance quesListening to the Flute," also exceptionally now convinced that it was best for us to come ({rand Malian in the weirs.The net earnings
tion.
Home
Journal.
[Gardiner
An Ago of Suspicion.
charming. Then there is a double-sized color- this way, for had wt* passed through the Prov- of the schooner ({race L. Fears,
{'apt. NathanDuring the last two years, eleven eases of ed steel fashion plate, and some thirty other
ince by way of Annapolis Valley, we should
iel (ireenleaf, of Gloucester, in the bank haliTruly, this is an age of suspicion. Neverthe- homicide have been brought before the courts fashion patterns, besides a score of designs in
less, Capt. F. M. Howes, of the steamer Wil- of Maine. There have been six convictions of embroidery, crewel-work, etc., etc. But tla- have left tin' country with an idea of its agri- but fishery from Dec. hi, 1881, to Dec. 4, lss?,
liam Crane, Merchants"* Miners' Transporta- murder in the first degree; one of murder in great feature is a magnificent colored pattern
cultural advantages that the facts of the case
were 820,42(1.81.
The crew of 14 men shared
iu Berlin-work for a curtain-border, chairtion Fine between Boston and Baltimore, who the second degree; two verdicts of manslaughsuffered severely from rheumatism, caused by
ter; and two sentences for murder on a plea of stripe, etc., etc., the most expensive and beau- will not warrant. They tell us the stretch we 8bKi.ll for this year's work. This is the highhave just passed is a sample of the whole sout hthe exposure incident to his profession, was guilty. .Sergeant Kelley and Joseph Henderson tiful, vet useful embellishment, perhaps, ever
est stock ever made in one year in this fishery.
There are two
cured by St. Jacobs Oil. This is no suspicion. are now held for trilli on charges of murder. published in any magazine.
ern coast.
If this is so we do not wonder that
Last year the same vessel and skipper stocked
Professional
“The
is
in
this
State
novelets,
inflicted
Capital punishment
Beauty." by Frank the
[Boston <j lobe.
young people flock to the States, for it must
once at least in every period of (10 days, but not
Lit Benedict, and "lEule or ltum," by Mrs.
820.285. The next highest stock ever made in
Prof. Swing, of Chicago, thinks John Calv in
by law. The law says “Ob. lie!” every time, Ann S. Stephens, besides several completed be a labor to live here. We drive along the a year was in 1875. when the schooner fiertie
and locks the murderer up. This gives a great stories by other first-class authors, and the verywas a failure.
coast most of the way, however, and we see the
E. Foster, ('apt. Edward Morris, landed (ki8,best alway s write for this magazine.
shock to the other villains, who have a notion
The
It is a pity we cannot have Calvin's opinion
thnt thev would like to kill somebody.
[Port- reading matter is increased also, there being fishing boats, and the nets upon the shore, and 517 pounds of halibut and 10.220pounds of codof Prof. Swing.
one hundred and four
land Advertiser.
fish. stocking 82(1.071.5(1.
i the little hamlets in the valleys, and we know
pages in the number.

triumphant.
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the Board of Trade, of Providence. R. L. recommendations to tin National
Board of Trade wen* adopted having for their
object the encouragement of additional ocean
mail *cr\ i< «‘.
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Matters.

T11E SAVINES BANKS.

I

Hon. F. K. Richards. State hank examiner,
lias made liis annual report to the Governor and
Council on the condition of the savings hanks.
He repre sents that the past year lias been unusually prosperous. The increase of deposit*
has been ov er three million dollar* and tin* increase of the number of depositors 7..M2. There
are- n ov in the fifty-live savings bank* of the
Slate SL'P.oOd.S.SP, deposited bv IF).4**!* persons,
an average amount to each of stfOH.sT.
Fiftyfour banks 11a\ c declared dividend*. tin* highest
r,
The'divibeing p,-r cent, and the lowest d
dend of thirty-live was 4 percent. One of the
most gratifying results pointed out i* the large
increase <,t' the reserved fund, which now
amounts to nearly one million.
Hut two bank*
Newport and Solon are in the band* of reIt i* estimated that the former will
ceiver*.
finally pay 7.'> per cent. To depositors and the
latb r 1 no pi-r cent. Mr. Richard* recommend*
that tie law be auv nded *o that there may be
a broader field for investment:..
Hie law of
1^77 enjoin* restrictions which are unnecessary
under the changed condition* of the present
time.
He al*o n commends a reduction of the
tax of one percent, on deposits, showing that
with the present low dividends the tax i* a
lc tv y burden outlie depositor. A continuance
of the present tax will have ;l tendency to eati*e
the withdrawal of deposit*, to the loss of the
State: whereas a more liberal policy of taxation
would cause their increase and eons, qut ntly an
increased revenue. The condition of the savings institutions, a* shown by Mr. Richards, indicates that the people with small income* have
bad a good *liare of tin* genera: prosperity and
have been able to increase their savings by a
large aggregate. Tbe*e institution.* encourage
the praetiee of saving and safely investing
small sum* which otherwise must‘he hoarded
or spent.
The legislature should give careful
attention to the recommendations of the examiner.
[Portland Advertiser.
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The

Shipping Interest.

Washington, the joint
select t .nmnittee on American Shipping further
di-otis-ed various propositions for the relief of
the shipping interest.
The following proposition. prepared by the San Francisco Board of
Trade, and introduced in the House by Representative Page, was unanimously adopted:
<

The

Congregationalist says of tin* r< c« ntiy
published history of Bowdoin: It i> not v« v
college which can put into such a book noticed
>f Chilian* lik* James Bell. Franklin Pierce.
b>hn 1*. Halt William Pitt Fes-t nden and John
Albion Andrew: of dixine* like Rufus Anderson, < alvin F. Stowe. >ainue! Hai ti'. <
Hamlin and Henry B. >i;iith : or <>f authors ,ve
Jae«tb and John S. C Abbott, George B. Cbe< ver. Nathaniel Hawthorne and Henry W. I.
>ngfellow. While a' the iu-tituth n look' over her
li'i *f ii!'ii now -till hard at work, lik* I>r.-.
Field. Fi'ke. Magnun. Means. Parker. Pi*; mi".
Smyth and Webb, she may congratulate ici-self
that her influence i> by no means wholly a thing
<>f the p:t't. or her renown mainly in th* nu n
wh<»'" names are 'tarred upon ln*r list.
Hit' volume lias been the joint lab■•r of lo\c
of Nt inmiah <’leveland iclass f 1*1:11 and Prof.
Alpbeus >. Packard 1Mb' and i' publi'h -d by
J. B. < Kgooil (ISA! A < o.
\

OTF H»Ii

<

c».\«,

That whenever any vessel, whether steam or
sail, -hall he constructed and equipped in the
I 'nited Slates for the foreign trade, including
the tr: do between the Atlantic and Pacific ports
of tie- Foiled states, in whole or in part of material-of tie production of the I'nited States,
he .\\ m or owners of such vessel shall he entitle,] to receive and collect from the I’nited
Mates a sum equal in amount to the duty which
would hav e been collected upon imported matelib- of lilc description and of equal quality with
the American materials used it! the construe*
t ion, equipment, engines, boilers, and other
appurtenuiiei of such .-team or -ail vessel.
The importance of this provision and it- \ alut*

;\.

The committee of the F\erutiv«
ouncil have
iini'h.etl the tabulation and count of tin* official
vut* for Congressmen.
Tin* vote i' a* follows :
Thomas B. ltee 1, <>j' Portland.72,Ml
Nelson llingiey, Jr., of Lewiston. 7-kI‘vi
Charles A. Buiitelle, of Bang r.72.407
Seth L Millikcn, of Belfast.. 72, TT

allowed for the American materials used would

(.u«

»K

S

position,

as

uiugley alone dissenting, not to the equity of
prouosition. but for the reason that he be- j
li, v, il t i> matter should he regulated exclusively by tie .-tates. Representative Cox offered a proposition for free ships, both for the

H »I!V.

the

foreign and coastwise trade, which

was

sup-

j ported by himself and Senator Vest, but was
n j.-ett d by tin committee.
Senators Vest and
Miller, of California, and Representative DitigI, y. were appointed a sub-committee to prepare
a bill
mbodyiug the propositions which have
b, it agr--ed upon and to present it to the full
committee for it.- tinal action on Friday. Two
rt ports were submitted on that
day, the committee adopting the majority report, subsequi miy introduced in Congress, its provisions

IN GENERAL.

Three vessels are to he built ::i Millbridgthis season.
The Knickerbocker lee Company have begun scraping their ice fields at Hallow* !!.
There wa* no opposition in tin- Senate t >
the confirmation of Gov. l>avi<as collector a*

may he summarized as follows:
V1 payment of advance wages.
!•
Free entry of materials for repairs.
Abolition of tonnage dues and consular
ccrtilieu:o- in < anadiun trade.
4.
Liabilitii
of part owners made proportionate to tln ir shares.
•’>.
1 trawbaeks on materials used in const ruc-

Bangor.

Th*-odd Fellows j»r*»i*.:s.- to hav. a <•* id.ration **f the institution of their Tooth lodg** in
tin* >tatc. which will oeeur soon.
Tin- Governor and council haw ,i* cidtd t*»
pardou flames F. Bobbin*, now in K*nm b*-count} jail on :■ two-}* us’ sent* in-* for forgery.
The frame of th main building of tin-G »**.
tion.
Marim- Iron Work'. Bath, is up. and a rack Ini'
tb
Fxemption from local taxation.
In li laid from the Maim Central depot to th.The minority report, which is signed by ltepard.
}
Hon. F. Powers <•!' Bonbon. ]ia> recent!;,
re-eiitatives S. >. Cox and Robert M. Mr Lane,
of d-aber lands,
'fills.
purchased *21,5eO aei
and senator George G. Vest, favors the bill
added to bis previous i;nd d interests, makes
abort outlint d. but proposes two radical amendHim the owner of ah
,:..uuo a.-res.
Howard Owen. Exp. ad,Fv*<od the V. M. C.
in' n
-tfrst, for tite admission, free of duty, of
A.. of Augusta, on Mon«ia\ •-v-uing la-: ms I
.i; til
materials, finished and perfected and
-The M, n Wiio >1 :• k a N*-wspai„-r.‘*
read;, to be put together in a ship; and second.
Tli*- Eastern railroad directors have
*-d
G org
f"i-tin :Ti e admission to American registry of
E. IF .laeksoii *-: Cortland. pr-- id-nt
of tb*- road.
Tb new board favors leading th*- i
built abroad.
These amendments, if
-hips
r*. id to iIn Boston and Maim
a lopted. would de-troy the
industry it is sought
Tin
E\'eeuti\'- Council have iyi-en d the
nominations mad*- by Governor Plaisted for
promote, while the bill as reported is a wise
trustees of th- lb form >cho«»F and ivPrred
and just measure, and we trust it will be
th*- reports of th* investigating committee to
promptly passed.
tli legislature.
I tearon Abijah (frail,* and wife of Fayette,
'1'tie Calais Times contains a just ami wellbs,.r\ ed the doth anniwrsar} of t lo ir luarriage
December Mb. Among tli* sixty guests preswritten obituary of the late .Fames S. Pike,
ent. were twenty ov*-r sewuly■ ‘years of age.
from tiie ]ien of bis brother, lion. F. A. Pike.
ami six who are over eighty.
It i- -aid of file deceased that, "W hat he knew
Ex-Govnior l*ra-1 Washburn*- is suffering
from para!} si>. which <-libels lib entire boil}
wa~ of iiis own seeking, and bis large and preb* low tb*
vaist. I> spit* hb m-arly s-v.-nt}
ei-e knowledge of men and affairs was got outfears, however, be b l'uii of courage an ! d*
siiie of schools. IP- never attended any kind of
*•':*;•* himself <let*■rmim-d to recover.
Tin- city Council of Hallowed has directed
-cliool after he was thirteen." And of his busitie- fit} marshal to ex-cute the order
f tie*
ii"— c areer it is said:
"II" was one of the few
eoum-il of >la} l>t. regarding tin* enforcement
men win are contented with property enough
of the liquor law. eau>e complaints i*> be bsu-d
against liquor sellers and use a!i oilier l*-gal for his support." To ttaes statements may he
measures in bis powerful* it' proper euf*.»r»
a hied another concerning the characteristic* of
-•

|

j

■

nt.
Ca

500 toils of eh*
an
r«'ported among
th*- items exported from Port laud last week.
A lire in Winn. l.'Uh iii't., *lestroved six
buildings, causing a Ins. of .-l'O.ooii; ‘insured
about one-half.
Tin- Slat*-tax of tli American Express < o.
for lss2. amounting to si 125, was paid Friday.
<
aptain Havid Dole, forim-rh of Bangor.
di**d at hi* home in Exeter. Main*-. I>*-c. 11th
at the age of t»5 years and 7 months.
In 111
early days of Bangor In* was captain of a comof
pany
artillery, and was :i pensioner of tinwar of 1*12.
r

*.

■

A
was

meet tug or

the I fiend'

held iu Boston

Friday,

"!
to discuss

college
the sub-

ject of increasing the permanent fund of the
institution. The fund now amounts to stiu.ooo.
_

The college is now out of debt and it is desired
raise ^100,000 endowment. A committee
was appointed to prepare it
plan.
The Calais Times say. of the will of the late
Hon, Janu s S. Pike of Ilubbinston. that providing for life estates for Mr-. Pike and afterwards lor his daughtc r. Mrs. Bobbins, and
other members of the family, lie- bulk of the
property is finally to he divided between the
establishment of a free library and reading
room on the old Pike homestead, which is
givn for that
purpose, and distributions by the
Ladies’ Benevolent society among the poor
who have no! been pauper*.
At a special meeting of the Portland. Bangor
A Maehias Steamship Co., last week, the following officers were chosen: 1’resident. W. F.
Milliken: Vice President. William
Davis;
Sec'y and Treas.. George L. Day; General
Agent. F. C ushing.
The condition of lion. Lot M. Morrill has
slightly ehaugid for the beticr. audit is now
thought that he may live for several days.
The steamship Parisian, now in dock at Portland, is being visited by large numbers of
people, who are charged a small admission fee.
As was the ease when the Parisian first came to
Boston, tlie proceeds are handed to the mayor
for charitable uses in that city.
Fdward Hills, thelirst sheriff of Knox co
after its corporation, and subsequently county
commissioner, died at liis residence at Thomas-

to

ton, Sunday.
Congressman Murcl) in the House on Saturday, made an unsuccessful attempt to fix three
cents

for first ounce and two cents for each ad-

ditional half ounce lost of letter postal matter.
Hon. George F. Downes, ex-judge of the

Municipal

Court, of Calais, and one of the most
prominent men of Calais, died Saturday morning. after a short illness, aged .‘>5.
Mr. Fdward P. Payson of Portland, lias an
article in the American I.aw Review on “The
limit of legal taxation by municipalities in aid
of railroads.” He holds that when the Slate permits such taxation, it should guarantee the

debt.

doe* pay.

Not many months ago
Advertising
a merchant advertised in the Reporter
for a
boy. He said he hardly expected to get one but
thought lie would try, and sure enough, before
daybreak the next morning his wife presented
him with a bouncing lad. We won’t guarantee
to be as prompt on every occasion and still we
believe that persistent advertising does pay.

[Somerset Reporter.

II- abhorred pretence and shams of

tie man:
all kinds.
I'ii

Portland papers speak highly of the ent'l'pi'i-" of tie packing concerns in that city. If
tb ". could see some of the meat they are putting up they would sa_\ with it- that men who
would call such stuff for human beings to eat,
might to be indicted. It is simply outrageous
that -:i"li operations are allowed.
[.Somerset

Iteporter.

It is. and
tiler.- is
!"■

they ought

not to

be allowed.

law which reaches such

no

passed without delay.

should lie

eases

It

If
one

ought

to

crime in this State, if it is not now. to prepare and put such stuff on the market either
a

here

elsewhere.

or

The

stated

Korkland Courier-tiazette

that

"several notorious dealers in the ardent have
what is

shops
quit
unsatisfactory business,"

closed their
very

and

but

becoming
tbe Opinion

a

says the statement is not correct: that not a
single dealer has gone out of business since the
raid began, and challenges the Courier to name
one.
If the Courier's statement is not correct
it

now

will be if the friends of temperance

soon

pcr-cvcre. as we hope and believe they will, in
their determination to put down the rum traffic
in our sister

city.

Treasurer, urging the claims of York County
and the eoneeiled ability of its candidate. It
does not

question

the titness and

efficiency

of

Treasurer Holbrook, but argues that Cumberlam! lias more than its share of State offices and
that under the biennial system the tenure of the
Trensurership will be but four years.
In

one

column the Rockland

Opinion

com-

plains of papers taking matter from its columns without giving credit, and in the next
column it

appropriates

the statistics

North Haven mackerel fisheries

of

the

specially

col-

lected and

prepared for this paper. It may be
well to add that the Journal is not one of the
papers

complained

of

by

the <

(pinion.

work of all such ailments. Hundreds of testimo.
nials fiora all quarters are coming in as to the might
Not surer was the
this champion medicine.
sword of Aehilles than is this powerful, yet peaceful, remedy, in battle form, as it wages war against

dropsy,
comes.

tir

nary and

kidney complaints,

It is wise to call in its aid.

and

over-

ing

We h

iv

received

containing

new

a

Jacksonville, Florida, padescriptive of a
place. Yes, there is a good
a

marked article

hotel in that

deal of business between Belfast and Jacksonville. and our

advertising columns arc at the
service of any enterprising hotel proprietor
who is willing to pay the usual rates.
We

give

elsewhere

a

brief

synopsis

of the an-

report of State Bank Examiner, F. E.
Richards. It is a most satisfactory document.
What—Mr. Richards says with regard to a re-

nual

policy.

The

an-

accompanied by
mailing and press

affidavits of tin-

that there has been

no

quality
pri e.

and

nothing cheap

The verdict on Mrs.

about it

«

tiful but

a

looks but

good

\cept the

Morrill, of the Gardiner Home Journal, has
bespoken the following epitaph for his tomb“The children and cuts and dogs loved
stone :
him.”

T.

public.

elongated epidermic appendage.”
on

our own

ive than

au-

great length “why
We eat oysters raw be-

oysters raw."
cause we like them.
we cat

Confederate bonds are
Is ibis

a

at

again

in active demand.

sequel !*• the recent l>elno«-ra!i

victo-

ries;-'
Rf.i.I'asi. Dee. D. jsvj.

ToThkEi'H'uk

or Tin:

phases

of the

Vicinity.

private soldiers’ life during the great

rebellion.

For

eeipt

subscriptions

subscriber and *2.50 we
will give one copy of the book.
For two new subscribers and *4, one copy. For three new subscribers and *0, two copies. The books will be delivered
at the ollice or sent postpaid to any address on re
of the

one

new

above.

as

Next Monday will be Christmas.
The da vs

of coal

cargo

the shortest of the year.

are now

It will take Ort

to

cars

over

transport schr. Daylight’s

the railroad.

flu* city schools close on Friday for a three
vacation, which will take them over the

the

exterior.

holidays.

D* ar Sir—1 thank your (':i*tine rum sj ondfor his courteous reference to mv Tiianksgising sermon. Hut 1 am surprised that lie
should have mistaken

my meaning
'Hint no State convention or assembled

politicians would
reason why they

dare

openly

to

in

allege

refused to endorse

a

as

Bean was last week re-appointed
llelia.-t. After January first there
will he some changes in the ollice.
Mi Cvrus R.
D.tvi- will be assistant postmaster.
\ndrew

n

I

'-lma-te:

>.

>;

selectinx Christmas presents for your friends
remember that a .ear’s subscription to the Republican Journal*!-one of the best that •an be made.
Your ab-ent friends w ill have rea.-mt to bless you
throughout ilie entire year.
In

I»enj Merrithew, of Searsport, on Saturday,
paid his lifty-fifth subscription to the Republican
Mr.

Journal. Mr. Merrithew is now
years of age.
While in the ollice. lie spoke with much feeling of
the death of Air. Simpson, late editor of this paper,
for

w

hom lie had

great respect.

Loorge |>. Met rillis, who lives on the east -id**,
recentl\ dug from the ground in his garden a silver
It be-poon that had been buried thirty-one years.
longed to Ids -ister, and wa- lettered “C. B. M.” It
is now tlit* property of ids daughter, Miss Cora 1».
McCrillis, he initials answering to her
Tic

Belfast Reform Club

evening of last
principal officers

nc-d:o

was

week.

name

organized on Wed
The following are

therein, goes without spying. This
would he a dose too stromr for a stalwart of
the stalwarts,
It wouM he political suicide.

and

This so-called Southern poiiey of Mr. Have s*
was not his.
It wa- eommenced b\ President
<

•

rant

and

towards 111« close of his administration.
Mined by hi- successor, and tin vote

eon:

that elected M

r.

wide-spread

no
can

party, and

of it.

rti- id pro--;-s that it caused
dissatisfaction in the Repuhli<»:i

our

leaders did not

They attempted

to

u-e

purposes hut failed. The
spond to the waving of the
**

it

On

leaving Bitrher’s

si'*

evening

w

ill lie

a

e

baud and -in a mg b\

lie

Miiliken, of B-dfa-t, and L.

mcert, including muMisses Colburn and
Thorndike, of Bos-

'».

the

so

southeast storm on Wednesweek was very severe in this
m» s--iious damage resulted.
At high
water some of the w harves were washed, and a
pile of :..o(11 feet of lumber belonging to C. J. Hall
Tm.

mdkm.

da> evi hing
vicinity, but

wa-

-wept t'r

building.

attractive to

all’lier

-ex.

What charm there can he in a hat or a bonnet, or
feathers, flowers and plumes can -o aptivatc
i lb'- gentler -ex. the lord- of creation fail t compre! hend. But, nevertheless, Mrs. s. liad a long interview with Mrs. Wells, which was
highly sati-f.. go.
ry t" both parties, and the children were -o intere-b-d in inspecting and -electing toys that the time
j
i «111 i * k I y to them.
Mr. >. was all this time in
p
hmv

<•

-•

The

of last

in

the dock in the

rear

of the

foundry

timber from the ship yards also
A boat belonging to Horatio Welch,

»!,)<*

washed away.

F. WELLS

millinery department,

wdiieh

was h-iuleil up on the bank below the Sanwharf, was blown over the steep bank and
totally domoli-hed. Several telegraph poles of the
Wes.
l
the east side were blown
down

ford

Journal office last week,
tr.d from •ireum-tantial evidence we believe it to
There

wa-

a

death in the

did not reshirt.*'

d. A. Ross.

his wife, and went out with ! incut. It wid be remembered that the body of Miss
M ixikhi-out, I).*-, in. 1--2.
the intention of calling again to make some further I Heal was e\!mmed one month ago and a post morKi>iiok Jni'ifXAL
When a life of seif-.-aeriliee !
amt usefulness terminate.-, something mon* than a j purchases. The family met in
tem examination had, as the young lady died under
passing muiee woui-1 seem appropriate. Brief men j
lOlIN CARLE’S
-uspieious circumstance.-. The stomach was retion ha been made in your paper of the death of *
where all were alike pleased at the templing dismoved an 1 sent to Brunswick for analvsis. The
Miss Almira C. Trcvett. With your permi—ion I
would like to add a turtle r trinuie to her memory.
play of china, gla-s, plated and oilier ware. The report of the physicians has not yet been received,
Miss Trcvett was horn in Frankfort, and was the
manner in which tin* goods were arranged, so that
so there was nothing for tin* jury to to but to furdaught.erot the late Beniamiu Trevelt. Her mother,
Mrs. i.uey Trevelt. aged eighty-three years, is .-’.ill
everything can be easily examined, was voted to ther adjourn, which they did, to the first Monday
living. In her earlier years‘Miss Trcvett taught be a decided improvement, and Mr. Carle was in May. l--:5,at Iff a. m. The day was set far ahead
school, and in various other way- strove hard, and
succeeded, in supporting herself, and maintaining greatlv complimented on the line appearance of in order l*» thoroughly imestigate the matter, also
hi- -tmv
an honorable position in society, and gathering
Nothing 'ould be prettier than the new l await the recovery of tin mother, who is now
around her mane last friends.
style dinner and tea sets, while the old patternIn the year Js7;
confined in the insane asylum at \ igusta.
were in stock for those who preferred them.
Mr-.
she went to California, and lived m San Franci-co.
>. had intended to make hut few
pure.nases in iInThere, as in Maim*, -he found friends, "he wa- acPints' ex a i..
While Dr. Morris, the Masonic lectcompanied by her niece. Mis- (.ertrude Butman, line, her china closet being very well supplied, but
one thing after another attracted her, so that
whom she adopted when only -even year- of age,
quite urer, was in this city, he received a telegram from
a bill was s<•?m run up.
But she said as she went
and to whom for twenty years she was a faithful
f ourier-Journal, asking
the I.ouisviU
him to
friend and mother, giving her a liberal education, out that she couldn't have done as well in Boston,
write a reply to tie* recent article from the late
and that is the truth. Mr. S. had noticed the a 1
so that now -lie i- an accompii-hed scholar and
ertiseinent of
Tlmrlow Weed on the William Morgan affair. His
musician.
In the fall of lssl, learning that her aged mother
DWHiHT I*. I'AI.MER
article will soon appear in the Courier-Journalwas sick and not expected to live,
he w ith her
in the .Journal, and said he must go and base a
X. P. Moore, who has been absent from the city
niece returned
Maine and eared for her mother
look at the new store and new goods; and thither
till failing health compelled in r to relimjui-h her
nearly one year, has returned-Mrs. A. H. Herrithe party wended their way. Here they found a
post of duty and -ei k medical aid for herself.
man and son left Belfast on Monday t< join Capt.
choice selection of standard books, scrap books,
The fearful disease cancer rapidly developed, and
Bibles and albums, Christmas cards, panels and
II. in San Francisco-Miss Alice Bieknell of this
after submitting to several painful surgical opera
work baskets (Mrs. S. bought one
easels,
perlions death came, amt ended her useful and somecity began her duties as instructor in music for the
fumes and many other useful and ornamental artiwhat eventful life, on the 4th of December.
cles. They then visited
public schoolsof 1 fallowed last Monday. The Keg
iler greatest desire to live appeared to he the in“.Mi-- Bieknell promises to till the po\. 1\ MANSFIELD’S,
terest she felt for her “lit tie < o rty,” a- she called
l-ter-ayher niece, who, through the protracted and painful
sition with complete satisfaction to the Superinnext door, where Mrs. S. saw a good deal b at
sufferings of her aunt, had been her eon-taut com- tract her, and she found it impossible to resist
school < ommiltee.”.Miss Marianna
panion and nurse, thus r--torning as best she could opening her pur.-e when examining the hand-omc tending
the care bed owed upon her in her years of childTlmrlow leave-for Boston the JOtli of this month,
in silk and other imperial, the le
handkerchiefs,
hood and need.
Mi— Trevt tt was lifty-tiiree years
f Mr. John B. Johnston, artist,
to take ie.-sons
good-, towels, etc. Mr. s. looked on good matured
old, ami Miss Butman, who i- m»w twenty-seven,
ly except when he heard tidies mentioned, when he I she has shown much artistic taste and talent in the
will after a hrief rc-t return to San Francisco,
almost frowned. But I believe Mrs. S’s. purchases I
1
where she has friends anxious for her return. Of included at least one
il -wer piee.-s, etc., in oils
M. J. Dow
tidy; and sin was almost painting of
Miss Trcvett it can h trutlifnlly said a- of one of
tempted to buy another black silk dress pattern "f Brook-, who has been engaged for some time
old, “"he has done what she could,” and it has been
from those submitted for her inspection. < >f course
pa-t in orgaiii/.ing Hood Templar Lodges in Nova
well done.
u. a. 11.
It. E. MCDONALD,
Scotia, will soon start homeward-Daniel Faunee
who advertises
bargains i Christmas who has for -mine time been confined to his house
Fish and Fimiino. The Hamariseotta Her- goods” could not“unparalled
be passed by, and so the watelie.-,
by illness i- recovering.
the silver ware, the jewelry of till kind- was look
ald says: Smelt fishing opens well this year,
ed over and priced, and some excellent bargaiuwith good prices. Smelters have caught as high
Masonic l.ini'Ki:.
About 200 Masons assemmade; but if all the purchases were eni'ineraied :i
would be thought that 1 lie Simpkin’- were milas no llis. or more
bled at tin* Temple in tiiis city on Friday evening
daily. They bring 12 cents in lionaires
in disguise instead of plain Waldo conn
New York market at present.The net eodlast l> listen l>* a lecture by Robert Morris, I.L. I>.
tv
out for
Where should
and

a

cuckoo clock for

...

lishing

people

fleet of (iloiieester are

this winter.

mesh nets

having great

fifty fathoms long and two and
deep. These nets are lowered

holhlay shopping.

the party go mi leaving Masonic
rect h across tin* street to

suc-

The fishermen use nine in. h

(.!•:<).

W. HI

Temple bill

di-

P.KHIT’S.

a

They had been reading tor weeks of llie prepara
tions making to accommodate ids increasing number of customers; of the two stores made into one,
the bottom where the tisli mesh the same as
so spacious, well-lighted and in
every way attrac
herring in surface nets. This kind of fishing th e. Although all the departments were open for
business and doing a rushing business, too, they
has been in vogue in this country but a short
found the work of transformation still going oii,
time, and was a total failure last year. It was and the establishment not so complete in its fittings
and adornments as Mr. Burkett's
will tin-1
only tried this winter on account of the scarcity 1 it to day. Mr. S. was glad to patrons
lind here an old
of bait.The catch of the (iloiieester fleet of I acquaintance, Llewellyn .Sleeper, (a decided ac
quisition to the force of capable assistants) and
vessels for 18*2 will amount to about.$4,500,000.
under his guidance went on a tour of inspection
while Mrs. >. was doing her shopping. Woman’s
l>r. liliss says that lie will accept the $11500 shopping, like woman’s work, is never done, and
awarded him by the Garfield claims committee. Mrs. s. left here a goodly share of her pouitrv and
dairy money. She felt, however, that she had got
the full value of her money, and Mr. S. put her
The President has nominated .1. Pancroft
numerous bundles into the* pung which
he had
Davis of New York, to be judge of the court of
driven to the door. The children now asked to go
half fathoms

to

j

j

j

claipis.

Hon. Godlove S. Orth died at
Lafayette, Ind.,
■Saturday night of blood poisoning, in the 05th
year of his age.
The business quarter of Kingston, Jamaica,
burned Monday week, and hundreds left
homeless. Loss $15 000,000.
Fourteen of the twenty-three counties in
hate local option laws for the regulation of tile liquor traffic.

Maryland

The penal code was a dead letter in New
York Sunday. Nearly atl who chose to do business did so without polidc interference.
“Webb” says that the prospect is good that a
practical and adequate Civil Service Reform bill
will be passed bv Congress at the present session. Democratic Senators, however, are balk-

ing badly.
Peck's

Company.
It is believed by careful observers in Washington that the Democratic leaders are not sincere in their cry for civil service reform. They
evidently prefer to postpone any measure calculated to make present office-holders reasonably secure of their positions.

Sunday was the Toth anniversary birthday of
the poet John (jreenleaf Whittier. The poet
spent the day quietly in bis room at Hotel Wiuthrop in Boston ami received numerous callers,
lie had received a communication from his fellow citizens in Amesbury asking that he pass
his birthday at home and hold a reception, but
could not attend on account of a cold. Many
beautiful floral tributes were sent during the
day by friends.

Brackett’s Kucyclopiedia of quotations ami alfor 1**3 is out.
Besides a handsomely illustrated calendar for the year it "ontains a large
amount of useful knowledge, quotations, ti
Brackett it Co., publishers.
manac

The city of Belfast lias received from the city of
San Francisco a complimentary ropy of the latter’s

yearly report. It is a gilt edged neatly bound volume, of nearly' loon pages, and contains portraits
of Mayor M. ('. Blake and the board of al'iertncn.
I. <>. < >. F. The following were elected officers of
Passagassawakeag Kncainpment on Tue-day evening for the ensuing year—I If. Hannon, ( I*.; A.
C. Spencer, s. \V.; I. o. K-tes, If. P. :.J.
David-

Scribe; \V. F. Thomas, 1

Treas,;

s.

Blake,

>.

\Y. 1\

Morison,

J. W.

-/V
correspondent says that a man is now in this
county collecting a royalty of rhccsc fact o le- for
the use of cloth bandages on elieesc, and that many
have paid. Parties in Vermont say that the « la m
is not valid, and our correspondent sugge.-ts that
A

would be well

well known patent
attorney before paving money to -Dangers.
Cl vms. The clam season is just coming on and
Mr. F. W. ( ollins, in this city, is -applying his customers with *200 gallons weekly.
He -ends hi- vo-.
sels to the islands where the hi\ alve* are more plen
tifill than they are in this vicinity. The clam trade
it

this state is

In

to

now

consult

equal

a

to

the oyster trade and

the native bivalve is sold in the -ume manner- shuck
ed out and sold -olid, that is w ithout any liquid.
sealed tirkins holding from three to
ten gallons each which are sent l*y express, the
empty ffrkiiis being returned. ( ollm now employ
nine persons in tlm bu-inc-- and -a\
the trade is
but yet in it- infancy.
Mi. ( ollins has

dim Howes lias g<

sleigh

ever

seen

t a

trille the most Kah-de-dah

Belfa-t.

in

It

is

home made

a

affair, like a family row. The running parti- an
old sleigh bottom, painted a bright “yellow baby
ilunnel” color.
The top was made in Cuba and

imported into the l >. If there is any country
they understand getting up sleigh top.-, it’s
Cuba. This top is a inulahog.-head, set on the
bilge, on runners. About a third of the staves are
where

& .SON’S
to see the singing birds and cages, and their parents
them.
found
a well appointed
accompanied
They
drug store which would do credit to a much larger
place; tastefully tilted up, neatly kept, and fully
supplied with all the articles usually in stock in
such establishments.
The holiday goods, which
are merely an incidental feature, niost attracted
the visitors, however. Nothing equal in merit and
price to the mezzotypes at *2"> cents has ever been
offered in this city. Then there were celluloid
WM.

goods

in

cases

O.

POOR

and* without;

a

line assortment of

wood goods; plaques and tiles; Christmas
and calendars; perfumes, and a host of attractive things, suitable for the holiday or any
other season. A visit was next paid to

olive
cards

H.

H.

JOHNSON

& CO’S,

of the nest known business houses in Belfast.
Their column advertisement in the Journal announcing a “tremendous slaughter of dry and fancy
goods” had been carefully read and it had been de
termined to take advantage of some of the great
bargains offered. A column, however, is insuflicient to make known the extent and variety of the
stock, and Mrs S. having made the purchases she
had decided upon beforehand was soon engaged in
an inspection of the handsome lace goods, of collarettes, fichus; of neck ties, tidies, handkerchiefs and
table linen. Mr. S. wanted his watch repaired and
regulated and stepping into
oik

JIERVEY’S JEWELRY STORE
he

attracted by the line display of silver and
plated ware, watches and jewelry. Now, although
our shoppers began their rounds early in the morning, it must not be supposed that they got through
before dinner, or went hungry all day. Not at all.
At half past twelve they proceeded to* the
was

AMERICAN HOUSE.

out, and

bead forms the back, which is
upholstered, as is also the -eat, which extends
across the back
'1 he other head makes the da-her.
A door is cut in the off -ide, which open- on hing-

taken

one

that in a hack. The body i- painted bright
red ami the hoops black. It is probably not as
warm to ride in as a hearse but- it will attract
more attention on the street.

es,

like

Maine Chniuai. Uaii.uoai*.

meeting

of

thi-

The (went\fn\-t

corporation

was

held

at

<»f the officers

management. The t »tal train mileage for the year
was 1.440,25s. Total number of pas*enger> carried,
‘.'54,73s; receipt* for same, $-,.*5,!tsn.p;. Total number of ton- freight carried,
I,Pn;; receipt- for
•*ame, $1,007,17" .40. Fifty miles of steel rail* were
laid this year, and forty.three mile- "f iron track
repaired and relaid. Tin* total bonded debt is $*,.
702,501.25. In 1**1 it wa- $*,705,225.2*. The total
bonded debt, with tin* bonded debt assume*! by
lease ot the European ,V North \merican liailwav,
$0,721 ,501.2*5, on which interest to the amount of
$029,901.25 is annually paid. The ca-h on ha.ud held
i*

The business r. the
the treasurer is $10,070.15.
Belfast branch road show* a gratifv ing increase.
The number of passenger tickets sold from all
points on tin* branch in ISM was 14,001 ; in 1**2, 10,-

by

240, an increase of 4,2*5. The amount of freight is
have been a else of suicide. The remains were
also larger than in 1881. The following is a detailed
found in a irawa r of the editorial desk.
The destatement of the amount for the year ending Sept. 40,
parted wa.- a juvenile mouse, a
1*-1—Belfast passeng r ticket* sold, 7,5n>, amountW- e r-leek'it eow’rin tim’rous beastie,
ing to $12,319.52 ; freight received, 4,*75 Pm*,
audits winding sli *.*t wa- a printer’s circular. Beamounting to $10,158.1*. freight forwarded, t.:>2*
side it wen* the 1.i?- of a green paper cover, the'
rons, amounting to $9,1*51.95. t it'. I’oint, Belfast
gnaw in r of whi h had had a fatal effect. There was
708 passengers, $470.13
freight received, 2 t m-*
a pie .• of v. 'd linn cake on a table, upon which this
$10.00; forwarded, 1*5 tons, $551.00. Waldo .4151
mouse might hr
bamiuettod, but instead it court
p -sengers, $375.02; freight received.51 urns. .$143
ed death by ar-enieal poisoning. We do not happen
04; forwarded, 105 tons, $404.40. Brook- 2,511 pasto think of a uu r *!.
sengers, $2,222.07; freight received, **4 pins. $2,
The ai.uvtia IIi-.al Cv-m. Coroner J. V. Me204.G2; forwarded, 1 •‘5*5 ton-, $3,52(b8i'.. Kno\ : 107

HIRAM CHASE & SON’S
where lie found much to interest him. He made a
thorough inspection of the many rare and attrae
tlve articles to lie found in this long established
•and reliable house, and then bought a Waltham i Ciint -ek, of Belfast, and hi- jury met at Centre
watch for his bov, an organette for his daughter,
Lincohivile* *n Saturday la-l, agreeable to adjourn

disapprove
]>olitic*:tl

for

people
bloody

money here.

great array of holiday toys, and making
wirebases for their Christmas tree, to which their
m ighbors were invited, Mrs. s.
wn. r,-\»-Jing in the

Disapproval of Mr. Hayes'Southern policy was
the alleged iv;i«oii why endorsement was refused. and this may have deceived some. Hut the
aetual reason was tin* one stated in my -ermon.

pocket

where the children joined her. \ V h i I * thcv w**re
inspecting the dozen?* upon dozens <»f dolls, s me
in very primitive and other?* in elahm ale
toilets,

politicians

for it have read it. and who return it torn and
dirty, hut we should not km w where to look for
them.

ton.

ones;

H.

dent's administration, that lie would not hand
tlie State patronage to a few of the leading

there may be meaner people than those who borneighbor’s newspaper before those who pay

standard books in set-, with line
bindings; books of poetry—all the best oll.*etion.lejw

Mrs. 6. had gone int<»

over

There is now plenty of water at Poor’s Mills,
and farmers who have been deterred from taking
their grists to mill on account of the general scarcity of water may have them attended to promptly.

Augusta, Dec. 20th, at which meeting the report*
were submitted.
The business "f
the road steadily increases under its present able

of their

Presi-

Oliver Lanpher at work in McDonald & Brown’s
shipyard, fell on Monday while carrying a plank,
and was somewhat injured. The plank struck on
his hand, jamming it and breaking one linger.

ture of the

Books and Birthday Book-. 1 ongfeland Kiner-oii calendars, the (.olden Mural
book-; a great variety of photograph album.-, and
of t il i.-tma- cards, with an a.-.-ortmeui t tu\
for
the little onel'he children left a goodlv portion

oi

Christmas poultry will probably be higher than
was during Thanksgiving week. More
geese will
be sold than on the latter occasion. There is not
much poultry in the market at present.
it

they seen so many beautiful juvenile bo «k>. Mien
binding-ueh profuse and costly illustration.-*—
and so cheap. Here were all the old favorite- and

Wedding Day

the

Police Notes. Cieorge Brown was before the
Police Court on Monday for drunkenness and sentenced to 30 days in jail.

son,

Muster of Kentucky. (Jims. \Y. Haney,
(irand Warden of this .Jurisdiction, presid-

Past (irand
•Junior

ed. Mr. Morris began by saying that when fie came
to Maine he resolved to visit the three B’s—Belfast,
Bath and Bangor. He said lie was made a Mason
at Oxford, Miss., forty years ago, since which time
he has visited over :>,000 lodges. The lecture was
divided into three parts—Intluenee of Masonry
during the war, William Morgan, and a Visit to
the Holy I.and. The lecturer said while he was opposed to rebellion he would give the southerners
tie* credit of standing up nobly to their obligations
during the war. Officers ran risks of losing their
commissions by doing aids of charity to their enemies. The influence of Masonry never weakened
during that struggle, while other organizations
were like ropes of sand
The recent death of
Thurlow Weed and tin* alleged confession to him
of .John Whitney, has again revived the Morgan
controversy. The speaker had made this matter
—

almost

a

life

study and had conversed with living

witnesses. William Morgan, in 182(5, was living at
Batavia, N. V. He was never made a Mason, but
gained admission to a bulge fraudulently. He was
a drunken, shiftless man, and was constantly in
debt. About this time lie was imprisoned for debt,
but was liberated on bail. In order to raise money,
Morgan determined to write and publish, with the
assistance of

an

editor named

Miller,

an

expose of

Masonry. This caused much excitement among
the fraternity. The. Masons, to get rid of Morgan,
told him if he would leave the country they would
llx the bail bond, support bis wife and child, and
give him $.">00 in cash, which offer he gladly accepted. lie was ferried across the lake Into Canada,
him. What his fate
is acknowledged by
those best informed that lie was not murdered. The
enemies of Masonry seized this opportunity, and
aided by a few skilful men like Weed, caused the
and this
was

was

is not

wildest

the last

seen

of

really known, but

it

It extended all-over the
excitement.
country, and for a time had a very depressing
effect on Masonry-Mr. Morris’ visit to the Holy
Land in 1 SOS was one of great adventure and much
interest, lie went to Jerusalem for tl>e purpose
of exploration, to see if lie could find anything to
substantiate Masonic tradition. His mission was
successful. While there lie was initiated in a tent

Several tons of smelts came
from Brooksvilie. They
York market.

passengers, $570.01 ; freight received, *t ton.-, $243,30; forwarded, 54> tons, $*5>.uo. Thorndike, 2,lo2
tons,
passengers, $2,127.32; freight received.
$2,839.00; forwarded, 1,5*4 tons, $ 4,422.1*. Fnity'
2,407 passengers, $2,594.2*:; freight received, (558
I ’m-, $4,505.40.
tons, $2,050.(51 ; forwarded, 1,57
Burnham: 2,942 passenger*, $2,005.0*; freight received, 150 ton*, $1,42*.Pi; forwarded, 1.711 ton-.

the bay last
for tin* Now

across

week

were

Man” makes his appearance this
arises to give utterance to some solid
chunks of wisdom. Head what he has to say. And
don’t overlook Atwood’s .characteristic petition to
Atwood’s “Old

week,

annual

low

part.

body

days.

row a

1

eiit

The Arctic birds, seen here in former seasons,
have made their appearance within the past few

Mr. s. contented himself with looking about
tinid Howard, president;
while Mrs. s. examined the fine sleek of -ilks and
Thomas Taylor, Thomas Condon and Win. Twombly
dress goods, the table linen, and the general a-- u r
vice president-. J. W. Wilkins, recording secretary ;
toent of fancy and staple articles. Site had intendJ
'V. KnowlPci. limncial secretary; Ceorge A.
ed to look about before making her purchase -, but
Beckett, treasurer.
before .-be left the store a black -iik dress pattern
Tiii* amu.-ement season has opened In this eiry.
lor herself, a worsted jacket and hood for her
>n Tu.'sda v evening t he old folk- course of assemdaughter, with a number of smaller articles, had
been bought and paid for.
Mean
bile lb. children ! I'lios began. <>n Wednesday evening Neil Burgess
w as h -iv.
Tnere will be a masked ball and carniwere inspecting the many useful and
pretty thing-*
val e.' I lay fold Hall on the evening of the 25th, ami
to be found at
e\
"it th
I. S. C VI.DWELL A rods.
eningof tin* •Jaih the XII. club give a grand
ball with Chandler's band from Portland. One feaBoth are foil l of reading and nevei before had

the

dontNAi.:

The county commissioners began their regular
session in this city on Tuesday.

weeks'

them.

Boston paper recommends cloth
wringers and carpet
sweepers f"i* holiday presents.
Nothing :» sthetic about that.

explains

CD.

they were loud in their
praise of the handsome fittings, of the large and
elegant stock of good.-, and of the courtesy shown

A

medical man

PITCHER A

attracted the attention of the shoppers, and on
entering tin y found the interior even more attract

thority. The responsible person is --a prematurely bald pliy siciau.” who imparted the intelligence to the N, w York Sun.

A

W.

next

On Saturday the National House passed a
bill, introduced by Mr. Heed, extending until
May 14. 1883, the time for tiling claims before

attention,

—

Meanwhile, Mrs.

At a meeting of the Directors of the Maine
Central Railroad Company, held atthe Augusta
House Thursday evening. Payson Tucker was
unanimously re-elected Vice-President and General Manager of the Maine Central Railroad

merits

have made most men grumble; but a new
'■arpet for the sitting-room, a handsome rug for tin*
parlor, a pair of blankets at $1— a real bargain
and some smaller articles were paid for without a
murmur, and tin* lighter articles -towed in (lie
l lic handsome new store of
pung.

and her manager are pocketing much
ca>h and are not disturbed by the criticisms of

Hair is “an

to

wouhi

Langtry

the American press and

driving gloves for himself, and
join Mrs. s. and tin* children

warm

ready

Mrs. m had not been idle meanwhile, sin* had
been upstairs and down, had inspected carpets,
rugs, blankets, and the tempting variety of dry and
fancy good- heaped upon the counters and displayed upon the shelves. The total of her purchase-

the men admire her

her acting.

of

was

i.vdies’ exchange.

Langtry

actress:

decry

In*

at the

may Ik* thus
Tin* women think her far from beau-

stated:

pair

a

then

ion for the past two years. The daily will be
sint to subscribers for Sc, p»*r annum
postage
included, and there will be no change in si/,' or

and his arguments in favorof the reduction will
be generally accepted as conclusive.

deposits

and

rooms, -bowdecrease in circulat-

resolution for tin- investigation of
political assessments with Mr. Hale's amendment to investigate the political assessment
business of both sides, has been referred to the
Judiciary committee.

duction of the tax on

IIANKY’S,
where he found a line assortment of furnishing
goods and ready made clothing. It did not take him
long to select a neat and serviceable suit of clothes

is stated, is

was

the Alabama Commission. Our Maine Senators
will no doubt secure the early passage by the
Making Short Work of It.
In the siege of Troy, Apollo encouraged the Tro- ! Senate of a measure which interests so many of
jans to be valiant against the Greeks, by saying—
their constituents.
“The mighty Aehilles does not light to day.”
*lt
would seem as if Heath had been bidding disease to
make its greatest inroads upon men, by saying:
The Argonaut, a San Francisco weekly jour“Hunt’s Remedy is out of the market.”
Rut the
is one of the brightest and ablest papers of
nal,
Trojans found to their cost, that the mighty Aehilles
eame to the lield, slew their greatest champions,
It is racy reading
its class iu the country.
and made short work of the battle. And Hunt’s
from the first page to the last, and the editorials
and
liver
as
an
Achilles
against kidney
Remedy,
diseases, has taken the field, and is making short are particularly brilliant.
of

i>

foremen of the

cess

Tin- Biddeford Journal presents the name ol'
lion, llosem I.. Bowers, of Saco, for State

per

A Democratic Prohibitionist is an anomaly
for whose existence there is no ex'-usc. 1 Bangor Commercial.
This is copied into the Augusta Age without
comment, which is perhaps a tacit approval.
If the Democratic papers choose to make antiprohibition one of the planks in its platform, it
must expect to he whipped in Maine, that's all.
No matter how much the people of Maine dislike bossism, they like rum less.
[(iardincr
Home Journal.

matter of business

a

nouncement

and

j

editorially Saturday mornMorning and

We do not make this statement

follows:

All registered vessels, either sail or steam, of
the I'nited States, engaged exclusively in the
foreign carrying trade .’are hereby exempted
from all or any municipal taxation.
This was also adopted by the committee. Mr.

•*-

(

purely

Belfast

The Belfast, shoe factory will shut down on Satday goods are advertised, not simply t) buy Christ- urday to remain closed over the holidays. An anmas gifts, but to take advantage of the full stocks
i count of slock will be taken.
then offered to make purchases for the household.
Miss Katie, daughter of Frank W. Patterson, of
This year they brought the children with them. The
tin city, fell at the skating rink on Saturday eveSanta Claus myth, as all know, is now completely
ning, and dislocated her elbow.
exploded. You cannot make an intelligent child
There arc twelve inches of good ice in II. E.
believe that Santa Claus comes down one of our
Pierce's pond on tin* cast side. The snow has been
modern chimneys with a pack on his back, or that
kept -craped off, so the ice is in excellent condition.
he could crawl through a stove pipe and come out
of the door of a red hot coal stove!
Mr. Willi- Burrill, of North Vassalborough,
Modern heat
ing apparatus has killed Santa Claus—and a good
slaughtered a pig la-t week, eight months and
many others. And so the children now-a days nut
twenty days old, whi *h weighed when dressed .‘»7-i
only know who their Christmas niffs come from, ! pounds.
but often have something to do with selecting them.
Michael Collin-, oi this city, killed a hog last
On Thursday morning of ia-t week Mr. s. put an
week, fifteen months old, that weighed when dressextra seat in his pung, harnessed up his hor-e, and
cd, 574 pounds :.ud Win. Aldus killed one weighing
well wrapped up the family set forth for tin* city. | 5>0
pounds.
Their first stopping place was at the corner of Main
W. Col-ham, of Bangor, is now in this
Leorgc
and Church streets. Mr. S. visited tin* Journal ofiie,
•
ity, where he will engage in the shipment of hay
and paid a year's subscription in advance, as is his
and potatoes. He comes here every winter on the
custom. Then lie stepped into
closing of the Pi nobscot river.
c. w.

of the Boston

The reduction, it

of

Premiums for New Subscribers. We have
made arrangements by which we can offer to those
securing new subscribers for the Journal, copies of
the Itev. T. (ierrish’ popular book, “Army Life; A
Private’s Reminiscences of the War,” the price of
which is $1.50. It is a neatly printed, substantially
bound volume, and is the first book to portray the

energy, thrift and good management. At least
year he visits the Savings Bank and has an
interview with cashier Quimby, the result of which
is an addition to the store laid by for a rainy day.
There is nothing miserly about our friend
however. He is simply prudent. He provides liberally
for bis family in alf respects. There are two children, a boy of twelve and a girl of ten, and which is
the mother’s pride and which the fathers joy it would
be difficult to decide. It is safe to say that all their
reasonable wants are supplied, and that few children in Waldo county have more hooks or better
advantages than they. Mrs. s. is a capital housekeeper and a thrifty woman. The profits of the
poultry vard an t the dairy are in her keeping, and
when she goes into the city on a shopping expedition she does not have to ask Mr. S. for money,
t onally they visit Belfast together when the holi-

Journal will hereafter bo two instead

of three cents.

sfs.oOO to $50,000. The second proalso lire pared bv the Sau Francisco

Beard of Trade, is

Tin y have some vcr\ keen sportsmen in >aeo.
The other night a man in that city In aid tin
loud honking of a flock of g»
ami thinking
that tin \ were wild geese, sprang out of bid.
snatched his gun and ran in tin direction from
which the sound proceeded. II- did not shoot
s-n.n
found
any wild geese. how* v r. for li
that the noise he had In ard had been made by a
ear load of fat
Thanksgiving geese which had
been detained at tin railway station ail night.
He went honn disgusted ami goo>ele>*.

in*

price

the

News

of

lias been for the past two years. He says:
The expenditures during the seven remaining
months of the current fiscal year will lie largely
in excess of the expenditure's dining the corresponding months of tlie last fiscal year. There
will be increasing demands upon tlie Treasury
for pension payments and payments oil account
of public works and miscellaneous items. Tlie
prospect is that during the remainder of the year
calls for bonds will he few. The fact is that the
Secretary of the Treasury will have about all lie
can do to find surplus revenue sufficient to redeem the fifty millions of bonds called, and
which are now or will be matured during the
next se\. n months.
He has already during the
present fiscal year anticipated a surplus of over
one hundred and ten millions. He lias discounted any reduction of taxation to that extent. Of
this amount he has during the last five months
applied fifty-two millions to the redemption of
bonds, if the Tension office continues to grind
out claims sufficient to miike a demand on the
Treasury of one thousand dollars per minute
during the six working hours of -ix day- in the
week, as was the ease las: month. Secretarv
Folger will likely be forced to draw heavili
upon his resumption reserve lie fore the end of
tlie fiscal year, ill order to redeem some of the
bonds already called hut not yet matured.
It was announced

Story.

once a

on Ways and Means, for many
years a Washington correspondent, and who lias made a close
study of tlie national finances, thinks that the
monthly average reduction of the public debt
will hereafter fall considerably below what it

ing that
Kvening

Christmas

The Simpkin’s live a few miles beyond the city
limits, in which direction is not material. Mr. s. is
a well-to-do farmer, and his
place shows evidences

fect. Mr. John M. Carson,clerk of the Commit-

amount to

•-

N« )THKR

lb

shipbuilding interests of the I’nited Statewill In n adily seen when it is estimated that
upon an iron ship of 4,000 tons the lionu- to he
to

lii three towns in Sagadahoc county r* turns
■ire made for Setli lb Milliken, which cL *ri\*
him of .‘*7 votes. Boutelle and Milliken each
F'e 24 votes in Argyle. lVnob'cor county,
tin y being returned for Philip Wilson aid
Thomas if. Wentworth, tin Republic candidates for tic Senate. In Bridg* water and Ma1'leton. Are. stook county, tin* return' re unsigned bv the Clerk, and tin four candidates
lose un votes each.
\

the 13th hist., at

m

Before

THE SIMI’KIN’S WENT SHOPPING IN BELFAST.
WHAT THEY BOUGHT ANI) WHERE THEY BOUGHT
IT.

tee

The followingare authorized agents fertile Jour

i

the

during

receipts show an increase of
nearly $2,000,000, compared with November of
last year—hut to increased expenditures. The
enormous appropriations made at the last session of Congress an' beginning to have their ef-

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the
year, $3.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (oneinch
'>f length in column,) $1.(K) for one week, and 25
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of
a square charged as a full one.

Niles, No. 256 Washington St., Boston.
Evans, Rooms 2, 4 & s, Tremont Temple,
boston.
s.
M.
Pettengill
& Co., 10 State St., Boston, and
i

debt

deed. tlie revenue
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T. G.

public

A
HOW

due, not to any falling off in the revenues—in-

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

nal:

Debt.

mob til of November was smaller than in any
month since the calendar year lSstO. This was
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the

and

Legislature.

The Clerk of Courts has received a rescript- in the
of Trask on a petition for review vs. Inhabit
ant- of Unity. This is the old Trask ca-c of eight
years ago, where he sued the town for damages.
The case has been tried twice, with verdicts in favor of the town.
The court now denies his petition
for review, with costs for respondents.
case

Shipping items and matters relating to shipping,
heretofore published in the local columns, will be
found in the ''hip News department, which we pro
pose to make an interesting and useful feature of
the Journal. Reports from captains and agents of
vessels and information from any quarter w ith re
gard to our local shipping will be gladly received.
Mr. 1
\V. Parker of this city will go to Bridgeport, Conn., next week, where he will put up a
house for Mr. E. C. Bassick. Mr. B. owns con.-iderable land in that city, and will build quite a number of houses on it to rent.
It is probable that Mr.
Parker will erect nine or ten house- for him h» •'. ■re
he returns; some of them will cost from tlire• o>

four thousand dollars, theothers will be *•! .*:»,»Bl KNHAM.

Fiddler Ire! IT

Howes A

cutting lumber last
intend putting in Ju teams
to the stream-Sleighing
woods

week,

to haul the lum1'-t
is

a see lie

celebrated

golden wedding Wednesday the l:>tli inst_
Tin* I..ike is frozen t<* the depth oft; or im-be-.
their

'Yells are very low and farmers have to drive their
dock to the Lake to drink....One dav !a-t week
I*
Dodge and two others
aught It pickerel

through the

ice.

S\vanvili.k. The farm huildiugs ot (diaries H.
Black, in this town, were destroyed by tiro at n.
o’clock on Monday evening last.
Workmen wen
engaged in threshing grain at the barn by tin aid
of a lantern suspended from the beams. Ju-l athe men left the barn they heard the lantern e\
plode, and soon the barn was in (bum
i .be i \v» ;:
ingjoined the barn and soon all were de-in- .,;
The stock and a part of the furniture weir -a\« :.
The barn contained fifty tons of
liay which w;
burned
Loss, $J,.»n»i; insured for ^I.v.io.
Horatio Twitched received

Jackson.

injury

one

day last

week.

In

a

-ev«:e

getting down lr«

n

Bl'i Ksputn

and Mrs. M. \V. 1'rimv inteinl

Mr.

to visit

Washington l>. < and other eitir-.
that region where they have numerous friend-.
As your rovrespondeni was riding along Main .’M
one day last week, and < ame to the Mreet
leaiiiug
up from the Ferry a sled with a boy on it shut In
soon

the

corner.
There was no time f«u either party
»
stop, but the horse being an extremely polite aidmal and equal to the emergency, instiatlv -t< nd
upright on his hind legs, Jetting the bo\ pass um.cr.
Now all horses

and

of them

-ome

n**f

mini

liere

w

in■:■

danger

in

are

sliding

-too

there

-indents

Main

and

the

seminary

made is one inch in length, but the bonk ;•-.....
irated the tlesli to the depth ot
>ot
-Dea. Abram Fletcher, me -i
-ur ageb
iv-:
detils, is very sick... .'Idle following are i;,. m:
cers elect for star of
Progress Grange M.. l; 1

Eugenie

«•

Moore. -, A
Kulalian are

\. I.

<

Mi

t-e, Tree-

a

nfii

•!

i.raer

>!•
Blo.jgef, I’reShute, see-;. : l.otta Wallace. TivaI'l
..•;.*
ing is e\e dlent, oilr tree! s are alive and !11
!,;!
1 »fll-" till tin* aii-.. .Train- \r-.<
'•I “men
-l■,|'!*iinr at tin.* new -tation 1‘..r -mm :im«
it )ia> | > !*•* v * *• l t
he a yrea;
* ii} > r« *\ «*n. i.:
.1
1
\. It. fair, it i
!I-i1
1
■<

■

it'll'

ill'-

steamer ! !

»i*t*

a.

’.a :111>

i liar

i

|11 "•

1

«

ek

W

i'

ah'»ll I

l*i

ia-t iv-ui

n.-r

1.
i;* h.
I

ir ;

l»uek-j

'•

■ ■■

t Ii.

Methodist ehtir h thi- week_lies. W. F. L mi-e.
of Uoekport, is expected to i>reaehin the Methodi-i
chureh on Sunday next-Mr- F.llen K. Peirce,
Charles H. Peirce, K-q., wa- buried la.-t
The funeral service was conducted a
her son, Kcv. Webster K. Peirce of Ma--a. liu-eti-.
-Mrs. Mary Atwood, widow "t the late Capt.
Thomas Atwood, was buried on >unda> la-i. >!m
wa-the only child of the late Capt. Kiilmr-i 1 vi« Si.
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church next

and disobedience of God's word. Mr. Murphy i.studving for the ministry, lie is a bright young
man
and ha* a good prospect before him.
Kev. T. B. Gregory of Lapeer, Mich., occupied
the pulpit of the Cniver-all-t church on >unday
Il>
for the second time.
gave excellent *atisThe committee having the
faetion t*» the society.

K. Chureh-Mr. Nat. Whitten ha- he. a
his mill and putting in a circular saw i<>r
sawing-The firm of Diekex ,x Brown 1.

charge have decided to settle him here,
beginning his pastorate on the second .Sunday in
January. Mr. Gregory i* about 2* year* of age, a
North Carolinian by birth, and conies well recommended. He left on Monday morning t** close up
..The subject of Kev. Mr.
his affairs in Michigan
Koss’ Sunday morning sen ices at tin* North church
matter in

“The Good New* "—a Christina- -ermon.
Subject in evening. “The World’s I ndebtedne*.- ro
Christianity;.”.. .Mr. and Mr*. F. Wcntwon’i, of
Knox will speak at Angler Hall next Sunday, Dec.
24th. Afternoon at 2. and evening at 7.3u oViock.
will be

nitarian church, which ha* been closed
the last two Sunday*, the pastor being avvav on
a vacation, w ill resume service* next Sunday. There
will be a Christmas service in the morning, after
which there w ill lie the communion -cryice. In the
....The (

for

Kev. Mr. Crowninshield, the pa-tor, will
deliver the .-econd lecture ot Ills course, the -ubiect
of which is “Discovery of the I \v." There will
be special music both morning and evening. .The

evening

Cniversalist society will have
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factory running again.... Mr-. Chaj. B 1::
formerly Mrs. Hoix, of Belfast, is in very pc
health... Dr. N. I'. Bean remain-about the -am
and grave fears are entertained as L> hi- recovery
Paine has bought out the -t>. -|.. ni'i
trade of .James Moody ...Mr F. L. Ibmn i:a
returned from Boston w ith a full line of < hri-tn.aand New Years goods-V few days sine.- Mr
.John Paine and wife were surpi iseil bribe p o.- ianee of about thirtv of their young friend- who
-Mr. John

on them to spend the
hearty welcome-Within
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time there ha-

great improvement in the appear im-e ..f
caused by the setting out • f iree-w ha h ..
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running his business with a
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numbering in all about tlfteen hand-.
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illness of about three months.
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( i-M wintry weather.
A !>'<•! of snow
woods... .Annual meeting <»t Mar-li Rivet
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Lodge, F. A M ...The movement *uj
range an O Id-Fellow ledge here'.-- taking shape
-Geo. G. Davis Post, G. A. R., was miMcnd in
in the
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son,

tree at the church vestn on Saturday evening,
-The younger portion of tin* Sabbath school of
the Congregational church will have a Christina*

The carpenter shop of Win. S. Crosby took
day.
lire Titursday noon and was hurned with content-

the church vestry on Monday evening next.
will be a picnic slipper for the children
at the Baptist church on Tuesday evening next-

Chaplain;

L

Rowe.

Quarter-master; James

(

lie

..

lumher and tools.

of

....There

saved_Henry Foss, formerly of this ovii, died
recently of diphtheria, at Ids home in Waldo....

Sunday

afternoon.

The following
in Ri vi. Estate.
the transfers in real estate in Waldo county for
the week ending Dec. I'.tth— Abigail Allen A als.,
East Boston, to Benj. F. Bachelor, Troy. Nathan
I*, and Charles 1*. Bean A als., Searsmont to AmanTransfers

are

da M. Bean, same town. Sarah E. Bean A als.,
-Julia I’.
Boston, to Amanda M. Bean, Searsmont
Beckett & als., East Boston, to Benj. Bachelor,
Troy. Benj. T. Cochran, guardian, Searsport, to
James «J. Perry, same town. Edwin F. Cochran,
Portland, Oregon, to James .J. Perry, Searsport.
Abbie II. Cox & als., Belfast, to Amanda M. Bean,
Annette B. Collins A als., Boston, to
.Searsmont.
Amanda M. Bean, searsmont. Melinda II. (-,,bb A
als., Bangor, to Benj. F. Bacheloi, Troy. Mary A.
Doane A als., Wellfleet, to Benj. F. Bachelor, Troy.
Edmund Ellis, Monroe, to C. C. Moody, same town.
Hannah M. Goodhue, Bangor, to Susan -I. Nickerson, Swanville. Charles M. Gould, swanville, to
-James Harris, same town. S. B. llazeltine, searsinont, to N. P. Bean, same town. Ira L. Howard,
Montville, to Isaac s. Morse, same town. Ira W.

Harriman, Stockton, to Carrie R. Deveraux, Prospect. James Harris, Swanville, to Edwin 1). Small,
John Kimball, Swanville, to Albert s.
same town.
Nickerson, same town. EmmaC. Levensaler, Searsport, to Rodney N. Levensaler, same town. ^aml.
Moore, Belfast, to Emery Benson, Frankfort. Estate of E. F. Morton, Thorndike, to Adelaide A.
Morton, same town. A. P. Mansfield, Belfast, to
Isaac S. Morse,
Albert J. Condon, same town.
Montville, to Ira L. Howard, same town. John Mc-

Cray, Knox, to Llewellyn Kenney, same town.
Isaac Mason, Swanville, to A. L. Nickerson, same
town. Mary K. Nichols & als., Searsport, to Sami.
N. Rackliff, same town. Isaac Oakes, Newport, to

where all enjoyed an excellent dinner, with the best
at midnight, in the valley of Jehoshaphat near
of attendance, and so were in good condition for atJohn E. Woodcock, Searsmont.
Frank Patten.
Mount Moriah, by three Arab prince* who came
to
the
of
the
remainder
business.
It
tending
day’s
Pittsfield, to H. R. Heald, same town. Estate of
as a nation, have
took them until dark, for there were numerous iit- | 500 miles to see him. The A
tie things to attend to—a Bible and an album taken
jFreennui Parker, Frankfort, to Freeman Litlletleld,
but little written history, it being nearly all tradito the Belfast Bindery to have inscriptions stamped
tional. Their Masonry can be traced l>ack to King ! AV interport. Heirs of Asa Porter, Troy, to Beni.
on them in gold letters; some purchases made at
-F. Bachelor, same town. A. M. Plummer, .MontSolomon and the building of the Temple at Jerusathe New Boston Clothing store; calls made ou Miss
j
A. F. South worth, and on Gilmore & Babcock,
loin. Their landmarks and ours are so similar that
~ville, to Levi N. Plummer, same town, and to ( has.
whose reputation for line millinery is well known;
they must have had the same origin. The speaker be- 1 J. Trask, Freedom. Ella C. Stafford A als., Searsto F. W. Francis’ for Christmas slippers; to \V. K.
Morison A Co’s for skates, and the line stock of fur- lieved that Masonic tradition is correct—Mr.Mor
port, to Sami. N. Rackliff, same town. Philena M.
niture at R. II. Coombs, Main Street, examined.
Thorndike A als., Bangor, to Benj. F. Bachelor,
ris was enthusiastic in his praise of Masonic TemIt was a big day’s work, and the party started
ple in this city, and said it was the fluest lodge room | Troy. Ruel W Woodman, Fairtield, to R. II.
homeward tired but happy. They may be heard
he had visited in this state.
from again the next holiday season.
Coombs, Belfast.
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Theodore Murphy, of thi- city,
occupied the Methodist pulpit on Sunday last, and
delivered a remarkably tine discourse on obedience
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$4,205.00.
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The concert given la-t
benefit of the church wa>

the

•.

qui.e good in thi-

section-Mr. and Mrs. John I

Tide.

the

a derided success.
1* consisted of solos, duett.-,
quartettes, choruses, readings and declamations.
The selections were excellent, and were
finely n n
dere.l. Itisditticult to slat.* who did the best when
all executed their parts so well, bin it is n**t
much to say that the “A. It. <'. Duett,” rendered I >
Miss Ktta Brier and W. <d. Hatch wa> one of tin
be.-t*features of the entertainment. A song by lii
tie Lulie Collins, a girl six years of age, was also
well received and highly applauded. The -um
thirteen dollars was realized from the -ana'll ad
mission fee of ten cent-.

-trce!>
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Head of

Monday evening for

they do

r.

in tin

men

I tlii-

an

Belmont. A Mr. Mansfield, of New Hampshire,
son-in-law of Reuben Dickey, fell on Momhe.
while coming out of the post office at Hall’s corn* r,
and broke his leg below the knee.

Mrs. C. V.

Monroe

will

A

part of the latter

soon

occup\

her

were

new

mi!

linery & fancy goods store-Finery O. >: inti.il
had his year old eolt’s leg broken in attempting to
jump over a horse sled. Mr. S. lias the colt slung
up, the leg nicely set and doing well.. -Tuc- !a>
eve, 2»5th, will he annual election of offim-i' in liar
The W. M.. .J. W. Lang, i- at
vest Home Grange.
tending state Grange in Lewiston-The clothing
factories are doing a good business.... Doctors import considerable sickness-Winter schools all
keeping. One school in town has an attendance of
only two scholars... .Otis W. Lane, recently established here in the stove and tin ware business has
a large and increasing trade ...Hay i> selling at
very

low prices.

SR.YRSroRT. Mr. Fugcne George, who was employed in Boston, died in Cambridgeport, Dec. ith.
His remains

were

brought

home

for burial.

He

years old... JNIr. Henry Richards, while at
work in the spool mill, had the little linger of one
hand sawed off-Freeman McGilvery Post, G. A.
was

lb

W. B.
R. chose their officers Thursday evening.
lawyer. Commander; K. J. Wentworth, Seni.-r
Vice Commander; A. A. Nye, Junior N ice Com
mamfer; K. NV. Robbins, Officer of the day; F. 1

NVhiteoml), Quartermaster; K. Hopkins, Mirgeon;
F. A. C’oleord, Chaplain; J. B. Sweetser, Officer ot
the Guard-Mr. Joseph L. Brock and Kdmuml
NValkor have been drawn as jurors from this place
the coming January term of court— I he witc ot
Mr. J. It. Treat slipped and fell on an icy walk
on Friday and she was quite
severely injured.
Capt. Andrew .J. Ross returned Friday night
from his voyage in the ship R. R. Thomas. ..hr.
Rob Morris gave one of his interesting lectures
Saturday evening the 10th, to the F. and A. Mas
ons of this place-Little Frank Woodman, Warren Woodman’s son, has been quite sick of late.
Mr. Joseph Brock has a sheep of the Leicester
...

lirst fleece was sheared last fall ami
Tbs
Freeman MeCilvery Rost ti. \
It. will have a bene lit entertainment and Christmas
Tree at t'nion Hall, Monday evening-The Indies
of the Methodist Society will hold their annual fair
and supper, this (Thursday) afternoon and e vening, at Lnion Hall, Searsport—Rev. M. W.
Prince, principal of the Seminary ac Bueksport,
will preach the reopening sermon at the Methodist
church next Sunday morning. Both societies will
unite in the services.
breed.
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—

>
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1

light damage.
|{o< Kl. v\!». Dee. nth.
In :.i~t night’s lei pe-l
sell, ti* cilia, ot Huek-port, dragged asliori1 at i
ant's Harbor. h*sing her keel amt sustaining otb.i

damage.
The report that tin* lighthouse board propo>e«li-eoiitinuing the light- on Thateher's Island \
cites much oimtei nation among tiloiieester li-bm
men ami -liipper-.
'Hie twin light-are deemed in
dispensable to vessels eoming on to the eoa-r t rom
a foreign voyage or distant fishing grounds in oi
der to determine their locality and get beai ings t*
guide them safely in port.
ISA

Mailing nas oeen nearo irmn un

II. Dir. i.i.

It! days
new steam hark Mendo/a. Tucker, now
from Hath for N'ew N «»rk. Naturally there is -••me
anxiety in regard to her here, hut it is generally he
lievcd that she i blow n off to sea and a- she had
only ’•'» tons of coal will have to work back under
sail.
Her builders confidently expect she w ill re
port within a few day s.
Sehr. Kli/.abeth, from ( a-!ine, wood laden, broke
her moorings during a gale night of l;tth at lb- k
land. Me. and drifted on the ledges south of ( om
mereial Wharf, w here she lie* badly strained. >!»••
She will be unloaded and hauled
lost her boat, \
»

oil' for repairs.
The schooner Mary .lane, of \\ inlerport, t ap;.
Vrey, arrived at Itoothbay l>ee. I <th leaking ii\«thousand strokes an hour, having struck on tin
ledges m ar Halfway Book. she is laden w ith him
her from Bangor and bound for Providence, IJ. I
Friday afternoon the sehooner John Dougia-**-,
Jordan. Bangor for Charleston. s. c., w hile pas-ing
out through Bueksport narrows, under sail, went
ashore on Rolfe’s point, she was taken off by the
steam tug Howell at high water, in the evening
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We shall present

\ .taifirent Line

HOLIDAY SALES!

O

Which added to our stork will make the LARGEST
presentation of SENSIBLE PRESENTS for

<»F l'SKFl‘1.

Christmas &Ne^v Years

>m

Particular specification of the merchandise we offer vcould require more
'pace and e\pen'f lhaii we can afford.
Me would
only 'ay thai the price and quality of our good
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yer friends for Christmas. Can get sunlhln'
table.
Bloated Bondholders can deremlnate
inn^s to all their wife's relations, (.lit Edge Bobbers ean squander
ihelr stamps and make some
one happy.
Monopolies can use a dltidend. Vou
old ritj Bleb Men ran send your poor relation a
(.rub Hoe, to make life easy
Do sunthiif to pay
lor yer last summer tlslt to the farm. ler must
reap wal yer sew.and no going behind the returns.
t
li. W rite (TWOOD, at W lnterport, he of the
2%v.H
Medder King.
ai

Thirly-Six

Columns.

Book

<.ri:ai

1

2 Cts. per

Copy.

X.

Tin* Boston Journal i>. reduced in

price

popular

Familv

Newspaper

marked

tlmrn, iihwn, 1m )\VN. Call
the greatest bar.train* cvi-r offered for
*ah* iu this <itv.

NEW

BOSTON CLOTHING STORE,
MARK ANDREWS, Proprietor,
I'lm-nlx Bow.
llelfasi. Me.

Commissioners’

Notice.

gned. hating been appointed by the
Jii'igi "1 l»r■•ihale for the County of
-•••••ini Tue-dav of December, inii i
i-m
to i-rcit o
examine claims
if«- <d N \THAN !•:. HALL, late of
ia sai t Comity, deceased, represented
aeivo> give notice that six months from
!
of said appointment are allowed to the
1 -aid e-iate for bringing in and
proving
o'•:-. and mat said < onmiUsionc rs will be in
• >r tb<purpose of receiving and examining
rums, at the « lliee of II A. Rich, K«p, in said
"
rjM.ii.nii the 20th day of .January next, and
;io ‘.'in dav <d'.June next, at ten o’elock in the
!•:. C. A REA'.
Of
li dav.
.J. I). KINC8BI RY.
Wiiii
—:>w'd
Dee.
n.
JsSJ
port.

{’

■

H
1

Legislative

Notice.

b-rsigned respectfully petitions your lion
•Table s.-iiate and House of Representatives, to
oii
ally appropriate funds of state* and to re
i i< <- ta xes,
tfiat the farmers of Maine can buy
t>
of my Improved Agricultural Implements
I

iin

of New File-

Department!

1
Buy it nf j our local news agent, or
remit for any portion of a year—at the
rate of *.•> per annum -postage paid.
i

a

Fans, all

new patterns, Panels and Easel
Picture Frames, Card Cases, Combs,
Brushes, Mirrors, Children's Toys,
A nice
All tlm popularautliors in

K l'S.

Dwight

P.

,

Palmer,

American

Remedy

FHik^TCIS’.

NEURALGIA,
DYSPEPSIA,
HEART DISEASE,
LIVER COMPLAINT,
FEVER AND AGUE.

Geucrul Agent. Belfast, Maine.

a

DiCKKY.of doedon,
\\T IIKRKAS MKLVINA
\\ in the County of Waldo, by ln*r mortgage
dated July JO,*1880, and recorded in Waldo
Registry, Volume 1 >•», page 221. conveyed t me in
mortgage a certain parcel of land situate in -aid

Ijine

-<

Hosiery,

«

WM. H. Mrl.Kl.I.AN,
vide* 1
15v WM. II. FoobKK, bis Attorn* y.
Dat'd this It'tli day of December, IS*-*.—Jw.'d*

Notice—Coal Ashes, &c.
hereby given that the City Ordinance
expressly prohibits the throwing of ashes or

FRANCIS’.

NrOTICEis
rubbish

anv

PER ORDER.

14, 1882.—Iwfd

NOTICE.
PERSONS having unsettled accounts with
.1. L. MOODY, arc requested to call and settle on or before the tenth day of January, if they
wish to save cost.
J. L. MOOD A
searsmont, Dec. 21,1882.—lw51*

\J.I.

Belfast, Dec.

21.

h. e. McDonald
fjnk watch bkpaikim. a spk

Cl LTV. Having
twenty
Makf>
in American and Foreign watches,

years experiI IVcl confience
dent I can detect all imperfections found in anv
if
watch. All parts made new,
necessary, from the
'»!
smallest screw to the plates.
A
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ly
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stock has been MAILKKD

GOODS
STYLES.

MANY

.1-

t"armI

S U

have

we

the

our

Motto Hdkfs.

IU

Edge

large

two

The

reception

furnished and is conducted

This assortment comprehends
everything in this sine, Iron:

need of her

tity, quality,
Anticipating
Trade

the

professional

given

goods

|

Writing

tor

your inassortment that

an

is PERFECTLY IMMENSE tor

by

this

in Card, Cabinet and Panel
Size, from 5Gc. to $3.00.

Watch
and

to those in

services.

wc

ate,

!
Fichues, Neck Ties, Collarin
White, Bsack and
ettes,
These goods
Cream Color.

entirely

Fancy Silk
Hdkfs., large size, in aii
shades, at 50c.
Ladies’

87c., $1.00, 1.25, 1.50,

and most complete
in tin* line

As

er

our

and

Silk Hdkfs., at $3,00. Extra
A splendid
size and weight.
Gaft.

Together

with

large

a

are

KID GLOVES!
BOTTOM

MERRILL,
rlllANDEEP
rtain instrument purporting
R.

c

Don't

Forget It!

HE SI HE AM) EX A MINE OCR

:

STOCK REEORE l’CRCU A SK\(i.

H. H. Johnson & Co.
All persons indebted to this
firm should call and settle with
us

before Jan. 1, 1883,

as

all

unsettled accounts at that date
will be left for collection.

For

jobbing

chants and

the

peddlers

jobbing
our

Country

purposes.

interest to learn

share of

of

"

our

goods

Have

day

tiler

will

prices,

secure

a

we

wo can

offer

D
O
DOLLS
L
S
FI LL LIXEof DOLLS
of every description for the Christmas trade»

$1.25,

Guy

pair of Bleached Damadvancing
to
price
$1.50 per pair.
one

ask Towels 25C..
in

large

to

$3.00. Look
Quilt. 12-4
only $1.50.

65C.

our

for Holi-

LINE of the

QUILTS.

to

Marseilles

BLANKETS!
Buy one pair of White Blankets only $2> advancing in price
to

$1.00.

$10 per pair.

the services of

Worsted Scarfs!

gratitude

to the

public

and kind wishes
sure

them that

a

generous

The

people’s

Geo. W.

will

force

we

and

wo

reception

Silk Embroidered, one pair in
each box. Specially calculat-

as-

ed for Christmas Gifts.

and

arc

obliged

to

obedient servant,

BURKETT,

splendid Vest, fine
quality, regular finished Cuti,

CLOAKS,ULSIERS,UOLMAKS,
i

at

splendid bargains.

|

Fancy Goods Depart.!

St.,

In this
ter

Belfast, Me.

department

an

we

assortment ot

now

ot-

Holiday

Goods not generally carried in
stock, but purchased cspeciaifor this

a

on!;/ ~>0 cents.
1C dz. Ladies’ Vests and Pants
»>nli/ V.* eents.
ELEGANT QUALITIES AT
,V> eents to

/.'».>.

Worsted Goods!
Ladies and Children’s Hoods,

—

be extended to

81 6c 83 Main
City Block,

our

for their patronage

expressed,

courteous attention

by the large
employ.

SUSPENDERS !

desire to express

we

LADIES’ VESTS !
We sell

goods.

all

33.

NEW

Silk Ties at 17c. Gents' Club
House and Puff Ties from 25c.

as

attention. We have secured

In conclusion

bargains than can be found elsewhere. Parties looking for rich presents for holiday and w eddings, we would invite to call and examine our
;fw'><>
goods.
C. KERVEY
ED. W. KNOWI TON.

We hare

a

CHOICEST novelties in these
Goads.
Boys’ Fancy Ribbon

ill tind it for their

wholesale

just purchased

Gifts

the popular salesman, who will represent For Men and Boys, All Wool,
from 50c. to $1.50.
us both in the wholesale and retailing of

direct from im-

think

KID

warranted.

st

«>f

mostly brought

Shams!

TOILET

stock of

Dry Goods!

ottered in this section of the* State.

goods

Prices from

1.75.

Gents’ Hemstitched All

5dz.

tw 18

Eye Glasses

splen-

LINEN TOWELS.

W atches & J e welry Mr. J. L. SLEEPER,

Spectacles

a

made from

and Ecru Shades, from
50c. to $1.00.

White

Heavy 4

Extra

and

12 I-2C. to $3.00.

All Silk Hdkfs., 62c., /be.,

j

goods

new

can be

Pillow

dozen Ladies

dz.

Bings,

Gases, Napkin

did selection

derful bargain.

is well stocked with

Bottles,

endless variety of goods
have not space to enumer-

this assortment.

made

stork ot

Fancy

an

dz. Ladies’ Polka Spot All
Silk Hdkfs., at 25c., a won-

AX 11 SCI-:.

One of the L.\U(ir.;ST

and

Plain

Hair Brushes, Mirrors, Soaps,
Fans, Glove Boxes, Combs,

are

County.

Sets.

ever

Pins.

in quan-

variety and price.
a Grand Holiday

have

we

spection

is nice-

Ingraham,

whose attention will be

$1.00.

full line of Bor

a

Ear Rinr-s, ic.

In

Depart-

room

Ahso

from

Bmps

PERFUMERIES!

I.ARC!

rooms on

Ear

75c. to

Sflot-

tirst-

Ladies and Children.

comprises

$2.

to

J3l

ia Hdkis-- a4 25c.

A convenient anil handsome

a

Bracelets from $1

Jei

Whitby

Lettered
at 12 !-2c.

patrons will liiul
to a

JEWELRY I

Fancy

1 A dz. Embroidered

Cages, <Hire

Un.t.EST display we have
for the Holidays.

porters and manufacturers,

DOWN TO CLOSK.

At a Probate c mirt nei'l at Brlfa-d, within ami for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
December, A. I>. 1S82.

;n,,l Huai account of administration of said estate
for allowance.
Ordered, Thai notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast! in said County, that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Bella>4. on the second Tuesday of January
next, and show cause, it any they have, why the
said account -Jiould not be allowed.
J AMES I>. RAMSON, Judge.
A true ropy AttestA. A. Fl.FTPHEH, Register.

Still

Mrs A. J.
|

better

IITAEDO ss.— In Court of Probate, held at lb 1
\\ fa>t, on the second Tuesday of December,
1 sSj, ul{()MANi>EI. MCKKAY, Executor on the
estate of < )SWLEE ATKINSON, late of Montville,
in said < omit v, deceased, having presented his first

1A dz. Ladies'

than A.non square feet

more

room.

tloor above.

NOW OPENING AT

Ev

B, F. WELLS.

named Executor in
to In- the last
«* li A NT, late
of
testament
ADELINE.M
will and
of Winterport, in said Count) of Waldo, deceased,
having presented the same for Probate.
Ordered, That the said named Executor give notice l.o ail persons interested by causing a copy of
tiiir- order to be published three weeks sic-Jvely
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of January next, at b n of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not Iproved, approved and alJAMES D. RAMSON, Judge.
lowed.
A. A. Fletchek,Register.
A true eopv. Attest

From 10c. to $1.00.

Velvet fiames for Pictures!

to more

lection of these

PRICES.

Coin Silver & Plated Ware.

LEGGINGS,
Iii fact all

a

.core

Hie Dress and Cloak Making

Eemfs Jewelry Store,

HOODS, CLOUDS,

)F-

examine our stock before purchasing.

our

notwithstanding

to spare,

etc., both for

>

Plca.se

enlarging

to

deed

lb ing
Stockton, and described as follows, viz
lot numbered seven on the east side of the new
road so-called, and beginning at a stake in the •a n
tre of said road at the southwest corner of laud
formerly occupied by Alfred Perry; thence south,
in the centre of said road seventy-nine rods to a
stake at the northwest corner of lot numbered six,
formerly convoyed to Scbra t rooker. tbenee cast, by
said land one liundred ami sixty-two rods to land
formerly conveyed l»* J. Parks; tbenee north, by
said land seventy-nine rods, to land formerly occupied by Alfred Perry thence west, by said road to
place of beginning, containing seventy nine acres
and one hundred and llfty-ciglit square rods, more*
And whereas the condition in said mortor less.
gage has been broken; now therefore by reason
thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage,
agreeably to the statute in such case made and pi*

daily

dames for the Children.

,1c.

GOODS!

Underwear,

Peaks I

Pocket

E2c.

We

the cheapest to the most exifte have eclipsed
pensive.
every termer effort in the se-

Gold & Silver Goods

—

dollars.
Belfast. Dee

ami

PHENIX ROW, BELFAST. ME.
We have this cia> relumed from Boston with

Lava, 25c.

From

LADIES & GENTLEMENS

Fu.II

Notice of ForecEosure.

USUAL

COM/-,

ISelfasY, Dec. Jl.

l:i, IsS-’.—4wAI*

4w51

i.

('utters,

AND ALL FEMALE DISEASES.

Agents watite*! in every town am! eiiv in the Mate.
Write t'.r particulars. For sale, wholesale ami re«. C- m('KER»«.«,
tail, by

dered Ail Linen Hdkfs., at
12 1-2c., 17c. and 25c.

m.l’OHK \ Wil l).

FANCY

RHEUMATISM.

inadequate to accomthrong of customi is

were

\ V KIKi*

W. O. Poor & Sou.

-A T—

CARD RECEIVERS!

Colored Bor-

H ood anti C.bony, Inks, Caper

maim:.

styles, $4.00,

l-2c., a superb bargain, worth
50c. Finer qualities, 50c. and

S It>Ck of ELEC AVI'

Table Ware

Simjint/ Hints

Holiday Slippers

-CURES-

l.AlU«h

PLUSH

he sold at LOWKH l’KICKS than
ever

Ladies’

The second tioor above the store No. SB,

in >ln»rl Iliv

HIGH ST.,

containing Brush,
Comb and Hand Glass, from S2
to $3,00.
Plush Sets, elegant

Whitby

Christmas Cards, Mezzotypes, Art
Goods, Easels, &c.

Quilts, &c.l
Will

dz.

1 f\ dz. Ladies' Hand EmbroidlU ered Aii Linen Hdkfs., 37

Baskets of ail Kinds.

Towels,

variety of IlAsk
Seaside library.

MASONIC TEMPLE,

«»ur

HALF

IN

Napkins,

choice selection of

r.Ki.h'Asr,

FRED ATWOOD, Wlnterport, Me.

or nuisance in or upon the streets
other
within 200 rods of the corner of the corners formed
be intersection of Main and High streets, under
penultv of not less than one dollar nor more than

THE

Vases, dec.

DR. NICHOLS’

Dee.

FOR

CHINA, TEAS, TOILET SETS,

Table Linen,

Leather Sets

UNPARALLED

an

Cloak and Shawl Room Is connected with

j^oods to the public, whether they wisli
buy or nut. Louk at our assortment.

AT

Velvets,

In-

Abo

irom

Majolica

Plushes,

WEAR

and many other articles.

land.

••■

and Machinery.

-ortnanl of

a

ALBUMS, PHOTO & AUTOGRAPH,

trom .•?:* t<> sti ]icr annum.
Single copies
No change in size, ijiialin or
tvv.i cents.
general features, which have made it the

la :
0

l

1 linesi

5 2c, is

JA
fU

a rush, we have secured the services of
clerks, win* will he always ready to show

Dress Goods,

Choice IlooLs for the Children,
which ao. l only to be seen 10 be appreciated.

FIFTIETH VOLUME, 1883.

r.AUt.AiN^ in

iliimr. Hats. Cans ami hiriihiiimr (tuods!

1

an

found all the popular poems,
LnneielluH. Emerson. Whittier, Byron; Birthday
and «< ddlna Day Books, lllnstraled Hymns— Burk
of \i;es. Ninety and Nine. Home Sweet Home.
ami many other heamiuil hooks.
A la rye line of
(on

■

S F> E G I

FIND

i 11■;11• ii*>- llit* Wl\’l>sOU TIEs, over >oen in
iliis
itv, and at prices that will please you as
milch as tin* tie*-.
Tneiv a tv many #Oo.ls in
Mr- 1 iii*■ -'i:: ii• I.- presents for gentlemon an-1 fluiioys. In tin-

..

v

II!

uyc-t

NECK

“! ARISE TO SAY:’’

)

WILL

(•'forts. Mtijj/rrs. ffill.js.. Hosiery.
Mittens. «(*#’.

':

-:

OUR LIME OF

to

TOILET -SETS!

BARGAIN

the

to

visited this establishment.

:oom

A JOB LOT OF

the

In

1

Holiday Slippers
t.

our

••

i

however,

the store, where will be found

-11 ’!:*1 >i.• for * II KM'* I’
tii- m m.\ :ir i -i;■
M A
ami M'.W > EARS 1*K1>ENT<.

V

F R ANGiSE

READY

AND

extra

vot

—

lias been exercised

class store.

stuck

E*iuin amt

l
’:i
I’.. >«m • •!' Mi-, ami
Emu 1- war-.

12

(foods House, and

I>ry

every accommodation accorded

P. Palmer's

ai 17c. &. 25c.

aim to establish in this

our

tirst-class

a

occupation of

Anticipating

an
a

can

of tloor

-A X-

■

Aiiliur,

lection of the most ditlieult shades

than double its former size that

••

<i..

se-

that

HOLIDAYS!

.:

full line of Colored Bor-

modate the immense

Mr-

liMh.i-.

strong and perfect that

si)

a

ters.

SACKS k DOLMANS,

--I N

a

75c.

Picture

our

every energy

Olsakiap,

$io. S ?V!am Street.

Mi .‘ni iEU* iv« m.i-“7 ; :ir?.
inoi;*h? an i 1 -lav.
Mr-. Eliza t
''{'■> \v.uii
.in
i»i inn-i,
ar- oi l 7 m..nth•:
In- -»i. Mr-, '-aral: IE mli r.-on,
nr-. .* moiiili? ami _.*< -iay!
1
r
i.|. Otis 'V. K-. ni. a native <>i
I'..

light

city

will liFAUANTKF. A IJI'R'K SALF.

t.rmlike, ag»-i

l

pat-

our

lie relied upon.

Holiday Slippers

vi;,. «.f
B
7 month? ami
■

assuring

Also

dered, All Linen,

from

styles

Hand Bags in Brown,
Red and Black, $1.00 to S2.75.

$1.25.

are

feel that in

'• t. to V-.*»n.

WY ofler better haruaii^
all otcr our store, up «*r down stair1*, no matte:'
where you uo, than can be had in thl-* < !t>.
Keif;!-:. !)«•

(. inn.

purchase

SHAWLS,

National Bank.

Opposite

Bli:nt:nir. Sft

Ik i-eel.

-.

pair, perfect

a

area: value.

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,

ifij.!)i;i:x's
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A

is the

now

Leather. Plush & Velvet, Flat
Satchels for hand or belt, in

the BEST ElCHTEl* STORE in Maim-

Blankets. Flannels.

in :■/

*

■.

•.

v.h'lh.
"!' W

}'

<

to

money,

in

pleasure

It has been

CORSETS!

fitting and

lath.
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save

time

(former juice
1.5c. and W*2e.)

I'roin .51I

srnrfs
Cloal.s.

Xajd.itts.

public.

consummation of that project. <Uir quar-

S/treads and
PHloie Shams in great rariety.

.hr-:-:.

•■

;.

U-Ihe
;.1,:

v

Hoys,

Toirels.
Carers. lied

ble

T

11.

>•

:.

:i’h

M'

Clares,

Shit ads.

JfM.il hall
L. MiVin -.'i t

•

wish to

.“>(n.-.,

75 DZ.

Lure and linen lldl.fs..
Hoods. .lari, els. 1. ggins, Ho-

.ntii.-r
.il-

"■

:.

end

If you

SATCHELS!

Plain Hemmed Hdkfs., at
10c., 12 I-2c,, 17c., 20c., 25c,

aggregating 400 square feet, which will
comprise the front of the store, we claim

will astonish any customer.

that

Children’s

present facilities for doing
unsurpassed by any house east A)r dz. Ladies All Linen Hemof Portland. Take into consideration the £•0 stitched Hdkfs., at 10c.,
The
MASSIVE FRENCH PLATE CLASS, 12 l-2c., and 25c. to 50c.

business

si!/..

siery. Mittens.
lien
and
far

Mr. I

.1111:;.
>1-

:i7*e.

\t

Smyrna, Mecca. Persian. Moquette. Brussells and
Tapestry, from SFVKSTV-FIYF t KSTS to rWKLYK
HOLLARs a beautiful present.

ViARRIFC.
1

Ladies Merino Vests,

r<

lyrSk*

prices

that

rons

st.(10

i

dz.

OH

sinckrk and HK.ua v invita-

a

We take

have made

we

I v/

OC dz. Gentlemen's All Linen

To which

Masonic

Children's Hdkfs. 3c.
each.

z.

Moiiilay, Tnesflay, Weflnesflay, I
Dec. 11,19111 k 20111,
£.\J

our

A. P.

j

and 17c.

OU Hdkfs., 5c., 8c. and 10c.
j A dz. Fancy Bordered Hdkfs.,
1U
ali Linen, 12 i-2c.

tion is extended to the

IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.

15 Dz. Each

11-4 Blankets with beautiful borders, at
per pair, that yon euttnot mateh In this city
for less than $’•.00. Call and examine them. VOI
MILL s(VK OS K HOLLAR.
tine

price

I .Mi

>'

a

&

at s|.(Mi, Hornier

md

-O N-

cordially incite
inspection of the

Bargains^

V

we men-

various

oiler

I*--

12 l-2c., 15c

10c.,

public.

WE SHALL OFFER
in mhiition t<> the above

l<

leading specialties

tion 10 dz. Ladies' Plain Hemmed All Linen Hdkfs., 5c., 8c.,

We
the

j

bite you as much value for your money a- you
ran get ai any retail More In the State of Maine, j

(an

We Know Of Prices arc He Lowest!!!
V

DAYS!

20

& SON

*7.

>7nr.

25c. to SI.25.

Liin an! Si Ms.

-O F-

4"
••

every description in

placed upon our lines China and Wax, from six to
for public inspection over four
twenty-seven inches Song, stahundred different styles of
tionary and moving eyes, from

GRAND OPENING

m

To be foil lid at
Sfoi\ •.

FOR THE NEXT

ft,

....

DOLLS.
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Dolls of
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completed,

GLOVES & MITTENS!

...

7

is

UsefulgOrnainenlal

.•

■*

E

THE--

Holidays!

MX! X

k

1

on

the following enumerated specialties : Owing to the extensive
alterations in our store, we shall dispose of our stock in all of
its departments until the 11th inst., regardless of our usual
| prices.
We are in hopes to complete our repairs and show the
public one of the most convenient and well lighted stores in
ths State. Your patronage is kindly solicited.

that

public

o F—

Laces, Ties wt Gollareltes,
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MONDAY, Dec. 11th,

Tremendous

Holiday Goods
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NEW STORE!

Latest Novelties
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it at han<i when
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H
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bottle of
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child, your
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CHASE
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Will return front Boston this Thursday morntag, December I 4th. with the

Whitney.

»
s

\

etcher, Register.

*.f tl,D Court—

no

>

H

Ft

w.i-

great

sale.

Scarfs, Shawls, Jackets,

gins,

Ley.

etc.

In uppeiilliiK l» Hit' public Tor pnlrmiujff Uic mlvertlsemeiits Instead of misleading, as Is the argument of our competitors,’ are rather a t orn Inelng statement of the trutli to show how and why
The facts are that
we can sell at such low prices.
wr buy In connection with another large Dry liood*
House, and as two stores can sell more goods than
one the principle holds good that the larger quaiititics we buy the cheaper (hey can he obt lined. It

Is our aim to sell you nth only once but to Keep
your patronage for years. We recognize lliut advertisements don't make customers, they attract
people to come and see ns, hut It Is only low prices
that

make buyers.

a

E.

"WELLS.

i

GEORGE

W

i

83

Main Street ,

BURKETT,
Ctiy

Block.

03

Silent

A BRAVE LADY.

There are

wept

sighs unheaved,
:

There are lutes

swept

There are

:

unstrung,

there are

griefs unknown,

Id;

unt'

harps

un-

there are thoughts

From the Courier.)
Mrs. Sehoonmaker, of Creek Leeks. I Mer C<
V Y., had the misfortune to entirely lose the
sight
id one of her eyes, through an accident, and endured painful innammaterv action therein for two

There are hearts that beat when thev seem but
cold:
There are loves uulost when they seem so dead ;
There are wounds unseen that have often bled,
For the soul feels most when in silence deep
It lives unheard as the winds in their sleep.

long years: the other eye finally becoming sympathetically affected. her general health seriously
suffering; imleed, she v.'as a mere wreck, a walk-

There are sorrows verv dark that o'ereloud our
way.
Anil that shade the heart in our life’s glad day;
There are
uufeb, there are hopes unfed;
There are pledges hushed, 'here are vows unsaid :
There are flowers dead among Spring leaves;
There are treasures lost among the gulden

.,

ing skeleton. In this terrible strait she const lted
I>r. David Kennedy, of Kondout, N. Y.. who tol l
the injure* 1 eye must he removed,
she (Uietly but firmly sai i "Ail right. Do*,t«»r, but
don't give me chloroform. Let my husband &it by
my side during the operation, and 1 will neither
cry out or stir." The work was done, and the poor
w onan kept her word.
Talk *d soldierly courage!
her at

that

once

This siiow. d greater

pluck

than it takes t«>

tare a

t:

To restore her general health and
,-tivngth t" the system, !>:. Kennedy
"f avorite liemedy/* which cleansed

ami

‘"'a

gave tii

a

l and

t

i:

-man.

n

*

1

«

’■

•'

*w

w

imparted, new life to the long suffir
She rapidly gained health and strength
Ti
i- a j»ri<\
"Favorite K •m. !

--init-

:

I

Y

to Wf !

id K<

latlli > 'll

\

‘I’.

11< 1

witll-

drtm-i -t has it. If
iy. li,
mat, N, v Ycrk.

-nr
tun

,1 to hr.

Un4U

TAB^iSKEQ 1028.

The proper way to
cellar coaled.

Years of Suffering.
Mrs. Barnhart, cor. Pratt and Broadway, Buffalo,
was for twelve years a sufferer from rheumatism,
and after trying every known remedy without avail,
was entirelv cured 'by Thomas' E<i.k<tki< on..
For sale by U. H. Moody. Belfast.
Herbert spencer consider- the wearing of pointed-toed shoes and -kin tight trousers a well defined
mark of mental imbecility. Thi- level headed remark re is-ures us as to the soundness of Mr. spen-

sheaves;

There

friendships

cer

smiles

now

as

a

philosopher.
The

Safest

scorn;
'There are dreams

we loved in til" days gone by.
"'hen tile Min vv a-warm.and >o bright oursky.
That aiv paM like spray on the ocean’s breast
" In n the storm has ceased and her waters rest;
y id tin earth grow »ad that its lows have tied :
That it- hopes are gone and its garlands dead.

“Women

air,” -ay-

ought t take more exovi-e in the open
medical authority. Evidently talking
>

a

the back fence P* the woman next door is not
considered open air exercise.

over

She

flow
“1

-hall

n

-t

Saved

feel

-o

There are -c nes vv knew that are faded now;
1 here are gathered wreaths and a shade brow;
Tiler, ar. snugs un-utlg that we lov ed to hear
" h. ii iin heart was fresh and its pleasur. s

t<

*■

i

■

hi

i*-ii «»!

allr .1

u-ually laryv

;ua! \*>\.)

>ii

iIjrir

rr> ji.

irirVi.-ck

MpTHE

■

ll!"i!,l!

are prayers we breath for the ones we
love
" hil-t w. linger here from our hope above,
Y"t w. smile to think that our griefs will cease
And our hearts rejoice in ail endless peace.
Fai aw ay. above the th.-real blue.
" h- n ea.-h soul is glad and cadi heart is true,
"
will live in love and her radiant beam
" ill inspire tin- soul with a
heavenly dream.
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In Set* very low.

FRAMES,

Dressing Sets,

I

iA

town who cannot visit

Silver Ware-of Every

Description,

Clams &

the fact that
largest and most

Cart fully delected Slack of Fisk

In

every style selling lower than ever before.
Iti Mold and Plate.

SiySus;

Where you are is of no moment, but onlv
what you are doing there.
It is not the place
that urn-ldes you, but you the place; and this
"illy by doing that which i- great and noble.

You can continue feeling,
miserable and good for nothing. and no one but yourself can find fault, but if you
are tired cf that kind of life,
you can change it if you

[Petrarch.
III

choose.

How? By getting one
bottle of Brown’ Iron Bitters, and taking it regularly
according to directions.

]'■

-I have suffered with
P-v.n in my side and lack, and great
s
renews
u my breast, with snooting pains all through my body, at-

tended with great weakness, depression cf spirits, and loss of appetite. I have taken several different

medicin. >. and was treated by prominent physicians for my liver, kidneys, and spleen, but Ip *t no relief.
I thought I Would uy Huw.vui’s lr n
Hitters ; I liave n >w taken c ic bottle

Lime-Kiln

8w bEjJ.v-

^

"P am iny painful doot\.*' said the President,
a- h>■ op* la il the
meeting, “to inform you dat
d ath ha* again invaded our circle. Brudder
Sii 1 t»:• Is, Burbank*, of Syracuse, N. V., am no
in ■•* "ii airlh.
11«* breathed hi* last three days
ago. after an illness of sixteen days. What axsliuii w ill de lub take in de matter?”
“I move dai we send de widder a resolushun
! ->)•):>:« ii
announced Judge C adaver.
“1 p-ek 'ii dat v\e had better r»**-ulve dat de
1
''lub
:•* lo*t
v shinin' light.”
timidly added
Pi k;
Smitii.
“D*- club will neither r* *o!v nor for’d anv
iy*oiu*hun< <• I *\ nipathy,” remarked the President. **D' widder an* «*hill*en can’t cat a iv*oiii—hiin. eb nil written in blue ink. De >.*ek,'1 mr\
wili mail her a ti-n-dollar greenback
Pom de club funds, an* express de hope dat
P" am
w.-ii under tin* circumstances.
DP club ha*n’t lo** no shinin’ light by de
Brudder Burbank*. He was no shiner.
1
h* was a werrv eoinmon sort of a
bump aek d cuil*d pus*on, an* it took him as
I"1'■!
v.-n an eight togedder as it would
■•one- ub .m n to aim tw<> dollars.
He was
;<-oinp!i*he.l In nothing: he excel ed only in
killin’ ini'- wlcm at work by de dav. He wouhl
b
n<* better etV if we
proiioiineed forty lyin’
»
ulog!* mi hi* character. He can be no worse
<-Tl ii w. tell <|e honest 1 rut it. De usual emblem
ot sorrow will be
bung to de knot) of de inner
do d'i Mr d<’ space of >vo weeks, an* we will
r im mb.-r
Bnuhier Burbanks as extremely
good-: atur*d, eben jj • xtreiuelv lazv.” [I )etroit lb'
Press.

tomers.

All ti-li

bought of

LEGALLY

i pa< k tin1 bed quality of each
tee full weight in packages.

Clams

&

■

Brown's Iron Bitters is
compos-.-.: of Iron insoluble
form; Cinchona the great
tonic, together with other
standard remedies, making
a remarkable non-alcoholic
tonic, which will cure Dys-

pepsia, Indig \-tion. Malaria,

|1 Toys,

And other arlieles loo numerous to mention,

9|

At

it

P j. s.
(

S

Lowest

Prsces !

Caldwell & co.,

___

7

rflfjif!

Street,
MUSE.

HE LEAST,

r ;

Fiddling his Way into

♦.'/*/•:

TACLEs*

I

EYE (i LASSES

.1

ofallde erlption* and price*. Don't pay three dollar* for an article that I ean *ell you for a doiiar.
Particular attention paid to fine uatili re-

pairing.

:»w4U

DOWN THEY GO!
-AT

BELFAST

THE

CAP

HAT,

-AND-

FURNISHING GOODS STORE!
C. W. HANEY
Has just opened the largest dock of Hie kind ever
offered for sale in Belfast, at prices which defy
competition, and which must lie s,,ld by tile
lath of January regardless of prollt,

Including

a

tine assortment of

Ready Made Clothing!
I,Uok around if you wish, then call on me and I
will convince you that I CAN'and WILL sell
vim goods at prices that will please you.

ChristmaS

Ha\i:m
ti■

ha 1

HOLIDAY GOODS!

mak*

:

I

a

j»i

11:i

i;*A 1 i

I.

!

ark

NOW IS YOUR TIME TO SAVE A DOLLAR.
BKMEMBKIl THE PLACE
street

oo

Inder Republican Journal (Wife,
Mchtjkch

Oifc

SI OX THE GOLD EX HAT.

C.

W.

HANEY,

BELFAST.

Dec. 7,1882.—3\v40

n

r
THE

Great

JQU5D

'woom
FOR BLOOD, BRAIN AND
NERVES.
t”TA SUPERIOR NUTRITIVE MEDIf
CINE, RICH IN PHOSPHATES AND NOT
A CHEAP, ALCOHOLIC DRINK.^iJ Highly
recommended by Chemists and Physicians as
A POSITIVE TONIC, ALWAY8
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE,
it does not stimulate the brain or irritate
the system and leave deleterious effects. On
the contrary, it furnishes just that wliioh is
necessary to the brain, strengthens and quiets
the nerves, purifies the heart’s blood, and
thereby makes only the best flesh, bone and
muscle. tW It works wonders, curing
KERVOF* and GENERAL DEBILITY,
MALARIA, DYhPEPWA, 1NMIMNIA.
Produces a healthy action of the Liver and
Kidneys, fortifying the system against the
miasmatic influences, and will be found invaluable in all pulmonary and broncliial difficulties. DELICATE FEMALES. NURSING
MOTHERS and WEAKLY CHILDREN can
And no remedy equal to this healthful blood
and nerve food tonic. £ If"For sale by all Druggists. $1.00 per bottle. Prepared only by
WHEAT BITTERS CO.f
Oflioe 19 Park Place, New York City.

Haiti man, through his attorney. Judge
has brought a curious siiit-at-law
against a citizen of Auburn. Tn the writ the
plaintiff describes himself as a shipwright, lie
alleges that the Auburn citizen has alienated
the ajh ■etions of his (the plaintiff's) wife and
claims sii.nno damages for the bereavement
occasioned by the loss of her love and society.
Ih avers that a horse-trot in Hast Brunswick
in September. 1881, was the scene where the
estrangement began. Now, the Auburn man
rises to remark that the plaintiff' is trying to
blackmail him: that he doesn’t know the plaintiff's wife from a ship's figure-head, that there
is nothing, whatever, to base the scandalous
statement upon; that when first notified of the
claim (before the suit was brought) the plaintiff'alleged that Sept., 1,882, was the date of the
alii nation.
We don't see but the Revised Statutes of
Main*'are full as l-blue” as those of Connecticut. Mr. Commercial.
In section 20. of chapter
124. we read that: “Whoever on the Lord’s
day. keeps open his shop, workhouse, warehouse or place of business, travels or does any
labor or business on that day, except work of
necessity or charity; uses any sport, game or
recreation; or is present at anv dancing, publicdiversion, show or entertainment,” [That
covers the Jubilee Singers] “encouraging the
same, shall he punished by a fine not exceeding
ten dollars.”
So it will be seen that the city of
Bangor might have made a much larger sum byputting tin- Maine law in force, than New Haven could hope to, with
only a “Connecticut
Blue Law” to sustain her action.
[Mt. Desert

FRANK

“Inventor- cannot

ui

OF

AND ALMOST ANYTHING IN THE

COLLINS.

W.

LINE.
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«oi e.,a
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FI KM Id HE at No. To Main St.,
mii anv where else, because we
recited a NEW M'PPLY (>1

IlEAPFK
ha\
ju-t

&c,

in

fa

'i

>

<

liinir ever kept in
furniture store.

v

!

a Id

j- wers,

ns to

i'

i.i ...o

EM Health and Strnngth Renloiar to HaeH.

all kind-' const :ntly on hand.

X will do everything
lie
to i'!«-a>e !
w im favor lis with a call,
.'.o', ••.ill.-* in thi" leparlmeet will lie promptly an
swered, LAY r N1(,MT.
"'imli
v
'.:!:•■• 111 ni:sw':H cd b\ Mr. Lel’roux
al the New En^l in i House.
K "lie
in! ii.n-- 1 \Y! mol i THE I'SE OF ICE
W irh perfect
v-s.
ii i" i::g had
hr_rt experience for a number of
y ear-, we fe« ! unlid uit tiiat our w ay «d doingbusi.. m. I pi Ti
w id -uit <uii
Will also attee. } >.
w ! i.
il,
m
aa\ 'coif of FEN ERA ES,
when do i'"< 1. FPLt\ of charge.
11

™r- '*

vousuess.
1

O

I NK' >1' \ 1.KI>
<

<u.i»s

in

(M L ON \

>

faees. A

■

Main Street, Belfast
CM

James

70
C< M>MBS

ys.

Emery & Son,
UtiAiHE,

line selected stock of

a

I) I. C. is

Fl»H

and

CARLE. Spectacles

Glasses !

Eye

Hop

iiovcltic s In sll.\ Kit PLATKI) and STKRI!'(, sILVKt: MARK, bought especially for the
Holidays.
Mi.Vf.it PLUHi TKVSPtMINS from 75c. lo S'J.flO
a set. SIH Kl! PLATI.il k.MV KS as Ion as $'2.50 a dz.
Megan! patterns In JKUKLIIY. consisting of
Laic, liar, Scarf and shawl Pins, Neck tliuins.
Crosses and Lockets, Slone and Rand Rings, Chain
and dangle Rraeelets lu great yarlely.
Table and Pocket Cutlery, seissors. Shears and
Razors from the best maker'-.
pine assortment of Hand Rags, Purses, Pocket
and lilll Rooks, Pearl and Leather Card ( uses, fr11st s' Materials. Hanging. Stand A Bracket Lamps.
Ri inkers and tart ridges, Paper and Metallic
to to
Shells. Primers. Ac.
Musical In' ii'iunents. sheet Music, Music Rooks.

•fit mis

l-'nn-ri/ <i

Son.

finrt.sport.

mb H ¥

Bargains

vr:'.\
a

or

iki

iro or

...

injurious

:n.

3, Wr.

>fli
>ili

the Nature, Treatment and lladhal
cun* of >eminal Weakness, or >pormatorri
i. a
dinvd by Self-Abuse, Involuntary Kmis-i-mm !ia
Norvou11
n
odi
•,«
and
]>oteue\,
j
Drbility,
Marriaire irenerally; Consumption, I
*.nd
p
Kit-, Mental and riusieal lneapaeit',
H\
UOliKli T .J. < l L\ KliWKLL, M. I,'uth
-T th.
“(ireen llook,” ,ve.
The world renowned author, ii. this a ImirabhLecture, clearly prove- from hi- own r\perh-ne«*
that the aw fid consequences of >t*ll Alm-o may bo
<>11-iir_i .il
elVeetually ivninvei, w ithout 1 an.
operations, bo nines in.-truiuent-, rinys or coy! i a 1 ;
V

Lecture

\a l,il-Ili.,

mode of
hieh every

w

HEART
soys^o?

Crrnei

BY

Fancv Feathers- Fancy

I

ivnn»v«->

I'.ni-h tor

i~ not a c-au-ti<
Warn, Puni-uis
blemish.
iny in i-aeh ''•oUh*.

ml 1

--’ii'.
a

Ml. A*. I’nisi
I> x xr Kli it

Colored

Tips,

Colored & Slack Plumes. Plushes,

apply

Price 25 cents.

Al:A\TFFi)..M9
For sale by all Iiru£gi't>

1
it ami you will l.u- comin*.*.I like t.e
ho ha <• usr.l it ami now totify to its \ ,t i«
Isk for NehlotterbeckN lorn and Wart .snhefil
and take no other.

Fry

u

-- ™

ILMnv

Wo also hay :t ITT.I. I.INK of

vGolcli 4 Thread and 3
Thread.
Saxony, biietl&nii. Germantown end Worsteds
OK

A LI

SHADES

Colored Velvets and Hats.

I
tnd

Agents for EVANS- STANIEVRl) SHEET

KIDNEYand LIVER MEDICINE
NEVER KNOWN TO FAIL.
“I had suffered twenty years with >evere disease
of the kidneys; before using limit's Remedy two
days I was relieved, and am now well.”
.JOSIHW TFTHILL.
“Mv physicians thought that 1 was paralyzed on
I was terribly alllieted with rheumatism
one side.
from ISO!) to 1SS0. I was cured bv Hunt’s Reinedv.”

ri;piiln

ma-on.

“My doctor pronounced my case Height’s !> isea.se,
and told me that 1 could live only forty-eight hours.
I then took Hunt’s Remedy,and was speedily cured.”
M. <;o(‘Dsi»i:i;i).
“Having suffered twenty years with kidney dis
ease, and employed various physician-* without being relieved, I was then cured bv Hunt’s Ibmiedv.”
SF Lid VAN FKNNF.R.
1 have been greatly benefited by the use of
Hunt’s Remedy. For diseases o1 the kidneys and
urinary organs there i* nothing superior.”
A. I). NlCKFRSON.
“I can testify Jo the virtue of Hunt’s Remedy in
kidney diseases from actual trial, having been much
benefited thereby
Rkv. L.
TAYLOR.
“I was unable t<> -rise from bed from an attack of
kidney disease. The doctors could not relieve me.
I was finally completely cured by using Hunt’s
FRANK R. DICK-ON.
Remedy.”
“I have suffered extremely with kidney disease;
after using Hunt’s Remedy two days, 1 was enabled
OKO. F. CLARK.
to resume business.”
One trial will convince you.
For sale by all
Druggists. Semi for Pamphlet to
HUNT’3 REMEDY CO., Providence, R. I.
Iv-28
Prices. 75 cen!s and $ 1.25.

o

cents

a

|-J

copy.

fore January 1st.

The Bangor Whig says that a Bangor fusion
i-t told a Republican that he had offered to bet
that during no single year since I860 had twenty or more vessels been built in Bath. The republican told him he would lose; so resort was
tor
the
hud to Collector Raymond of Bath for information.
His reply showed that in I860 29 vessels
were built; in 1861. 12: in 1862, 21; in 1863, 20;
1864,59; in 1865. 38; in 1866, 52; in 1867. 46: in
IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR GOLD WATER.
1868. 39: in 1869,40; in 1870, 43: in 1871, 52; in
1872. 49: ill 1873, 56; in 1874. 57; in 1875. 46; itr* •CAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZ1876. 46; in 1877, 47: in 1878. 33; in 1879, 31: in
INGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should bn without it.
1880, 41 ; ill 188’, 55. The total was 915 vessels
Sold by all Grocers. BKWAli Eof imitations
aggregating 164,217.61 tons. Kiftv-four have
already been launched in 1882, and 15 or more well designed to mi dead. PEA RUN E is the
ONLY SAFE labor saving compound, and
are on the stocks which will be off this year.
The fusionist on reading this concluded he must
always bears the above svmbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.
look outside of fusion newspapers for information.
26teow21

Mrs. I\ A. <ilLMOlii
Mrs. II. /’. IiAIiCOCK.

INSCRIPTIONS

-AND-

Life

Insurance.

purchased
sTAIM i s. I .shall hereafter carry
HFire.Ml !.!•>>
Marine and Life Jnsuranee business at
AVISO

tin* insurance business of

! At a Probate ( ourt held at Itelfast,
11 it* County of Waldo, oil the s<
I )rrembi r A. 1 >. 1»2.

AT

1.1 1

Address

Farm,

am

siek

ea~e

"f

lleadaehe. Imli-

<
>u-1 ipatitm or <*>ti veiie.-s \\ c a ;im>t enre
West’s \ eiretable Liver 1 ’ill-, wlien the dire
tions an* strietlv complied with.
They art purely
\ e.detaMe, and never fail to yi ve -ati-taet inn. >ntrar
('oaited. Larye boxes, fontaininy 30 Pill", F> eenl-.
Foil sale hy all Druyirists. llewnrenf eounterfeits
and* imitations, The genuine manufaelured ouh
r. W KS r A. t o.. "The Pill Makers,” Is'l
hy
aml$ls.‘>W. Madison st < hieayo. Fret-trial paekaiye.sent hy mail prepaid on receipt of a 3 cent
lyeowll
staihp. Sold hy K. 11.

wit]i

lieliast, NoV. I. lss».

GOLD LETTERS
STAMPED ON

Bibles, Albums. Portemonnaies;
Wallets, Pocket Books, &c.
--AT

THE-

Belfast Book

Bindery,

WHOLESALE AGENCY FOR

&

A Book giving a complete description of their
t ities and Towns, Lands, Railroads, l*oiv-ls and
Rivers. Of their Manufacturing, Mercantile, Mining, Fruit and Stock Raising interests. Cost of
Ruling prices of
coining and cost of living here.
lands and lots, live stock and articles of daily use.
The appendix and map are well worth the price.
Sent post paid to any address for $1.00. Address
linf>0*
HOWARD & CO., Portland, Oregon.

B.Cl'NMMill

B CC N.MMi H A M.
MAliY
of

CARRIAGE SIIOR ON BEAVER STREET
rpjjlE
of American Mouse, Belfast, known
Jl
rear

as

VTkkapwki.l
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wx KIMIS or Xl\

v

REMOVES FRECKLES.
and

P

Belfast, witliin and
the second Tuesday

snoi’," is

now vacant
The al ove is a

ami twill he let for a term of years.
well* cstabli-hed husine-.- place, is very « onvenieut,
and ns the most centrally located shop in the city.
By r.eason of il- eon\eniem e and locality this shop
is well adapted to jobbing Imsiness.
Apply to
11. N. LANCASTER, American Mouse.
I8tf
Belfast, Nov. 27, 188*2.
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PEARL'S WHITE GLYCERINE SOAP
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\M. widow of \Y'll. 1.1 AM

January

TAN, SLACK WORMS.

':!;

>•

next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have, w hy
the same should not he granted.
JAMKS D. I.AMSON. Jud>re.
A true copy. AttestA. A. Ki.i li HKic, Be^ister.

ond

Ki \si;s

?

v.?.

:bp- i:slr '■•.

n

late of >ear-p. *rt. in -ai-l

it!;.

-.«

W
1 TIP

CHAPPED HANDS, HOUGH CR CHAFED

I

in

I ufirttt'

:i

give

Waldo, deceased, having presented her
County
petition for a" allowance out of the personal estate
of said deceased.
That the said Petitioner mu c noi i e
Ordered,
to all persons interested by causing a eop\ of thiorder to In* published three weeks Miceo-ivcly
in the Bepubliean .loiirnal, printed at Beifa-t, ’. aat
they may appear tit a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, w ithin and for said County, on the see.

Berry's Celebrated REFUNDING LOAN

Belfast National Bank.

Large ! stock in the city and

MEETING of the stockholders
of the BELFAST N ATIONAL BANK for the
choice oli Directors and the transaction of any other
business that may come legally Indore them, will
he held at their Bank Room Jan. it, IssA, at lOoYlock
A II. BRADBURY, Cashier.
a. m.
Belfast, Dec. (», 1882.—TwaO

X

Machinery.

metal fo

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

our

SKATES

to

the LOW-

retail.

Suit Everyone, Old
Y oung.

1C. MOHISON

W.

-OF THE-

prices

EST. wholesale and

,V

and

CO,

52 Main Street Belfast.

CITY OF

The

half

unt'a: 1

i' *r s,i'in\\ raknr

■•ma-

:n:iI

"'■:»;»

Ii:11*■

a.

{v*m«■

.an<lail

Di-ra-r- ill at t' -1
low a a -.-.I ufi!'
o| S-lf \ I i;
loss of Mcmorv.
SEFORF.TAKING*l "ivorsal Las-:
'•

<4

a^
AFTER TAK1RB.

1‘ ii.i in tin- Back. Dimne-'. of Vi-nn
i*i
1 lire o| i Ace, ami many othei 1Mseases fiat 1«
-i f >
In-anitv oj- < on sumption ami a I'lvinalnre (e.r
full particulars in our pamphlet, w Iti« ! we
desire to send free l>\ mail to every one.
'Tin
Speeitie Medicine i> -old By all driiiriwt- at $1 p
nr >i\ paekatre.- for
nt tre»
or yy ill Be
i>\ mail on the receipt of moiiev, hv nddre-^imr
TIIK U\l\\ MKIMt IN K ML. Buffalo, V \.
<>n amuint of counterfeits we ha\t adopted
t .ii;i rai.tee
^ el low Wrapper; the onh
n u n
of cure is-uod.
h\
If II Moony.
Is*
<ttf'S«»ld in Beiia-t,
tu

h

«

package,

-><

or

land

ol
N. F.

HOUSTON

FOR SALE.
The dwelling house on Miller
street owned hy Mrs. OKOKOK
COX.
The house is well titled,
pleasantly lomteii, ami nearly new. » ill ne som
I nquire <*1'
IMUKO HKRSEY.
at a bargain.
Belfast, Oct. *26, 1SS2.—b'Uf

NOTICE.
a
eonsideralion I release to my minor son,
(.KOItbK EDWARD LANG, his time, and
shall claim none of his wages or pav anv of his
JOHN \V. LANG.
debts hereafter.
Brooks, Dee. 1, |SS2.~-IwlH

Essex and Yorkshire

JAOR

Pigs.

HAY VIKW STOCK FARM
K. A. GROSS, Foreman

"Belfast, May 31,1SS2.—23tf

A MX) ss—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ot December,
iss_\ EDWIN (, RE KEY. Administrator on the estate of LIZZIE R. LOCKE, late of Swauvillc. in
said County, deceased, having presented account of
administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
said County, that all persons
printed in
interested mav attend at a Probate Court, it* be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Jauunrx
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not Ik* allowed.
JAMES D. LAMSOV Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. El.KTCllKK, Register.

tion heretofore formed bv the late landlorn, mb. WILL II. mimes, who has taken up his

...In lihi'Iiliinil.
II. X. 1AM ASTKH,
1 yrl l
American Hotel, Bellas., Air.

Belfast,'in

5000 tea'sets
to bo

given away

to

ladies who will sell tea for

us.

Send for particulars.
(O,
Fitchburg, .Mass,

ATLAATIf TEA

com-

or

K. Morison Ac Co.’s hardware store. Also bolts and
all kinds of iron at lowest cash prices.
BOJ,TS cut. to order by my new Bolt Threading
machine for less than half tin* cost of hand work.
SLED SHOES made from the celebrated White
J. 11A L L.
Iron for 5 cents per lb.

Belfast, Dee. 13, 188*2.—3w.>0

A EDO ss.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of December,
N
\ I’ll \ N P. BEAN, Administrator on the
1SS*».
estate of ANDREW J. EROllOt k, late of Belmont,
in said County, deceased, having presented account
of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given three weeks
successively in the Republican Journal, printed in
Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested
may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belof January next, and
fast, on the second
show cause, if any they have, why said account
be
allowed.
should not
JAMES I). LAMSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest —A. A. Ft.KTCHF.lt,Register.

j

OFF MY TRACK.
SHOES FOU SALE. Best <|uality
\V.
SLED iron
3 ets per 11). at I tel fast Foundry
mon

.np-?ne

Tuesday

1

Persons Restored.

V'R. KLINE'SGRE.A1
Nerve Restorer

f<>r at Brain
'<
'• Jr !■' !.

<■
A Nrr
n %•••••
Imsk* f.s.
J ),<
,••;•/ .Wo. Ip’
nvf.
if taken as ufect.
A'» /
tJ’Ur
Ti eanso and $2 t
>
*. Semi ranie*.
pn\ ru ex i•
1*. O. and e\pr. -s ;i,|.lr s t
1
I*ll. KI.1NK.
Arch St. 1’hilaihlptiio, I ’a.
/»/-</«r/p

t'AM.itu.K

JKitpatients,they

\\T

ito

3tn41

1

SALK AT
Inquire nl

Having been unexpectedly called upon
take charge of the above hotel, I hope
with the assistance of MIC. EDWAIIUN* tin*
former clerk, to maintain the good reputa-

<>n

Hawks’ Place.”
Inquire
Mils WARRKN HI NT

ioi.

of
tue promises,
4^

on

of

“l^ifeSTgPPEQ FREE

January

American Hotel.

one-

Church and
Court streets, known as the ‘‘Sam
acre

\\

BELFAST.

Holders

WIT

J,wo story house and

AirALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held al Belfast, on the second Tuesilay of Deceinbi r,
1SS2, I’ll 11J > II KBSKY Administrator on tin* estate
of sA BA II j BKFD, late of Belfast in said county,
deceased, having presented his first and tinal ae
count of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be tfiven three weeksuccessively in tin* Bepubliean Journal, printed at
Belfast, in said ( ounty. that all persons interested
on
may attend a Prohate (’ourt to be held at Belfast
next, and show
the second Tuesday of
cause, if anv thev have, wliv said account should
J AMKS I>. I.AMSON. Jud-.
not be allowed.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Fi.ktciikk,Bolster.

of Belfast city bonds are
requested to present them to tin* (’il Treasurer or to either <d the Banks in Belfast for payment or exchange for secured 4 per cent, bonds.
Al/OUSTl S BERRY, Citv Treas.
Belfast, July Rk 18s2.—:’»ltf

FOR SALE.

rpilE ANNUAL

20istf

At a Probate < ourt, held at
the County »*f Waido, on
December, A. 1>. 1882.

‘2f»teowll

SKATES!

L

anti friction
for sale at

Belfast. Me.

] To Let-Carriage Shop.

the

-'

m

t

•.

WOULD hereby notify my friends and customers that I have taken Mr. ED. W. KNOW ETON
as a partner into my business.
Mr. 1\. will he remembered as one of my former apprentices, where
his time expired in lsT'.b .Since leaving me he has
followed up his education in Boston and Waltham,
with leading practical watch-makers, and has had
position in the Waltham Watch Factory as Inspector of Watches, and by industry and perseverance
has placed himself in the front rank of workmen.
Mr. Iv. will have charge of our work department,
and with his line set of modern tools will he piepared to execute watch work in all its departments,
special attention to complicated and high grade of
watches. New parts, jewels, Ac., made new when
CALVIN 11EKYEY.
required.
Belfast, Dee. 14, 1882.—.‘iw.'H)

r|*YPE METAL, the best
X lining machinery boxes,

»

riBLIC:

SKATES!
Barney

NOTICE.

Tin:

Having lraiinferred my insurance business to
.J AMI> PATTEE, for live years past Register of
Deed- for lliis County, 1 cordially recommend him
to my former patrons and to the public as an eftleient and reliable man, in every respect worthy of
their conlidence.
MILLS s. STAPLES.
I»elfa>t, Nov. 1, 1SS-J.—;<ni4U*

3w5o

14 MAIN STREET.

Bahbin Metal tor

10

SALK BY S, *r

That the said

notice to
all persons interested by causing a o>p\ of this order to lu* published three week- -uc<t-.-i\eh in tie
Republican Journal printed at Re) fast,that they iii
appear at a Probate ( ourt, to be held at lU-lfa-t,
within and for said County, on the second I
of .January next, -it ten of the clock before no.ui,
and show cause, if an\ they ha\e, why the same
should not he granted.
J VMKS D. KAM.-ON. Judge.
A. A. Pi.KivilKK, Regist, l.
A true copy. Attest

$10

:

TO

r
M.
M'>

ceased.

GRAVES’ PATENT

R. H. COOMBS.

r

}m

tUl P. I
Senate.
l;. i;. ii. M

FA
Probate Court h»dd at Pelfast, within an 1 i-t
County of Waldo, on the -n nni Tu. -da\ <d
December, A I>. l»-2.
OR A RKDMAN, widow of A ARM M K. RKD
MAN, late of Isleshoi", in said Count} "i
W aldo, deceased, having presented her petition for
an allowance out of the personal estate -I -aid deOrdered,

#•30.

within and !'•
md Tin- da

At a
the

.JOHN

JAMES PATTEE.

W n>h!»i'lon, H. (and Portland. M

N' lil’

this order to he published three weeks .-ue.-e-.-i\.
in the Republican Journal printed at ll< ltu-i, ii a!
they may appear at a Probate ( ourt, to he held at
lieft'ust, within and for said County, on tin- second
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the ••!,., k In
fore noon, and show cause, if an\ they liav. wh\
the same should not he granted.
JAMKS 1). I.AMmiN, Judge.
A true copy. Atte-l
A. A. Id lixin n.R. gi.-dei■.

,ye-d ion,

the <»ilhv in 1! v *i I
l:l* l»l.< »< K, heretofore occupied
by Mr. .Mapli
Representing sonic of the most reliable Insurauee ( .unpanies d ung business in the
1 feel oiilideut ihat it will be for the intercut
stall
of all desiring to eif.-et insurance to give me a call.

:

(.RAY, Adiuiui d rah >r d In.
II. Ii
i
(.RAY, iat
deceased, having in—,,;.
County
j iiis petition tor license to sei! certain real.-state tor
purposes therein named.
>rgd\r non*,
Ordered, That tin -aid Adminicr
;
to all persons interested by causing a e..p\

1'iiriiiiait.

will pay

! tU

Kl-

late of 1 I K 1 I i:
HLKlild!T
the
of Waldo

n, ish-2.—l-2tf

Lhjer romplaint, I>.."pepsin,

:>

\-isi

L.

Reward !
j $500
the above reward tor

\\ K

-IN-

BEST THING KNOWN

WASHIN GAOT BLE ACHIN G-

I’. .1. filiOSS,

lielfiift, Oc t.

4!i

FIRE, MARINE

BROKERS,

\

V.

BUCKS

Stock

I:
II.

■>

! E. W. METCALF& CURENCE HALE

Hun. Win'. K.

"ii

Oregon & Washington Territory.

Herald.

All

Mrs, B. F. WELLS.

\\
aiv happy to aimounro that M ISS .1 At KS(>N. who gave stuh general satisfaction last
season, is Mill with us, ami will endeavor to
please all who may favor us.
M ESK '.

shapes in If ATS LKSS TH AN COST.

in leant of these goods should not tall to examine our stork, as they must he sold be-

Childrens' Hoods, Lace Caps, Coliars, Hasidkfs., Hoop Skirls, &c.

IJEST

some

.V

t

Solicitors & Practitioners

PROS ATE NOTICES

View

1

A Co..

i:

LUMBER

P •!<•;•.

SALE

Bomou

i.\ j,‘M! i "i.'ll

9 Merchants Row, Room 4. Up Stiirs, Bos1
ii..
ton, Miss.

It! I I.I

nil

-AND

FOR

Merchants,

lH'*'~,

\y.y

\
Biay

RICH & CO.

:r

'M-

|

a

rrilF JS t;i

eud I'eje.'w.Ob'.et, '■*;■• ..r
» Cu.. »ilf. age
Seigei.au.ui i.r .1-,
and Uxk of ta;r. Mud a Mrwi
toot fuiure
mbem! -if wife, will,
.me.
n* an 1 i'.are ..f in.ebag, a..1 oiarr .|>*
er'Ui.-leJ. kt.-'.ei ielufue.1
«r lullif nolle '..etui.
TINtU. tu kiml' Me. .. HWW-. Male.

Father:?.

I’.rlfuM. Mr.

Commission Merchants

Knliivly harmless;

it

without h’avintr

Agent, Concur !, y. id.

qOTSWOLD

'ih.’.b' I >'

d
•V2t

JOEL KNIGHT & CO.,

Ivreow30

I

-AND-

,T/|

U»'t'T,

Seer. S.irviog.:

To eiose our stork of WINTER MILL1NKM we
nlll for the NK\I T1IIRTV DAIS sell ill
COST ihe following goods:

t

C o m mission

USING

i

{

p>

No. 11 s South Market street.

‘2*11 cow

Plumes, Birds,

./

THOMAS

sthlotti:un/:< a\s

treatise.

——

.'riv,

r

LOMBARD,

No. 1 Si Main st.

Cure Your Corns!

sr.tt the heart.

rnrniSMmmmm
1
1

will

me

lllocK.

ISAAC HELLS.
SURGEON
DENTIST.

THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO
41 Ann St., New York, N. V. Ho-i-oilh h.o\, 450.

M.7,J

••

""

Law.

cure at omv

<

t,u

at

Address

Clendinnhg, startlingly says
'7 eartdisensr."
“one-third tf my subjects show sign
The heart weighs about nine on nr
rrn7yff mads
twenty-eight pn»n<!s <f id ■■■d pa■■■•■ through it
in a minute anil a-h-if, resting <•< t day
rigid
v
at'- uti"--.
nAmo’/mcd car-f
Surely C
a
h rated physician
hr.
jwrpur* ?,»
t"tiubh s and kindred da
.7
tipi<‘i/--f
Heart
Jriska
Dr. braves’
Reyulutoi
be, bta
rdr vj
$ ..
‘:
si\r b"t‘!' Sf r $5ly e.rpress. Send stain}' f-r hr.
American

u

BHOWH,

ith

'.\

P.

ortai: ant
sulVerer, no math r w hat ids
may cure him.-ol; rlieapL, pri-

The renowned Dr.

ha

\ c. m.

13 MS W TIBT

P,-

thor

left

—,

G.

condition may In*,
ately and adhally.
Zn 'lhis lecture trill prove a boon to tinaisands
and thousands.
Sent under seal, in a plain envoi,ip. t--an;, ad
dress, ,<n receipt of si o,nt>>-r two p-.-taa- -f m

is vorit

*

i'

T. (olliurn'- store, t in
Helfasi.
Maine.

«

a

i

m

IV.

over

on

>

BmggBmp

'■

v

Counsellor

pointing
feetual, by

<

MAINE.

F=5I J W,
Ollier

out

tor f r kidney or lirer troubles,
if t'.e truth tcere known,t'.e rca!caus<

Surgeon,

f (

h'»ui'

Is iJie Loss of

lyeow.'i

7''3"/».V

and

a.,

BELFAST,

( MKin HtLAl ( O
Onego, > V.
For .-ale l»v all wholesale ami n tal drugai-ts.

Many

jOHftSOM,

Physician

4m!,

8-1,1

F.\F. Iigails, Sole

Great

y

absoluteand !rrpsts*!'>> .-ire for
use of opium, tobacco and
narcotics.
Send fob Circular. *

preparation of
Ap-

UN EQUALED FOR COLD iN THE HEAD.
Tile lialm
ha-yaitmd an enviahle reputation where
v known, displacing all other
preparation-.

Tile latest

■

iu-r

■

-i.7.

cure.

designs.

new

ily

n l i« r
Ot TOItt li Hi, i ss2, r
Mi •! mt'Utl will m-t n- Lm-i
MU'.'.n i_
Tsir- ian triii-.
I. ( I 'll l\t.. 11 nt ral Mat an

I

1

All above sold by dr'.'trisls.
Mfj. Co., Rochester, N. ^ A TnronO\ Or.t.

Ritters

he ab.-oid, etl.ct'iallv
the nasal pa-sages of catarrhal virus, musing heallhv .-eereti'»n-.
It allavs intlainin.ition,
protects the nwm
hranal linings m the head fn„„ additional mid-,
completely heals the
ami re-tore- the sense
o! taste and -mell.
Item tieial results are realized
hy a few application.-. \ thor. ugh treatment will

nice pair of bold Spectacles for $5.00.
AlkIN A I \MRKUT'S tittl.1) PKNS AMI PKNCILS.

in

om,

HAY-reviRte-asL-fsa
•‘lean-ing

\

—t\\ l‘.‘

«

v>d,

an

msOBSSKEM

KK( OOMZhD As A AVONDKltFl L DISCOVKKV.

Walnut, Ebony and Nickel Clocks,
ILL PRICKS.

c.i.aio

:.i

Drunkenness,

mi: hi:ai>

s"ld l»y druggists at oiie.mi-. On receipt of
price
will mail a package. Send for circular containing
full information and reliable testimonial.-.

For Ladies and lientlimcn, both key and stem
winding. Prices In gold eases, from $'>:t to
Sim), in >iker eases as ion as Ss.no. \\11•
send to any address on receipt of $ti.OO, a stem
winding, solid nickel natch, good time keeper.

hi

TiM E-TABLE.

especially

a

—

■■i:*a■

umh-niiieil merit.

—

..

Oil anil after Muntlaj, (let. HI. I".1, ;
ii.
tii;_e ,ii I:minmi u nh m .ija|i leak,-1 r 11a:
','i iter. illi-. I' r 11 a I,, I ... I r„,,,i;! run al avia
Lil Ifa-t at I! In a. la ( itV Point. II
'Vul.l.. II -V,. r-. 7 -.1. lvii » :
I > .-ri.nik. t.i.
I nlty -a-. I.,
uir'l'irri
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a.
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1.1 av e Helfa-l at I.".'- ,
:
1
u a;
I aT. Ur, 'kKir-\ > I. TI,', r In.. i. .1
>
I :• a. I.eoiutnl'- i'i '--a...
m>
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t Kurulia
at :,.'ili p. in.
,.
!.
Keturiiiii.1:—Leave !!
at*,!'- «
inI'm
I’hii a i:ke a la, K
l'1
ft. Hr, 7.- ! mi-. Wal
it .' I’ .ii,t
rlviinr at Hflta-t at In.!., a. tit.
l.'-.'ivi Iliiralumt at n.4li, p. in., Leonurii
r
I nity fi.aa, ThnruiHke *1 -J<', Knox M.ii'.i, Hr
il.aO. Wall'll. 7.1,1. il l'l,tut 7.1', arriv;
at II. H.
7 -' p. in
IVtYSON Ti t KH!, Superintendent.
—-7ttf
Helt'ast, 11, : in.

\',rynnr druppist for lion Hitters and t •••,*
before you t-k p. Take no oilier.

Headache A Deafness,
any kind of mueus
nienihranal irritations,
intlamedand rough -ur-
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or
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i; I
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SICOO IN GOLD,

Hay Fever
to

a

■

CU1IE

VIM Tip paid for a rasp t’.<
la ip, or for ii.ii> tlmip lmi
found in ito

FOK

Agreeable

1

Maine Centra! R, R.

A I Dispa cps of tlioS: ornacli, Powi k. I
\
J.ivrr. Ki ln- vs. and l inary

i balm
Catarrh and

I.M!
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!5t‘!taMu, k-n

n tor
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Drink.'1

not 11

A NI> Till! I’fREST ANN I’. r‘-T Mr.IMfvT.Ql'A
TlliS OF A 1.1. Ol'liLU i.i 1 11UU>.
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hops, m cur, mandrake,
DANDELION,
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j
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Mo' M
r
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a
Ha.,
I.
ami ’■sil.ivan.
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M
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f
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M'-rl’m.ini, >ct. 12, l"'-2
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(A Medicine,
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CORNICES & POLES OF ALL KINDS.

TRY

person morelru-t-

I

miOLSTKRY, DRAPERY AM) (I RT YIN YVOKk
Lone in the \ i.irY bum* manner, at low prices.

>

a

i;i»n m> iinjkK.
Late Commi.-r'i- unr of Punts.

us r-ci.ASS

Curtain Roods of all kinds at bargains.
any information in

employ

Boston, January 1, 1S82.—lyrl

{linger* lluohu. .'i.uuii nla1, St iili imia z
•.!
many «.f the i -t
'•
-1 ;n •! of: otivo
f ■:
1 i:u 1 into a

Parlor and Chamber Sets of all kinds,
Extension and Centre Tables. Fancy
Chairs of every kind. Sofas, Lounges,

-----

onlj arrangement of the hind east of Portland.
We have the handsomest store In the rllj.

<

<

_L

buy

BUCSCSPORT,

Ponte ami sec the t hatige in my store. The side
con tilers have been removed and replaced by
shorter ones arranged crosswise of the floor. The

r

procuretI many patents, reis-ucs ami c\t.u -i.
1
have oeea-ionally en ployed the hest aireiu icNew York, Pliil.adclphia ami Wa-hington. hut I -ti
give you almost the whole of my busine--, in y.u.r
line, and advise others to employ
u.
Yours truly,
(i EOK(i E I > It A PE IF

3m4fi

>1 you leant a nice present for
your wife, nothiny is so aeeejtfttMetis itishes.

1

>

■

I h >st<
! ,(■;• ;... |
IF II Eddy, Es«p—I)ear Sir
nun in 1-io, my first patent
Sine-then .>w hav.
a*-te I f--r and advise*! me in hundreds of .-as.--, ;n ■:

DO YOU KNOW

llayc

lyrT

>

ih’e.”

lil

IL IL C"

I¥S i 1

!

trip-

1

wortliy or more capabie of securing f. r them c
early and favorable consideration at the Patent <»:

Pedlers' Outfits.

or

BELFAST, MAINE.
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EDDY, Solicitor of p.tenl-.
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M f un,in--w ill U av:• Mu- iua-p.u I t-wrv
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III. 1a!
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1
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1
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Mr. 1
'nteretsful practitioners xvitti xvlioin I ha., h,ni
Ih ial intercourse."
( li.\>. MAmin,

filled witli derpab h, ami
-ati-i'a' ti ui -ru.n intt *i.
Prices quote 1 hy tele
-1' i|'h wlirii desired.
Ad liv<s til orders t*»
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of

MAJOLICA WARE,

JO RUNT

e.r

arrangement
Tl.r
M' > \ I ». (
make
wf *.i ri In r II

I

ia this branch of
PECiALTY this sea-

a

Ail Kinds of Fisn

Weakness, and relieve all
Lung and Kidney diseases.

THE

fiirififitsfor obtaining /*ntents
patentability of invtntions.

>

FANCY

Wachias Steamboat Co.
fall

x

si>;;

CASKETS

Toilet Sets & Vases!
LOT

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert ant!

No. 71) State St., opposite Kllbj, Boston,
Secure- Patents in the I'nit 1
i
in (,r
Britain, France and other foreign <',uinti ic- (■<.]>;,
of the claims of an;. Patent furnished 1.remittin..
one d >llar.
Assignments recorded at u
_;.
y<>' jf/fney in (he United States possesses

:

>■ Si.

LARGE

!

v.

R. K. EDDY.

experience

lar_

a

i•. 1 -ir•• —. 1 >ha

-AND-

A

p

s

■

PATENTS-

MAINE.

Lobsters.

1' isli r-ecLlers

o

j

(

“boy

A

PORTLAND,

1

v

\\ kiim.si,a vs, and Fuiiiav s at
h, \. v
I inenht VVharf,
Bostnn, Moxda vs \\
and Finn a v s a I :• o'eio, k r. M.
I*'t; i
a i!
vmi
ir a—. agers and freight will!.,
forwarded t,. Portland hr connecting at Uockinnd
n

ing

TESTIMONIALS.

h. e. McDonald.

Office.

Gilbert,

402 «l'' 404 Cony reus Street,

>

:iw *9

»■

lion. Robert L. Taylor of Tennessee, the
Hemiher” of the Ib'li Congress, is often
>:*id to have fiddled hi* way into office, and to
have tailed to get a second term becaus< he
tie tight be could run on liis brain instead of
b
bow.
However that may be. bis many
former schoolmates in New Jersey well remember with what proticiency he managed his
violin.
But Mr. Taylor is not the only man
ho has made that instrument a potent
'politick iactor.
Mr. Thomas Watson, a leading
member of the (ieorgia Legislature, attributes
hi* election thereto. “I have,” he
says, “the
be*t and most intelligent
constituency in the
*
*
*
state.
was
a
good man,
My opponent,
hut h<* couldn’t fiddle, and you should have
seen the look of silent
despair on his face as he
stood in a corner of the room, while 1 sat on a
box and made my old fiddle talk. I made it a
rub to get every girl to promise to make her
partner in the reel agree to vote for me before
she would dance with him. * * * 'The best
vote-making tune that ever came out of a fiddle is
’Mi**i**ippi Sawyer.**' Mr. Beck, another memh* r of the (ieorgia Legislature, also depended
upon the fiddle, but his constituency was a
solemn one, and demanded grave tunes. “If,”
Le- says, “you’ve got the right motion to
your
elbow, and the right twist to your lingers, and
good rosin on your bow, you ought to get even
vote in a crowd.”

of Bur.

nrse

guaran-

M> taci.:;ii for ha ding ( lams and Lobsters are
unr-r.fpasse i in the Mate. My lobster* are kept
air.-• m il-’ioiu
caiM and !»oih‘d t-* order, thus ascust .imr.I the freshest stock put upon
tic market. Clams ,»\ the barrel, bushel or
gallon,
always on ban : at LOWEST M A UK 1.1' I’KK LS.

-■

Cames, Sic.

grade, and

A

'!"Mi

a\
ni shav

skeptical that it is •/.-• C.re
I*.,-.: >r*n .irth.
;. n (rr.u.
price, $1.00. t::!ai,
FOSTER, MILBURN &. CO., Prop’rs, Buffalo, N, Y.
SOU) I> BELFAST BV K. II. MOODY.
lveoxu

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

me are

INSPECTED.

Dec. 11, 1882,
1‘KNOlisCOT, i steamer K ATAIIIilN,
1-'pt " I!. Ki"\,
j Capt. Oils iNiatAH.w
will make three
trip*- per week, leaving Belfn-o

steamer

■

and In fact everything
kept in a llrst-riass
•lc nr In Store.
S i’laln Bands and stone Hinas
B5t ] PJ
Is I
vyw • of all Kinds.
Diamonds and
Pearls, Turtpiotse, Ac.. Ac.
M> stock was purchase I in New fork for cash
anil I can make prlris that ever} one will acknowledge as bargains.

called the S.d:g cf i;:c<iicincz.
Jjiin K. Allendpk.

1

make

IF If.

and a k ,'.f and am abo ut well—pain
in side ami b.u k all gone—serene s
all cut. f my Lie..-:, and I have a
good appetite, .and am gaining in
strength: ud flesh. It can justiybe

Obituary.

us

Samples of any of our goods, together with ciroffered in this vicinity.
My fish were all I cular containing important information concerning
.'hum
bought direct from the catchers, on which 1 am mail orders, sent free to any address.
able to offer ;• bargain in any quantity to suit cus-

:

<

Commencing Monday,
Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas. Pimples and
Face Grubs, Blotches,' Boils. Tumors.
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head]
Sores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Less cf
Apoetite, Juandice. Affections cf the Liver.
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. Directions in

for samples,
by sending
their selections at home and order by mail,
thus receiving the same benefits as those living in
the city.
to

can

Sets,
that is

Mansfield, Ohio, New 26, iSSi.
Gentlemen

we

Ladies’

health and avoid sickness.
Instead of feeling tired and
out, instead of aches
and pains, wouldn’t you
rather feel fresh and strong?

establishment,
business, a

our

ever

TEA k DINING GETS!
worn

our

Sample and Mail-Order Dept.,
whereby they

I wish t«* call your special attention to
1 have on hand this season the

New goods and choice patterns.

BRACELETS

Lobsters,

Lewis Wharf, opposite M. ('. Freight Depot.

Lambrequin Patterns and
drapery w rk hoe.

ad'-r. who would follow a elose tvasoner to the summit of the absolute
principle
of any one important subject, lias chosen a
eliamois-htmte;' for ii is guide. He cannot carry
it-' on hi- 'lioulder-: we must strain our sinew-',
a- la- ha- -trained lii-: and make firm
footing
on tile -uiuoth fork for ourselves, bv the blood
of toil from our own feet.
[Coleridge.
A woman who i- good and generous, who ikeen y*'t merciful, whose judgment is ripe and
whose heart i' warm, who ha- the discernment
t maturity and the gentlene-s of
youth, it is an
honor to know her and lie favored by her. One
i- better every time one is thrown with her and
lea1.
h r presence with it stronger belief in all
Frances Hodgson Burnett.
g" I tilings.

DICKENS, THACKERAY, SCOTT, MACAULAY, GOE! HE. &c.,

& VELVET

Watches!

I shall make a specialty of Watches, and have
the largest stock in Waldo County, every one
warranted, and a good wall li can he bought
for the low sunt of SI. Come nnd see If you
don't buy.

BETWEEN BANGOR & BOSTON
Touching at Hampden. TVinterport. Buckspnrl
Searsport, Belfast, Camden and Rockland.

TTIOU the accommodation <*f ladies living out of

eard

W-' do not like our friends the worse because
sometimes give us an opportunity to rail
at them heartily.
Their faults reconcile us to
their virtues.
[Hazlitt.

A

JlfiliT

Watches!

fa l Qscoratd M

And latest editions of

r,,

TEMPLE.

Boston & Bangor Steamship Co,

I

1

ly reow.au

1 hurt let ii- rejoice in punishment, even
Ii' n tie- hand of God alone inflicts it. The
li st ,t' a- are lmt
poor wretches jn~; saved
from shipwreck
can we f. el
any thing but awe
and pity when we see a fellow passenger-wailowi i by tile wave-;[Ge rge Eliot.

Consisting of ai! the nt'rt, popular
Juvenile ant! standard

|>1

£'

tied is glorified, not 1 -\ our groans, but our
and all good thought and good
eiioii claim a natural alliance w ith goo-1 cheer.
K. I*. Whipple.

Tli"

rt

MASONIC

Co.

Voyeler

Vm« fkl.K

UaltiiuoK', Mti.. f.S.A,

perception of till' ('omit' is a (ii- of sympathy \\ith other men. a pledge of sanity and a
proteetion from those perverse tendeneies and
gloomy insanities in wliieii tine intelleets sometimes lose themselves.
[Emerson.
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The Charles ft.

"
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all Pretests and
D.rcoUoii- in it

an we

I

STREET.

1.1/Eli\

Sold by
Dealers

is miieh pretension much has
d: nature never pn tends.
[Lav-

:v

tlcy

were seleend early fr*>m tin* largest
and niaimfaetnrer- in N K'Y Y< >KK. limto <eeure the
ii"u invite the
pubiie to xamine our -t>rk, >ee the
-1yIes and -jii:*. ity of oi,r g •<*;>. when they will
!• arn that the pana p» >uit their ta-te and n ir-eat the

OPPOSITE

FIFTY GEMS A BOTTLl.

proit in-'t tie- cause, tmt tln ir interest, that inflames
them.
[Montaigne.

us

MAIN

its it?;*. *«•
And all almr 1 o idy ue!
and pains.

People give the name of z--al to their
pensity to mischief and violence, though

goods

25

fro rnnr.s

a

be unsafe where (Iod has placed ns.
ami w here he watches over us, as a parent a
child whom he loves? [Ken-don.

:

Opera (Hasses. Swiss (uekoo and American
( locks, with Cathedral (tongs. Musicai Instruments of all kinds, including the celebrated
OB(«A\KTTF.
(

of

Fresh, Smoked, Dry & PicKlefl

thanksgivings:

Mcgant Hungarian and Japanese Vases Mime*
thills new
Beautiful!} wrought Figures in
Bronze, hold. Silver and steel spectacles

iniportt !
ing

toil

r.

t

ia

-real varn t

at pri a
I.< »\V l.K
l>.*f,»iv orl'ered.

!'.

ever

a

1 'he human mind is like ground, which aeill ;r- a quality according to tlie pains bestowed
n its n 11 i \ at ion.
[Swedenborg.

an"u-

-lyn- ami kin

SORE THROAT.

11 i- impossible for that mail to despair who
reinemhi r« that his helper is omnipotent. [.Jeremy Taylor.

our

iii 'h we make a -peei.dtv, ran '. ii;_ a; i:::dork, being >loiii.It* that ever 1 "u tor kept
i!ii' • ily'.. v.
invii• n~j.
i.tI ntt«• i*ti-• i..

w

l:iii«-io>iy.

'Vhen tin
!■' n lion'.

1« !' U;IU»
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in;. TOOTH Atm;.

QIMNSV. SWEI LINDS,
-HPIt ASKS,
Soreness. Cuis, Bruises,

son.
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1:•*m* tin,
>•

bAdPUIIE.

i*i:«s. Uultoim.

«— X-

Iinginx
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»\idizt

To

■•I
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Neuralgia,
Sciatica. Lumbago,

Thought.

Of good cheer is worth
rSuuniel .Smiles.

-e

cures

ItHEOATISM,

He wlm \v iits lo do a great deal of good at
"liei
will never do anything.
[Samuel John-

I*. A

■

"in.

of

If is: crime to consider any wickedness
:i of ability.
Buddhist.

~

Solid Silver!
i

Relieves and

HE *. I)A<

\W.Mu._

H.E. McDonald's,

LACE PilAiS of L&iasi

REMEDY

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

have opened, in connection with

GREAT GERMAN

FOR PAIN.
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Attractions!

Holiday

baby’s

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

INSPECTOR AND DEALER IN

Xmas Goods.

nr aim, a /;</♦: a ion ciiai as

There are footsteps hid in the sands of time;
i’le r are voices stilled in this earthly clime.
'..ves come from the boundless shore
Hut I!
That lie- h v ond in the vast evermore.

■JEWELERS,
ii

Darling

again about

nervous

teething," writes a grateful mother. “We almo-t
lost our darling fn-m cholera infoitum, but happily heard «*f Park r Dinger Tonic in time. A
few spoonfuls soon cured baby, and an occa-ional
pose keep- u- in goo.} health."
[ 15 moldy n Mother.

'Then

’<•-

Her

near;

Hiram Chase & Son,
I

Way.

hairjs

turned to the coldest

-1 N-

Immense stock and low prices. Every one will find
It to their advantage to call before purchasing,
because thegoods must be sold If sold at COST.

The safest and sure-t way to re-tore the youthful
color of the
furnished b\ Parker's Hair
Balsam, which i- deservedly popular from it- -uperior clean line.--.

gone like the dews of

morn;
are

the house is to keep the

“Blood will tell;” so be careful how you make
confidants of your relations.

There are memories sweet, and we love them
well.
But the eye grows dim as their currents swell.
There are

warm

FRANK W. COLLINS,

Hood health, rosy cheeks and beautiful skin,
ladies can get by using Brown’s Iron Bitters.

joys

hundred guns.
g*'

A Lady’s Wish.
“Oh, how I wish my skin was as clear and soft as
yours,” said a lady to her friend. “You can easily
make it so,” said the friend. “How,”
inquired the
first lady. “By using Hop Bitters, that makes pure,
rich blood and blooming health. It did it forme, ayou observe.” Bead of it.

there are tears un-

s!

She endures Che Pain of a Severe Surgical Operacion Without Taking Chloroform.

Griefs.

nw

IS*

Commissioners' Notice.
I'MIF undersigned having been appointed b> the
Hon. .Judge of Probate for the count) of
Waldo, on the second Tucsdav of November. \ I>
1SS2, commissioners t" receive and examine the
claims of creditors against the estate of > t'F PH KN
S. I.KWIS, late ot Belfast, in said e.#unly, de
eeased, represented insolvent, hereby give notice
that -ix months from the dale of said appointment**
aid creditors in which to present
are allowed to
and prove their claims, and that thev will he in
session at the following place and times f r the
\t the olTire
purpose of receiving the same, vi/
of tieo. K. .Johnson, in said Belfast, on the llrst
day of February, lss;{, at ten o'clock in the fore
noon, and at said ofliee on the fourteenth day of
May, isS;;, a I wo o'clock in the after m on
Dated this 12th dav of December, A P. lSvi.
K. .JOHNSON.
,nr
1
BOH W P. FIELD. \
:tv\ <»
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FlIPIFItS*

CAN MAKE

During

tlu*

1
lull m.l \V 1
I’. McCurdy A

J.

SOW

PER MONTH
tirtn

ul.irs.

a.Kir-

Co., Philadelphia, l*u.
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